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Plane s Crew
Talks Youth
Out of Hiiack

MIAMI (AP) — A knife-wielding Cuban hijacked a jet airliner with 93 persons to Bis native
island Monday. But the passengers and crew of a second huge
jet were spared a similar detour
when their pilot decided a longhaired youth lackec. the nerve to
carry out his skyjack threat.
The youth, Michael Peparo ,
18, of Cold Spring, N.Y,, and a
girl companion, Tamsin Fitzgerald, 18, of Poughkeepsie, N.Y.,
were arrested when National
Airlines New York-to-Miami
flight landed here. Both were
charged with air piracy and kidnaping and held without bond.
Airline officials said Peparo
was carrying a knife and a can
of mosquito repellent when he
forced his way into the cockpit
of the flight carrying 73 persons.
Capt. Harry Davis , the pilot,
said Peparo told him he was eligible for the draft in about six
months and didn't want to go
into the army. Peparo said he
preferred a simple life of hard
work, in Cvba^f t necessary,
Davis said.
The flight engineer , Harry L.
. Hendrickson, said Peparo gave
way to tears several times while
talking with the crew . Davis
told officers he "doubted the
boy had the nerve " to carry out
•: his threat.
He said the crew convinced
Peparo they would need more
fuel to make the trip to Havana
and he agreed to land in Miami.
After they were on the ground
Peparo agreed to gh-e up the
plan entirely, Davis said.
Peparo wore a mustache,
shoulder-length hair, blue jeans ,
desert boots and a pullover:
sweater. Miss Fitzgerald wore
boots and a flowered dress and
carried a flute in a small black
;. case. ' .
In Poughkeepsie, the girl's
mother told newsmen her
daughter "went to New York
with her friend Mickey on the 8
o'clock train this morning. She
said she was going to take a
fl ute lesson and then do some
errands. I sort of thought she
was putting me on but.. .."
Mrs. John Fitzgerald said her
daughter and Mickey had been
seeing each other "fox about six
months. Mickey lost his 2S (student) deferment when the terra
ended in January—he was attending Dutchess Community
College here—and Tamsin told

Nixon Hopes to Improve
Relations With Red China

me he was worried about the
draft."
The four persons who left the
hijacked Eastern Airlines plane
in Cuba were "dressed well
enough," pilot Capt, Jack Moore (
of Miami said.
Capt. Moore said the passenger list carried the names of the
quartet, two men and two women, as "J. Babin, W. Hernandez,
Mrs. W. Hernandez and Miss
Hernandez." He said the men
were Cubans "about 40, one
about six feet tall with receding
hair. The other a little shorter,
maybe five feet ten and approaching the chubby side."

WASHINGTON (AP) - Despite the hard line he laid down
on Red China policy last week,
President Nixon plans to start a
new diplomatic probe later this
month into the possibility of improving U.S.-Peking relations.
Nixon is considering proposPILOT . . . Pilot Harry ing to the Chinese regime that
L. Davis talked to' reporters as a first step the two countries
in Newark, N .J., airport relax travel and communicaMonday night after he had : tions barrievs somewhat. Easing of the U.S. embargo on
talked a youth aboard his trade wilh the Chinesemainland
National Airlines plane out might follow eventually.
of an attempted hijack . (AP
Some State departm ent offiPhotofax )
cials believe there is an outside

Sirhan to Take
Witness Stand
For First Time
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CANDID VIEW' OF MR. CANDID .. , Mr. Candid Camera, ftllen S-iint , ties his tie while dealing U.S. Customs
Monday at the Miami International Airport. Mr. Fnnt and
his faniily were passengers on the hijacked Eastern Airlines
plane that was flown to Havana, Cuba. The passengers were
returned to Miami by a charter flight late Monday night.
(AP Photofax )

LOS ANG-ELES (AP ) - The
defense arranged to call Sirhan
Bishara Sirhan to the witness
stand for the first time today—
to talk -about his family 's low income but not the murder of Sen.
Robert F. Kenned y for which he
is on trial.
Defense attorney Grant B.
Cooper wants to quash the murder indictment brough t against
the 24-year-old Jordanian on
grounds the grand jury 's members were highly educ ated with
above-average
income
and
didn 't represent a cross-section
of population.
Sirhan 's tiny, grey-haired
mother, Mary, 55, also was
called to testif y about the family's economic conditions. Sirhan
was jobless when arrested. His
mother works as a housekeeper.
The defense subpoenaed all
133 of the county's Superior
Court judges to explain how
they pick grand j urors. Three
testified in person, saying it was
difficult to find low-imcome jurors because of the hardship in
leaving work.
After the defense motion Is
disposed of by Superior Court
Judge Herbert V. Walker, a
jury of eight men and four women, already seated to hear the
trial.

chance the Peking regime may
be shifting its policy from a
high degree of isolation to a
more flexible position.
The very limited hope held by
some experts is based on the
fact that Communist China itself proposed last November
that the next round of diplomatic talks with the United States
should be held Feb. 20—a month
after the Nixon administration
took office.
The date, which the State Department accepted by agreement with President-elect Nixon's advisers at the tim e, was

coupled with a Chinese proposal
which, some officials here considered hopeful that the two
countries make an agreement
"on the five principles for
peaceful coexistence."
The principles include respect
for territorial integrity, nonaggression,
noninterference,
equality and living together in
peace:. The United States and
China, have held unofficial meetings for several years in Warsaw, Poland.
Pre sident Nixon was asked at
his news conference a week ago
about his "plans" for improving

relations with Communist China. He Immediately declared
opposition to admitting—the'
country to the United Nations
under present circumstances.
He also said he saw no prospect
of any change in U.S. policy
"until some changes occur on
their side."

WASHINGTON (AP) — Another meeting of the National
Security Council—fifth since
President Nixon took officekept the administration spotlight on Middle East tensions to¦ —'
day.
The meetings Of top intelligence, diplomatic and military
aides assumed an added dimension with confirmation Monday
that Nixon was thinking of an
early spring^ visit to Western
Europe.
Although the Arab-Isra eli conflict, got top billing at today 's
session, other areas of foreign
policy, including perhaps discussion of the proposed trip
abroad and relations with Red
China, were on the agenda.
Despite Nixon 's preoccupation

with the explosive Mideast situation,, he found room today in
his crowded schedule for a morale-boosting- tri p to another
Cabimet department—this time
labor .
Nixrori planned similar trips
the rest of the week to the Post
Office and Commerce departments, plus a meeting with Republican congressional leaders
W e d n e s d a y , another news
conference Thursday to be telecast live from the White House,
and a. Cabinet meeting Friday.
The White House also announced Monday the President
plans this weekend to make his
first trip to his Key Biscayne,
Fla., vacation spot since he
moved into the White House.
But 5t won't be entirely a pleas-

ure trip, Press Secretary Ronald L. Ziegler said.
Going along for "some foreign
policy meetings": will be Dr.
Henry A. Kissinger, the President's special assistant for national security affairs ,
Nixon took up probl ems of the
city at a meeting ot his urban
affairs council Monday. Then he
spent an hour and <_0 minutes
visiting at the Housing and Urban Development and Agriculture departments.
Nixon stressed to top officials
in both agencies^that the success of the administration depends on their leadership and on
the "competence acid dedication" of the thousands of career
government employes.

Security Council Again
Discusses Middle East

WEATHER

end to the U.S. aggression."
Thus South Vietnam in effect demands that its adversaries concede in " advance that they are aggressors, and North
% Vietnam and the Viet Cong in effect demand that the Americans concede in advance ,they are the aggressors.
This does not prevent Americans here from expressing
confidence that in the long pull something positive will result from the talks. But the operative word is "long."
Ky said his government has made concessions and is willing to make more. He did not spell out just what the concessions have been or might be.
But Xy rejected any notion that political matters can be
discussed in Paris, at least until military matters aie dealt
with. And Hanoi and the NLF insist that military and political
matters must be dealt with as a whole, simultaneously, with
emphasis on the political . This involves the demand that the
NLF be lecognized as the decisive factor i_) the South''s political future.
.
.

Report 1,500 to 3 ,000
N. Viets Inside DMZ

SAIGON (AP) - U.S. intelligence reports say there arc
from 1,500 to 3,000 North Vietnamese troops inside thc demilitarized Zone betwcom North and
South Vietnam it was learned
today.
The U.S. Command would not
comment on enemy strength in
thc six-mile-wide strip that
stretches 40 miles across Vietnam. But it wns learned from
other reliable sources that Intelligence places three to six North
Vietnamese battnli-ons of 500
men each in the zone, most of
them in the northern half.
President Nixon snid at Ids
first news conference last week
that one of the top American
priorities at the ff-aris peace
talks would be restoration of the
zone to the demilitarized status
prescribed in tho 3954 Geneva
agreement. But Ihe communist
side at the conference has refused to discuss this , saying it is
a U.S, trick to perpetuate American forces in Vietnam .
Sources said that Gen. Creighton W. Abrnms , commander ol
U.S. forces In Vietnam , docs not
consider the enemy troops inside the zone a serious threat at
this point, But the North Vietnamese have been moving war

supplies through the zone into
Laos and then down the Ho Chi
Minh Trail to support North
Vietnamese and Viet Cong
troops fighting in South Vietnam.
U.S. headquarters announced
an Army UH1 helicopter was
shot down Sunday while on an
assault mission in the Mekong
Delta 70 miles south of Saigon.
Tjie aircraft was destroyed, but
there were ho casudltics . It was
the 2,340th American helicopter
lost in the war.

Spokesmen for the Saigon
government said South Vietnamese infantrynien have found
the bodies of 200 North Vietnamese soldiers in an area of
the Central Highlands where
U.S. B52 bombers struck three
times in recent weeks.
A brief report said most of the
bodies were decomposed and
were clad In the green uniforms
of North Vietnamese regulars,
but there was no indication,
when thc soldiers were killed.
The U.S. Command said it
was checking Into the report.
Tho bodies were found by a
battalion of tho 42nd South Vietnamese regiment sweeping the
jungles 25 miles west of Pleiku
city and about 15 miles from the

Cambodian border. The troops
said they encountered no resistance during the operation but
found numerous enemy fortifications
which
had
been
smashed, apparently by air or
artillery strikes.
South Vietnamese spokesmen
said tho area was hit last wekeend by U.S. B52 bombers. An
American military spokesman
said several waves of B52s attacked North Vietnamese troop
concentrations in the area Jan .
17 and again Jan. 2(1.

Vodk a — Tha t's It
Russia claims to have a
new tranquilizer that relieves sadness, timidity and
tensions. A r n o l d Glasow
thought they always had
that one, called vodika . . ..
The only hand - me - down
item chi ldren appreciate is
money
It's obvious ,
says the cynic , that girls
are attracted by simple
things, like boys
We
hear tha t a Las Vegas wedding chapel has a sign
reading "Are You Fit to Be
Tied?"

Killed by
Hand Grenade

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Two Arab boys were killed
and 10 other persons were
wounded Monday by a hand grenade thrown at an Israeli military vehicle a few minutes after
Israeli Defense Minister Moshe
Dayan drove past on a. tour of
Gaza, the Israeli army reported.

EDUCATION CHIEF . . .
Ja-mes E. Allen talks with
newsmen outside the White
House Monday after President Nixon named him to
be commissioner of education. He presently holds that
po st with New York State.
(A_P Photofax )

WASHINGTON (AP ) - The
Nixon administration has picked
John A. Hannah , president of
Michigan State University and
architect of its pioneer adventures in helping underdeveloped
countries, to guide the nation's
embattled foreign aid program.
Hannah , staunch Republican
and long-time friend of President N ixon , was expected to
submit his resignation to the
DemocraJ[e«controlled
MSU
board-tJT regents tonight.
But he indicated in a statement released in Detroit Monday night that problems of
succession—former
Michigan

FULBRIGHT:

Nixon Must Make
Case fdr Treaty

The Arab refugee center has
been the scene of several bitter
confrontations between Arabs
Sen.
and the Israeli occupying force W ASHINGTON Ml - Nixon
J. W. Fulbright says the
during the past two weeks. Day- administration will have to
an and several of his top mili- make its own case if it expects
tary officials were making an the Senate to approve the nuunannounced tour of the area. clcitr nonprollfera tion treaty.
In Cairo today the semiofficial "Uf Ihe administration wants
newspaper Ai Ahrnm reported this treaty, it will have to make
that Yasser Arafat , official -its -own case lor it ," Fulbright ,
spokesman for the Al Fatah the Arkansas Democrat who
guerrilla organization has been hcnids the Senate Foreign Relaelected chief of the Palestine tion s Committee said.
"Ut won 't he enough just to
Liberation Organization.
Arafat succeei. . lawyc Yahia say thnt President Johnson and
Hammouda as head of the coali- Secretary of State (Dean) Rusk
tion of Palestinian organiza- Tnacle the case.
tions. He vowed to escalate ""Wc will wnnt the new ndminguerrilla activities against Is- istr ation to make known its attirael until they become "an all- tude toward Ihe treaty, " .said
out liberation war en compass- Fill bright , who supports the
ing the whole of our occupied pac t.
Palestinian homeland. "
Fulbright said high adminis-

£ahLWUAotL
(For more laughs see
Earl Wilson on Pn;ge 4A)

tration officials have told him
they hope President Nixon will
decide this week -whether he
wants action on the treaty now .
. H o w e v e r , administration
sources indicated prior to the interview with Fulbright that Nixon hnd decided to recommend
this week that the Senate proceed toward earl y approval of
the treaty.
The Foreign Relations committee approved the treaty during the last Congress , hut it wns
not called up for a floor vote.
The delay wa.s caused in large
measure by Nixon 's reluctance
to see it ratified when the memory of the Soviet Union 's invasion of Czechoslovaki a wns
fresh. Nixon said during his
campaign he was concerned
about some of its provisions ,

Just Why Does A nyone Want to Live Here?
MINNEAPOLIS Wl - The
Texan landed In Minnesota
one night when it was 25
below zero and the snowbanks along the runways
were high enough to hide
a plane.
During his brief visit , It
got warm enough for tho
snow to turn to sleet. Then
it turned cold and began
snowing again.
"Tell me," he nsked as
he headed back South , "can
you think of ono reason

anybody would want to live
up here?"
These are fighting wordsr
to skiers, snowmobile buffs ,
Chamber of Commerce secretaries , and the tourists
who swarm Minnesota 's 10,000 lak-cs in the summertime.
Hut this winter , they 're
harder to answer , Snow
has gra bbed (lie entire ..late
of Minnesot a in a sustained
hnimperlock that .nay well
be without prec edent in

terms of unwilling shut-ins ,
blocked roads, c l o s e d
and short tempers,
Up north in the pine forest country , where heavy
snow Is more of a way of
life , the year 's total has already topped 100 inches.
In tbe twin cilici of Minneapolis and St. Paul , 54
inches through January
was a new record, and most
of it is stilf around ,
It' s i dangerous to speak
of any piece of Minnesota

Throughout this time the central dispute between Washington and Peking has been over
the Chinese Nationalist Government of President Chiang Kaishek on the island of Formosa.
The United States has proposed that the main land
Chinese renounce the use of
force in seeking settlement of
the issue.

Michigan State
President Heads
Foreign Aid

.FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY Fair ' to partly cloudy tonight
and Wednesday with warming
trend continuing. Low tonight
0-8; high Wednesday 30-_38. Gutlook Thursday : Temperatures
above normal.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. today :
Maximum , 22; minimum, -14;
noon, 22; precipitation, none.

Peace Talks : Tqn gl^SplH 2 Arab Boys

By WILLIAM L. RYAN
Special Correspondent
PARIS (AP) — The latest exposition of South Vietnam 's
i- case by Vice President Nguyen Cao Ky illustrates just how
tangled the issues and far apart the sides are in the Vietnam
peace talks.
As the four delegations prepare for another session Thursday, the prediction , generally, is that the road ahead is long,
tough and strewn with obstacles which at this time seem
insurmountable. Each side, says the next move is up to the
from stated
other. Neither shows an inclination to move
¦ away
..
..positions.
Ky said in an impromptu news conference Monday that
the first thing that must be discussed is, "How to end the
war of aggression by communist North Vietnam against South
Vietnam ."
The North Vietnamese and the Viet Cong's National Liberation Front say the first order of business must be, "An .

Despite this public posture,
the President and his advisers
are reported actively interested
in finding out whether the
Chinese may in fact be at a
point of exploring new relations
with the United States and pos-

sibly other countries*
In ljihe Warsaw meeting, tbera
fore, "U.S. Ambassador Walter
Stoessel Jr. probably will be authorized to suggest aanlowering of
easing of
travel barriers^nd
limitations on/other means of
communication.
The Nixon administration 's
basic poficy in this situation i_
said to be one of readiness for
"friendly relations," with any
country willing to reciprocate.
But the issues are far more
complicated than that . The
United States has itself been an
issue of bitter controv ersy between Red China and the Soviet
Union, and any move Washington makes is bound to be regarded suspiciously in Moscow
•=¦*•
is well as Peking.
Thus at a time when Nixon
liopes to get active and successful cooperation with Moscow in
making peace in the Middle
East and in limiting deployment
of nuclear missiles, lie is not
likely to go out of his way to upset the Soviets by maMng overtures to Red China.
Yet there are pressures on the
President from Congress to at
least explore the possibility of
opening up contracts with mainland China after 20 years ol
near total separation.

" bearing the brunt" of tl .i.s
smow treasure , but distress
c alls point to the sou'. hwestern part of the state ,
a region of small cities ami
farms , as being particu larly hard hit,
In Murray County, which
Is one -of tlie hardest-hit ,
a. .snowmobile-plane rescue
limit has been formed ,
Farmers nre advised hy ra(flio how to make distress
signs in the snow.
But the wind pushing the
(ilecp snow van undo in one

nielli a week' s work by
hundreds of men and equip,
ment ,
In one southwestern county .section, kid.s •? went to
school only four off li) scheduled days in January.
A g r o u p of National
Guardsmen were 2-1 hours
late reporting for arctic
training maneuvers . Snowbound along the way.
In one town , a winter
festival called "Operation
Snowflake " was postponed,
I'.r .ei-s.s of siiowflakes .

Gov. G. Mennen Williams was
reportedly to take his placecould delay a "fulltime role in
the federal government" until
spring or later.
Administration sources in
Washington confirmed Hannah's
selection after announcement of
two other high level appointments.
Dr. Jamesl!.. Allen Jr., New
York State commissioner of Education for the past" 13 years,
was named to the dual jobs of
U.S. commissioner off education
and assistant secretary of
health , education and welfare.
Rita Hauser , 34-year-old lawyer, linguist and striking beauty, was named to the U.S. delegation to the United Nations
with rank of ambassador.
Mrs. Hauser , cochairman of
New Yorkers for Nixon during
the campaign , will be the U.S.
representative to tfiie Human
Rights Commission and Economic and Social Council.
Selection of the 66-year-old
Hannah to head the Agency for
International Development , puts
a tough , n o-nonsense businessman-educator in chafge of an
agency whose basic mission
faces almost certain change.
Increasingly disgruntled Congresses have slashed away at
the 22-year-ol d program so
much in recent years that President Lyndon B . Johnson asked
only $2.7 billion for it in his final
budget.

Fire Damages
Hayfield School

HAYFIELD , Minn . (AP) Fire struck the ..ayfield Elementary School today, halting
classes for 400 pup ils who had
numerous snow vacations during January .
Hayfi eld
and
Blooming
Prairie firemen [ou^lit to control the blaze. About two hours
afler thc fire was discovered at
V a.m., flumes were shooting out
of the roof of the two-story
building .
The lire was discovered before faculty and pupils arrived.
Firemen and volunteers curried school records , books and
ol her equipment from the building as firemen fought tho
flames . Th<> fire , discovered hy
a janitor , .apparentl y started In
the boiler room.
Hayfield Is in southwestern
Dodge Coun ly, abuut 20 miles
north ol Austin , Minn.
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Nice Place to Visit? You Must Be Kidding

By LEW HUDSON
Wortliington Globe
LAKE WILSON , Minn. (AP )
It's a nice place to visit, but
you wouldn 't want to live there.
At least, not this time of year.
Les Sankey 's Buffalo Ridge
farm is one of the most scenic
in all of southwestern Minnesota
but for Sankey and his family,
the scenery is getting just plain
monotonous , .
The f armstead is located near
the summit of Buffalo Ridge ,
the highest point of land in the
southwestern region - of the
state. In the summer the view
,,,4r.om his front door is superb,

extending for rnilcs across the covered with 30 inches of drifted was off to California for three
valley below. This winler, how ; I sno\.. ,
\ weeks. "I should have stayed ,"
ever , it extends only as far as ; With two months of winter i Sankey said, ''only the weather
the first massive - snowdrift j left , Sankey is pretty disgusted, was lousy there too. "
which has lock ed in the famil y. ! and he hasn't been marooned Part of the time he was gone,
nearly as long as many farmer. I a neighbor boy, Jake Stoel,
Sankey 's honi c is two miles in the region,
milked Sar.key ' s 1° cows and
from : the nearest highway, one Sankey, his wife Loreen , and |did the chores. Mos t of the
mile from^Jic- nearest county their 2-year-old daughter Bren- time , he had to come in and out
road , and one-half mile from the da , first felt the lash of winter on horseback.
closest public Toad of any sort. | Dec. 22 when the first heavy
He has no telep hone , although ' snow came. They managed to On Jan. 14 , Sankey 's father,
he!.has ' been trying with no suc- get out three days later only to John Sankey of Edgerton , arcess to convince the phone com- | have the roads drift shut rived to relieve Stoel. They got
pany it should string a wire out j Christmas night. It was New in with the help of neighbors
his way. The closest telephone Year 's Day befor e they man- but were unable to get out.
is two miles by road or three- aged to get out again
j The bulk milk storage tanks
fourths of a mile if you cut During this calm spell they j can hold eight days ' supply and
across fields Which now are decided to take a vacation. It I there was just room for one

more milking at one time in the
third week of January. Then,
the milk tanker managed to get
in to drain them.
As if they didn 't have enough
trouble, th e elder Sankey and
his wife had one period of nine
hours when the electricity was
out. Repair crews came in by
snowmobile and fixed things.
The younger Sankey returned
home Jan. 25. To get to the
house, it was necessary to use
a tractor with a snow sQOop on
the front to chop through the
drifts.
Two days later the feed
truck managed to get in and
two days after that , Sankey

Consumer' Credit Bill' Given Hearing

ST. PAUL (AP -A 154-page servative who's chairman of the
bill to revamp Minnesota's con- Commerce Committee; indicatsumer credit codes received its ed he thought the bill had been
initial committee hearing Mon : amply discussed in subcommitday, with the bill's chief spon- tee.
sor delivering a lengthy ex- Sen. C. R. Hansen , Austin Liberal , then hint-ed he would subplanation ,
Sen. William Kirchner , Rich- mit a bill whi ch also confornrfs
field Conservative spoke for to proposals adopted by the
some 35 to 40 minutes , reciting National Conference of Commismany of the points made in the sioners on Uniform State Laws.
Uniform Consumer Credit Code Among other : things , the
drawn up by a national- con- Kirchner bill would require that
ference . It 's the model for the lenders spell o?ut to. a borrower
esact terms of a .loan including
Kirchner bill.
how much money . it would cost
Sen. AH Bergerud, Ed^na Con- in interest and fees.

Kirchner said it was the fruition of three to four years research on the national level and
termed the code not so much a
statutory measure as a philosophy of good consumer credit
practice. .
After his 'engthy presentation ,
the senator started to introduce
Prof. Robert Braucher , Harvard
Law School teacher on leave to
the University of Minnesota.
But Bergerud proteste d that
Kirchner 's co-sponsors of the
bill , Sens. Robert Leiseth, Detroit Lakes and John T. Davies,
Minneapolis , deserved a chance

to air their views. And the
chairman was slightly agitated
that Braucher 's testimony apparently would be c* .nulative to
what had already been said at
subcommittee hearings.
But Leiseth promptly passed,
explaining the professor was
due shortly for a university
class. And Davies likewise gave
his time to the professor, telling
Bergerud, "I don 't know Professor Braucher to be long-winded.
I' m impressed that he's shortwinded. "
"I'm glad you 're that impressed ," replied Bergerud.

With that, Braucher made a
five-minute delivery on what he
considered merits of the bill,
stressing that it contained balance for consumer and lenders
alike.
Then he: told the committee
and particularly the chairman ,
"I apologize for being so longwinded."
Bergerud , impressed with his
brevi ty, advised him , "We
might hire you out of Harvard
or Yale or wherever you are."
With that, he adjourned , the
session on the . . . hour , as
scheduled.

managed to get out to pick up
some fuel, eggs and the mail.
Since then, everything has been
closed.
Each time Sankey digs out,
the snow banks along his halfmile long lane gets just that
much higher and the next tirte
the snow drifts in it is just that
much deeper and harder to remove.

serious trouble. He has iio snow mobiles, no one Is really Isolated
nu»_>i 'i
scoop for his traU_/. Bu..
to tend for any extend ed period any^ors have been quick
more in the snow bfelt . Still, with
hun theirs.
no telephone and with a halfOn one occasion, the neighmile
of lane to dig out "and no
bors v/ho live three-fourths of a
mile across the fields, from his assurance the county and townfarr brought their own tractors ship plows will have a path open
and dug him out. They are the the rest of the -way to the highEggink brothers, Leonard , Tony way, Sankey has problems and
worries. Lack of communication
and Joe.
is his prime concern.
Sankey was making a deter
mined effort to escape Satuday . "If someone gets sick or
The egg supply was running *ow hurt," he said , "I just don 't
as was oUgar and several other have any way to get help. I
staples. It was doubtful he could guess we're on our own."
make it since the wind was ris- guess we're on our own."
ing and drifts filling as rapidly j 'F or Sankey and others like
as they could be cut.
j him, it's going to be a very long
With the development of snow- 1 winter.

Last Saturday, Sankey spent
all morning working with a tractor and hydrate scoop and
couldn't clear more than twothirds of the driveway. By noon,
winds were up to 30 miles an
hour and the show was coming
back faster than he could dig it
out.
Using a ski plane, a newsman
dropped in on the family and
found them comfortable , though
weary of winter. Sanlcey's parents were still with him , snowbound. '
"As soon as we can," the elder Sankey said, "we're heading
for Arizona. " He's a retired
farmer.
"We listen to the radio and
watch a lot of TV," Mrs. Sankey
said. They particularly pay attention to the weather broadcasts. "They . sound like a
broken record," Sankey said.
On Buffalo Ridge, as they doelsewhere in the farm belt,
neighbors stick together , and
help one another. Were it not
for this, Sanky would be in
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Guard Dog Makes Minneapolis Man
Dies in Plane Crash
Certain Master
SCOTT, Ark. (AP)— A 45Gets Celebration year-old suburban Minneapolis
NEW YORK (AP) - ' Air
Forco Sgt. Thomas J. Caputo is
celebrating his second wedding
anniversary at his Bronx home
with his wife, Veronica, thanks
to Fritzie, his guard dog, who
died in South Vietnam so bis
master might live.
^
Caputo , 21. with shrapnel
wounds of both arms and his
right leg, told Monday how he
and Fritzie were on their last
mission together in a jungl e
near Phan Sang.
Fritzie had been reassiped to
e new handler when communist
raiders attacked and the Air
Force security unit was ordered
into action . Knowing the new
dog handler was still green, Caputo said, he volunteered.
As dog and man passed a

businessman vvas one of four
persons killed Sunday when
their ligh t plane crashed and
bnrned in a pecan grove near
this centra l Arkansas communis . " "
Lawrence Sc hultz , Minnetonka
was superinte ndent.- . ' of a construction firm involved in Arkansas RRW development.
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bunker, Fritzie caught the scent
of intruders an d both hit the dirt
as a flare went up and four enemy soldiers opened fire. Caputo
returned the ftre with a submachine gun, a bullet striking one
Red soldier w5io had explosives
strapped to his body.
Caputo fell bleeding and Fritzie shielded his master , taking
slugs which killed the 100-pound
dog.
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Aldermen Agree to Ban City-Village Board Studies Garvin
Flood Fight
Heights Road Project
Parking on Boulevards
Plan Proposed

Recommendations for enforcing a ban on boulevard parking on some downtown streets
were adopted Monday night by
the City Council .
Drawing a deep collective
breath , the council agreed to
give full support to the elimination of a practice that has
been tolerantly overlooked for
years.
CITY Manager Carroll J. Fry,
who analyzed the situation at
council request , said wholehearted backing by the council
is essential if
the ban is to r
—-—
be enforced.
Gitv
y
Councilm a n Barry /".ll_ ;;| ¦
Nelson , who I VOUnCH ,
h a s sought
adoption of such a policy for
several years, moved for its implementation.
Councilmen said, property
owners would be given prior notice' that enforcement is to become effective.
Nelson warned that "if we
don't control parking between
sidewalks and curb at these
points, we will eventually have
the situation spreading all over
the city ."
Four principal locations are
involved: The Briesath Shell

Station at 5th and Main
streets; Nelson Tire Co., at 4th
and Main ; Owl Motor Co. at 4th
and Johnson, and Winona Typewriter Co., on Main between 4th
and Sth streets.

THREE locations are on portions of State Highway 43, Fry's
report noted. Since these are
conspicuous locations the report stated , enforcement at
these points would make easier
the task of enforcement at other places where the problem is
considered less acute.
A search of the city code discloses no formal definition of
"boulevard ," the report stated.
The term is use'd once in a diagonal parking provision at King
Street and Mankato Avenue and
there refers to space between
sidewalk and curb line. This was
considered to provide a definition for purpces of the report.
Parallel parking is the only
kind permitted along state highways, the report states. In several places, it goes on, the curb
is cut and the lines of definition are not clearly drawn ,
which helps create some uncertainty.
Loading zones at Nelson Tire.
Winona Typewriter and Owl
Motor legations contribute to
the problem, the report says. In

some cases, they are used lor
diagonal parking. It recoirjmends that loading zone permits be clarified , lines marked
clearly and that parallel curb
parking be enforced.

THE REPORT , also asks- for
a full review of loading zone
permit policy. The spaces allow,
ed — at a current fee of $25
each — should bring in a return
more nearly approaching that
of a standard parking meter in
the same are^. Spaces should be
marked by posts similar to meter posts, it says. If the loading -zone is discontinued, a
parking meter can be installed
with little effort.
"Council attitude in this matter is important,'' the report
concludes. "If the administrative branch is to enforce compliance in an area which is a
sharp departure from previous
custom and procedure, the
wholehearted support of the
council is all-important. "

Federal Aid
Asked for
Another Miracle Mall Sewage Plant
Area Zone Hearing

Action on a controversial'rezoning petition was laid over for
two weeks by the City Council
Monday night after a lengthy
public hearing.
The petition, filed by John
Seelhammer, 258 W. Wabasha
St., asks for classification
changes in land west of Miracle
Mall Shopping Center that
would restrict development to
apartment houses or office
buildings.

THE PETITION also asks for
straight B-l (neighborhood business ) classification for a portion
of the land fronting on the Highway 61 service drive. Here
Seelhammer hopes to build a
franchise restaurant
spe- r———-———
cializing
in
M'. e-x . i' c a n '
•¦ style f o o d s .
*»
T h e parcel J UOUnCtl
now is in an
R-l (1-family residential) zone
and was recently purchased by
Seelhammer.
A dozen or more residents of
neighboring areas were on hand
to voice objections to the petition , with most of their fire centering on the restaurant proposal. The opposing parties ultimately accepted City Manager
Carroll J. Fry's invitation to
meet privately in his office and
attempt to work out differences
before final action is taken by
the council.

Gitv

THE LAND has lain idle for
many years, Seelhaflimer told
the council, because of its undesirability for housing sites.
It lies too close to the shopping
center to be attractive to home
builders and the swampy soil
requires too much preparation
and filling for practical building purposes, he said.
By agreeing in advance to
limit most of the area to sites
for apartments or office buildings , said Seelhammer , he
would guarantee a buffer between existing home sites and
the center. He expects to start
development shortly , if the rezoning is granted , he said.
Among the facilities p lanned is
A dental office building.
Benefits to the city and neighborhood will include large increases in taxable values of the
land and the elimination of a
troublesome swamp area , Seelhammer argued.
APPKA.RING in behalf ol
several neighbors , William Hull ,
12..8 Randall St., told the council their lots were purchased
with accompanying restrictions
and that an attractive , high-value subdivision had resulted.
Nevertheless, area residents
have had to appear repeatedly
nt City Hall to fifiht periodic
commercial d e v e 1 o pment schemes they feel would
seriously devalue their homes ,
he declared.
He charged a Mexican-type
eating place woulbf 'create, "a
carnival atmosphere "', a n d
warned that Seelhammer might
decide to build warehouses and
petition for unrestricted B-l zoning for all the land. He added
that the restaurant might destroy the preferr ed residential
character of Erpelding Addition ,
the nearby subdivision.
Objections to the restaurant ,
on grounds of excessive traff ic ,
noise nnd lig hts , we re raised by
Donald J. Smith , 12fifi Parkview , nnd John Mortin , 1282
Parkview.
NOTING objections to beer
service voiced by Hull , Seelhammer snid that issuance of
beer , licenses is nt the discretion of the council, It beer Is objectionable , it need not be part
of tho service , ho said. Ho said
the reason for selecting tho lo-

cation is that the establishment
would expect to attract considerable tourist trade. He also denied that the advertising sign
would be objectionable and said
t h e building's architecture
would be attractive, not garish.
While most objections , concerned the restaurant proposal ,
H. E. Bittner, 1276 Randall St.,
complained that Seelhammer 's
development plan would place
a parking area "within 75 feet of
his lot.
Smith rose to say he had never heard of any actual study
that called the land unfit for
individual home building.
Councilman Howard Hoveland
said the city's problem is to determine the best use for land
that now is virtually useless.
He agreed a study might be
necessary.
~iACK OF development there,
despite a severe shortage of
land in the city, indicates some
thing must be : wrong, observed
Fry. He said development of
multiple dwellings for mediumincome buyers or renters is under consideration in some quarters, indicating this as a possible use. He assured listeners
that parking arrangements always can be made so as to
overcome objections.
The reason no one could buy
a home site on the tract under
previous ownership is that it
never had been platted , Bittner
told the council. Zoning is for the protection
of all owners, Fry said , but it
ought not to deny an owner the
right to reasonable development
of property.
Councilman Dan Trainor Jr.
said he "feels a kinship" with
objectors because of what he
called a similar case — that of
Nash-Finch building project bordering Sunset Addition. He
called it "a barn put up next
to homes." He said he would
agree to R-3 (multiple-family )
zoning but not to commercial
classification of. the land.
COUNCILMAN Barry Nelson
called himself a longtime believer in zoning control and appropriate buffering . But , he
said , "this indiscriminate zonechang ing must stop."
Seelhammer said he would
guarantee in any way he could
that development would be ,as
planned. He said he might have
asked for a split zone — B-l
next to the mall and R-3 next
to the homes — but had promised adjacent owners he would
not request this. Hull repeated
his objection to what he called
a novelty-type restaurant.
When Hoveland moved tn
table the matter "for further
study " Nelson and Trainor proposed an immediate decision.
On the vote, however , four favored the motion and three opposed.
In favor of tabling were Councilmen Hoveland , Daniel Bambp^ck, Gaylord Fox and Earl
Lauferibergcr. Opposing were
Mayor indall , Trainor and Nelson.
MAYOR Indall also called
for a moratorium on rezoning,
The entire question is in serious need of study, he said. Re
calling the repeated rcq:ij e_t_
for rezoning, he questioned the
desirability of a system under
which the property owner who
feels threatened having to fight
periodically to retain his status.
A motion to Ining the matter
back for final action Feb. 17
wns made by Trainor. At this
po|nt Fry suggested tho meeting in his office in nn attempt
to reconcile viewpoints and
bring out a solution to offe r
for council review nnd action.
The motion was passed unanimously.

City Council members voted
Monday night to draft a new application for federal aid in constructing a planned sewage
treatment plant.
The action came after the
c ou n c il reviewed a let- p-"—7~—~~
ter from the
City
Minnesota Pollution Control Y"<vnr»/-Il
j council

The possibility of a coordinated flood control program witu
the city of Winon a was discussed at the. Monday evening meeting of the Goodview Village
Council ;
Leading the discussion were
Victor Ronnenberg, Goodview
civil defense director , and Richard Kuhlmann , civil defense
communication chief .
Mayor Rex A. Johnson plans
to attend the flood control meeting at City Hall Friday.
Village engineer James Kleinschmidt was authorized to prepare a-cost .'estimate for an extension "of the existing water
mains westerly on- 6th Street to
provide service for the Modern
Concrete Co. Inc.. 4980 6th St.,
with the expectation that an extension westerly of this location
also will be considered.
A remodeling permit to install
a new ceiling and wall paneling
at the former Tlern Manufacturing Co. building, 3760 4th St.,
was issued to the Leon Inrnan
Construction Co. Estimated cost
is $7,500. The building will be
occupied by the Winona Lighting Studio, presently located at
Sugar Loaf.
Village Clerk Ral ph Hengei
again reminded all residents
that dog licenses must be obtained prior to March ,1. He cautioned residents against allowing dogs to run at "large." Individuals are being called , he
said, when a report is received
that their dog is loose. If this
practice continues the village attorney has been requested to
seek prosecution of such violators, Hengei said.

Sale of Lot
said a previous fund grant application has In Industrial
been rejected.
According to the MPCA , the
city's application "did not receive a sufficient priority rat- Park Approved
Agency which

ing to be certified and since
then we have not received information that the city wishes to
proceed under the reimbursement provisions of the federal
act." .
The state agency advised the
city it is necessary to file a new
application if it is to be considered for a possible federal
grant. .
The council also noted , with
somewhat greater satisfaction ,
that the total federal grant on
the new airport sewer line and
lift station has been raised by
$4,640 to $51,110.
The 10 percent increase—from
the original $46,460—was extended because "the project is founcl
to be in conformity with a metropolitan area comprehensive
plan developed , or in the process of development," according to a report by City Manager
Carroll J. Fry.

Accident Victim
Still Critical
Sherman Smith , 20, son oE Mr.
and Mrs. W. W. Smith , 944 W.
Howard St., remains in critical
condition with severe head injuries at a Milwaukee hospital.

Sale of Lot 2, Airport Industrial Park, to the Winona Industrial Development Association , was approved Monday
night toy the City Council.
The lot was under a purchase
option, granted in March , 1967,
to WAIDA. The
¦ . ':
sale price stip- T ' ' ¦' ¦
ulated was $6,Citv
v
'" '
380.
«|
A letter from f+

WAIDA, giving H-OUnCII

notice that the
option would be exercised , noted
that the 2-year option is due to
expire March 7.
The city also agrees, under
the option to furnish a bituminous-surfaced road. Councilman
Earl Laufenburger wondered
why this is provided when residential developers are required
to pro-vide all but the finishing
levels to streets in new subdivisions. City Manager Carroll
J. Fry replied that this agreement was negotiated by the city
two years ago and the city is
bound by it.
•A sophomore at Notre Dame
University , South Bend , Ind., he
was involved in an automobile
accident last weekend in Milwaukee.

The WinOna County board will
study proposed plans for tlhe
reconstruction of County Roads
107 (Garvin Heights) and 109,
south of CSAH 6, Fremont
Township, during the February
session of the board which may
be continued another day.
The study follows the pro-

posal of County Highway Engi- CS&H 6 south, and to use the
neer M y r o n
funds for realignment of
Waldow , made __
County Road 107.
at the JanuWaldow has not completed
Coiinfw
*-°UnTy
ary session, to
plans for 107, but the proposed
drop the 109
reconstruction would start at
D ^.-J
O
project , which | POdi
Lake Boulevard and go up the
c a l l s for 4
hill , a distance of about a mile.
miles of reconstruction from
John Nankivil and Robert McQueen, developers of Wincrest
Addition , appeared before the
board this morning to present
views on why work .cn 107 would
be more advisable at this time
than work on 109.

Two Street
Vacations Get
City Approval

The City Council approved
two requests for vacation of city
properties after making minor
amendments to the petitions
Monday night.
Both requests were filed by
Waynco Inc., 1265 E. Sanborn
St. Public hearings on the petitions brought no objections. Appearing for the company was
NANKIVIL said that there Richard Renk , attorney.
are now 29 homes in Wincrest VACATION of Lo. 1, Block
and 15-18 farms along the up- 5, Athletic Board Addition , was
per part of the road which use ordered w i t h
er boat races, can be secured the hill section almost daily. The
a s m a 11 I ~~ ; ~"
here and that these would be road is also the main route to change. T h e
City
covered on ABC Television 's Garvin Heights park , and is lot would conused
very
heavily
i
the
sumWide World of Sports. There
n
S ti t U te a
*X t a r afii! A
' .. • ¦ . : * . ' block e x t e n1-- , i C
v-ounc
would be benefits to the city mer.
Len J. Merchlewitz, chair- sion of East
in nationwide television exposure and from the visitors the man of the board , asked Nanki- 25th Street southerly from Sanevent would draw , according to vil and McQueen to prep are born Street . A small triangle at
the letter, signed by Robert petitions expressing the wishes the edge of Sanborn Street was
Czaplewski, general chairman of the residents in regard to retained by the city for street
for the 1969 Steamboat Days rebuilding of this road. He also purposes , since Sanborn will at
Because matters of city told him that the new road that point be bene into an Spolicy are involved , said City would not follow the route of the curve to pass south of the new
Manager Carroll J. Fry, the existing road because of the Peerless Chain Co. plant .
items should be reviewed by steep grade caused by loca- Also vacated was a stub porthe council.
tion of Highway 61 and some tion of King Street where it
Except for the boat race and public facilities in the immed- dead-ends against west line of
parking issue, which are inter- iate area.
Waynco property. Vacation of
related , none of the requests
Plans have not been drawn
stirred any particular objec- for the road but some initial the parcel allows the company
to square off a hitherto irregutions. They included permits survey work has been done.
lar loriine to facilitate plant
for parades, carniv al operation
in Levee Park , food and beer
A LETTER or petition , signed expansion. At the suggestion of
service and fireworks.
by 13 residents along 109, was City Manager Carroll J. Fry,
the city will retain an easement
THE COUNCIL also noted a read to the board Monday. It through the parcel for its new
letter from E. W. Hagberg, asks that the project, as listed sanitary sewer line.
Community Memorial Hospital in the current five-year county
administrator, which said the highway plan for the county, THE EASEMENT is the same
hospital has been assured that not be eliminated. The letter ex- as that now afforded to the
noise levels Will be fairly low pressed a heed for a farm-to- city through Waynco property
and that , as a result, there market road in that area and for a line serving the new Peerare no objections in this quar- also stated that it was the con- less plant. The easement, Renk
necting link between Trunk said, was giveiKto the city withter to the boat races.
Councilman Dan Trainor Jr. Highways 14 at Lewiston and out cost by the company and
moved tp table the requests 43 at Rushford.
would remain in effect until a
until Feb. . 17, pending disposi- Commissioner Paul Baer, plant addition is built over it.
tion of the parking question. Utica , said he would like to see The line at this point is of ducCouncilman Gaylord Fox pro- the design of county aid roads tile iron pipe which is considposed that cleanup provisions cut back in an effort to re- ered largely indestructible.
also should be included.
duce the cost. He said that 60
mile-an-hour designs are not
needed in the ruraj area , as
there are enough streamline
county state aid roads for fast
travel.
Waldow told Baer that County
Road 109 is designed for 50
mile-an-hour traffic , which isn't
WASHINGTON (AP ) - Air- a very fast design for today's
line companies and their pilots traffic. He asked why the counare offering a $25,000 reward for ty would want to build county Engineers from the Minnesoinformation leading to the ar- roads with township standards. ta and Wisconsin highway derest and conviction of hijackers.
partments met at the MinnesoBut it will not be paid to any- THE BOARD chairman Len ta Highway Department Conone who tries to apprehend a hi- J. Merchlewitz requested Wal- struction office in Winona tojacker on board an airplane. dow to present plans for both day to discuss "what way to
The Air Line Pilots Associa- roads today so the board could go" in repairing the interstate
tion and the Air Transport Asso- make a determination .
bridge between Wabasha and
ciation jointly announced the re- B oard members pointed out Nelson , Wis , in order to reward Monday. They said it will that this is the first time it open it.
be limited to information sup- lias considered changing the 5- Lloyd Nelson , assistant displied before next Jan. 1 about year-work plans. The county trict engineer with the Rocheshijackings that occurred on started its second five-year plan ter office said late this mornUnited States airlines after last in 1967.
ing, "We still are checking into
Commissioner James Papen- the weakened steel and decidJan. 15.
In Congress, Rep. Harley O. fuss , Dakota , said he would ing which way to go."
Staggers, D-W. Va., said the like to see the project cut back The bridge has been closed
House Commerce Committee he a bit, to make up for extra since Friday at 6 p.m. to all
heads will start a hearing on air snow removal costs this win- except emergency vehicles and
safety and hijacking Wednes- ter.
pedestrians after a one-fourth
Waldow said this could be inch crack was found in the
day. .
done by reducing the project gusset plate in the 20-foot steel
truss between the bridge deck
asked whether this would in length this year.
and the 27th pier , which a conelud e snow removal from crosswalks at street corners. Frj
There are about 23,000 forest- tractor was reinforcing.
said he believes such locations ers in the nation . About 8,000 Nelson said he couldn 't say
are the responsibility of the are working for the federal gov- when the bridge would be reopened.
ernment.
city, not private owners.

Lake Boat Racing
Decision Delayed
Action on a request by Winona Jaycees for various
Steamboat Days permits was
held over two weeks by the
Ctiy Council Monday night.
Councilmen said they want to
study the feasibility of allowing
parking in Lake Park areas for
spectators at a proposed series
of inboard mo- _________
tor boat races |~
| ~—'
on Lake WiCity
nona . A list
of eight re- ^V, lrw:
.|
quests

was

[lOURC!!

contained
in
a letter to the council.

THE LETTER said there is
a possibility that national pow-

Assessment
Ordinance
Change Asked

Drafting of a new ordinance
on local assessments was ordered Monday night by unanimous
vote of the City Council .
A report on present assessment procedures by City Manager Carroll
———
J. Fry called I
_ hem a "maze
City
of ordinances,
*
special laws, f" _ , ,_ _ ;
|
directives of -V-OUri-CII-.
v a r l o u s
boards and a sprinkling of state
laws," making for a virtually
unworkable system of special
assessments.
Simplified procedures c a n
greatly reduce paper work
that uses up large amounts of
engineering, clerical, administrative and legal consultants'
time, according to Fry's report. This is important because the city anticipates installation of many local improvements — sewers, w a t e r
mains, streets, storm sewens—
and air will be assessable.
Consolidation of i m p r o v e ments into one assessment bond
issue can help reduce errors
and costs, the report states.
The state of Minnesota permits
this and it is recommended by
various city officials that state
statutes be ador '.ed as the guide
for city policy, Fry wrote.
Also approved by the council
was the recommendation for
adoption of an ordinance allowing the city to remove snow
from sidewalks and assess fthe
costs to property owners, if
owners fail to do so themselv es
Councilman Daniel Bambenek

Meeting Held
On Wabasha
Bridge Problems

Airlines Place
Price on Heads
Of Hijackers

BUT NOT ON THE SALARY SCHEDULE

Agreement Near on Part of Teacher Pay
£ fourth meeting of the Winona School Bo ard and . representatives of public school
teachers of District 861 to negotiate contracts for 1960-70
Monday night ended with fi ve
issues on the bargaining agenda resolved , at least tacit
agreement reached on four oth
ers and the big one—a new salary schedule—held over for further study.
In their meeting wllh the
Board Monday the five-member
Teach:.rs Council representing
the "Winona Education Association and the Winonn Federation of Teachers submitted a
revised comprehensive proposal on salaries,
T~
fringe b e n e - I

fits and other

School

cont r a c t iss u e s repineD/ MM.,/4
in R its origin- | POdrq
nl list of requests presented a month, ago
and drafted in answer to a
board counterproposal subse
qucntly given the teachers .
THK SKSSIOM wa* devoted
almost exclusively to discussion of 15 points concerned with
such issues as extended hospl
tnlization and sick leave benefits , increased pay for summer
school , coaching nnd other assignments and policy mailers
with economic implications.
Near the end of the meeting
the teachers presented their revised salary schedule proposal
reflecting n reduction in thc
original requesft and , aft er a
brief glance nt the new proposa l, board President Frank

J. Allen suggested lhat the
board meet again later this
week to study the new proposal before discussing it in detail with the council.
The restructured schedule
presented by the teachers Monday night has a starting salary $:I00 lower than that specified in the original proposal
and ranges to a maximum $1,050 under the opening bid.
A WIDE spread still exlsl_ ;
however , between the tcacliers '
new proposal and last month' s
board offer.
The teachers' revised schedule for a 107-day work ycai
calls for a stalling salary of
$7,200 for a new teacher with
a four-year degree and no previous teaching experience nnd
has ascending .steps for additional experience and training
to a maximum of $14 ,!)50i for
the teacher with a master 's degree and 30 or more credit
hours of graduate study after
13 years of t eaching experience.
The schedule is .structured
in SI K lanes—for teachers with
bachelor 's degrees and with
15 and 30 credit hours beyond
the four-year degree and for
the master 's degree and IS and
30 cr«dit hours beyond.
The teachers '' proposal now
represents a $1 ,200 increase at
(he lowest step of the schedule raver the one currently in
effect nnd raises this year 's
maximum by $3,1)50.

$6, 500 .starting salary, $500
above the present base step,
but $700 below the council's
counterproposal.
At the top steps of the schedule there is an apparent divergence in opinion among bos.rd
members and teachers both as
to dollar amounts and snl-ary
philosophy.
The board counterproposal
left unchanged the salaries at
the top of the master 's, master 's plus 15'and master 's plus
30 hours lanes with the provision that all teachers now at the
top steps in these lanes v-vho
will return for the 1969-70 contract year would be evaluated
by thc administration and iaidi
vidual decisions made as to -salary increases on the basis of
professional competency.
ONE OF THK major po ints

raised by the teachers «at Ihe
last negotiating session -was
concerned with tr> what cxttenl
the board was considering rewarding teachers meriting raises nt the top of the schedule.
Hoard members at that t ime
said that no firm determina tion
had been made on this issue
but thnt efforts would be iraado
to provide thc council with some
indication as to what range: ot
increments might be expect ed,
In presenting the teachers '' revised schedule Monday ni ght ,
Lowell Johnson , chairman of the
joi nt teachers' council , commented , "Here we're proposing
a schedule that provides for
THE HOARD otter now on Ihe merit pay for those who deserve
tnhle r meanwhile , propos. fl n it all along tho line, The board

proposal that mer it raises only
be granted at the top of the
schedule may be sound enough
but it's vague as to what the
exact amounts would be . Our
proposal allows for a merit
system thr oughout. "
AI.LKN ASKK I) . "In olher
words , you mean that you feel
thai the board should then exercise its prerogative to withhold increments from those who
don 't deserve them?"
replied , "That's
.Johnson
right ."
The discussion referred to an
existing board policy that provides that increments may be
withheld in the case of any
•achcr who , in the opin ion of
the administrati on , hns not
merited an increase . The administration also may recommend for outstan ding teachers
increments higher than those
normally provided bv advancement on the schedule ,
Thc council indicated lhat by
raising the upper limits in (he
top three lanes the meritorious
teacher would have an indication as , to what he m ight he
granted but that actual allowance in whol e or in part would
be subject to Ihe determinat ion
ol the board which also would
withhold any increase for teachers not deserving the rni.se.
"I DON'T think that Ihr
board could pos sibly study this
schedule tonight and come up
with any kind of nn answer ,"
Allen commented , adding that
directors would meet Inter in

the week , consider all points
in the revised teachers ' proposal — including the salary
schedule and have a counterproposal ready for presentation to
the council next week .
Board members and the council agreed to meet again next
Monday to continue the negotiations.
At the outset of Monday
night' s session Johnson prefaced
his presentation of the revised
proposal with the comment that
the council had received information through its organizations regarding salary negotiations in other school districts
throughout the state.
"We believe that the. council ,
on behalf of the teachers , thc
students and the people of our
community, should commend
you as n hoard for the independent stand you have taken
in these matters ," Johnson said.
Ill 1', apparently wns referring
to other districts in which nc
gotiations had stalemated early
in Ihe bargaining .stages after
board had received initial proposals from teacher groups.
"It' s my understanding from
information supplied by the
Minn esotn School Boards Association ," Allen observed , "thnt
out of about SO cases where proposals were made we are thc
only ones to make a counterproposal . In most of thc other
eases teacher. .' proposals either were simply rejected or some
other stand wns taken. "
In discussing other points ir
Ihe teachers ' original request
llu . council advised the hoan

that it was withdrawing its request for an income protection
plan and for life insurance and
accidental death benefits for
all teaching personnel.
THK . COUNCIL said that
previous sessions had resulted
in clarification to thc teachers' satisfaction of the board
policy on sabbati cal leave and
general agreement was reached
on the hoard ' s formal statement — requested by teachers
— on the system 's teacher retirement policy .
Issues other than the salary
schedule which seem destined
to prompt the most future discussion include increments for
coaching assignments and related activities — Athl etic Director Victor T. Ciislason met
with council and school board
members at the start of the
meetin g to clarify the coaches '
requests •- nnd salaries to he
paid for summer school instruction .
Alien said that at next Monday 's meeting Ihe hoard would
submit counterproposals on all
matters still nt issue .
AI.TIIOLHill tlu'i-e wns no
reached
specific
agreement
Monday ni ght on issues .such as
sick leave polic y, definition of
weeks in the work yenr and
a policy on graduate study for
advancement nn the schedule
both council and board seemed
to feel that progress had been
made toward res olving these
issues and sett lenient could possibly he reached in the board' s
forthcoming counterproposal.

Milwaukee Gets Fancy Fido
Most Money lo Filched—
Battle Crime
$800 Gone

By Ed Dodd

MARK TRAIL
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Sugar Potato
Salad, 'Burgers
B> EARL WI1. S0N
NEW YORK — The late Dinty Moore astonished me years
ago when he said he always put su gar in the hamburgers he
served at his famous restaurant.
Now I find that Luchow 's. where so many of the Glamour
Set meets , especially on Sunday night , has hot potato salad with
bacon which is also sweetened with sugar—but only a teaspoon.
In my new passion for Ail-American cooking, I' ve found this
latter dish is something not known lo everybody. So ior all you
amateur chefs who 'd like to be
as good a cook as my Beauti- bclt N . . . Buddy Hackett beful Wife, here 's Jan Mitchell ' s came a ' vice prez of the Sahara
own recipe :
Nevada Corp. of Las Vegas and
ST. LOUIS (AP ) - The U.S.
SPECK SALAT. .f the German will be a talent consultant for
Weather
Bureau launched a na)
term
their 4 hotels besides headlining
"1 pound potatoes; f slices at Ihe Sahara in April , August tionwide campa ign Monday to
bacon , diced : 1 medium- size and November . . , Shirley Mac- expand its network of volunteer
onion, diced ; ^ cup vinegar; . ;• Lain c did her bit for the April sky watchers in an effort to recup stock or bouillon; l teas- 1 pr-erniere of "Sweet Charity " duce the tornado death and inpoon salt; .4 teaspoon pepper; bene fit for Actors Studio by jury toll.
The campaign is called "Op1 teaspoon sugar: J egg yolk, smib' ng and bowing to everyeration Skywarn. "
beaten.
body at the El Morocco party
'
George Brancato , chief mete' '"Scrub potatoes ; rinse. Boil in run _by Mrs. W. Irving Held
orologist in the St. Louis Weajackets; let cool. Peel and-cut - and Mrs. Eugene Picker.
ther Bureau , said weathermen
in .i-inch slices. Cook bacon in . Yrette Mimicux had an inter- already rely heavily on reports
view
date
with
me
at
Gallaghot pan until crisp. Add . onion;
from policemen , housewives,
stir and cook until transparent. hers ' . at 4;.'i0 p.m. and called m otorists, pilots and other rea
t
5
and
said
she'd
me
made.
Add vinegar , stock or bouillon ,
ports of tornado sightings.
and seasonings. Stir ; let come a mistake and went to Galla'
s
33
instead.
And
I'm
gher
so
In addition to expanding thc
to a boil. Stir in egg; remove
from heat and pour over pota- naive , 1 believed her. Oh , Earl , spotter corps, Skywarn also is
you fool you , she was with a geared to promote tornado pretoes. Serves 2 to 4. "
And speaking of All-Arnencan new guy, -. brushing you real paredness plans for schools and
other places where large numCooking, Irv. Shapiro of the Aku- good , .vou. dope.
Akru Room at the Town House BARBRA Strcisand'II be here bers of people gather.
Brancato said skywatchers
Motel , Toledo , flashes mc:
April 10 to. film "On a" Clear
"We bave the only Polynesian Day '' ; she 's requested a --bed- are extremely important.
Room in the U.S.A. that serves room hotel suite for herself , and
"We couldn 't do without
Chinese food with bagels. "
entourage . , . Joe Namath' s them for the simple reason that
JACK VALENTI. ex-aide to partner in Bachelors III , Bobby in most cases you need a pair
LBJ, says President Nixon "has Van , got a request for Joe to of eyes to actually see that
done extraordinarily well — tbe appear with Lee Marvin i n - a there is a tornado. Radar will
new President has done every- western , "Monte Walsh " .. '.. . spot them only part of the
thing I'd have recommended to Caug ht in the rain without an time," Brancato said.
the old President." Valenti's umbrella as he left , Christo's "One of the biggest¦ needs is
contract as Prez of the Motion TV weatherman Tex Antoinc for greater accuracy of obserPicture Ass'n. runs till '74. Va- . ., A preview screening of the vations reported to ' us ," the
lenti who said he slept a little Oma.r Shariff-Ava Gardner film , weatherman said. "What are
better knowing LBJ was in the "Mayerling," -was so crowded often reported as tornadoes may
White House, says, "Now I just that Hedy Lamarr sat on the be just ragged clouds."
Brancato said tornad oes aftake a little Seconal."
floor.
fect , relatively small areas , but
Spotting Teddy Kennedy . at We hear a B'way novelty shop they strike faster and are more
the Diamond Ball at the Plaza , sells a book titled "The Wit & violent than other natural
Monique Van Vooreen said , Wisdom - of Spiro Agnew";
¦ the storms:: .
"Helio! I'm glad to see you pages are all blank .' ;" .' . , An
"When a funnel dips toward
again. You're very good-look- Olympic medal winner said at
ing. " She had exactly the same Kippy 's, "One difference be- earth from a storm cloud , evtween a professional athlete and ery second counts ," he said.
speech for Mayor Lindsay .
Robert Merrill says . the opera- ah amateur is that the amateur "Everyone involved in spreading warnings , everyone respongoers who boo performers has a Swiss bank account"
"should be thrown out "bodily " Julie Newmar's going gliding sible for others' safety , every
and he foresees the time when with John Bruno of the Pen & single individual should know,
audiences at B'way shows, now- Pencil . . . Van Johnson 's wear- without hesitation , the'approprivery polite and inclined to do ing the latest hairdo for men, ate action to take. Indecision ,
excessive "Bravos," will turn something called "the pine- panic arid confusion cost lives,"
he added.
to "Boos" instead. Merrill says apple."
this without prejudice , as he TODAYS B E S T LAUGH :
hasn't been booed at the Met Joan Rivers' cousin took treat- Suggests
Island Could
(In Europe, yes!).
ments to make her look ter
Durward Kirby told Toots years younger: "It didn 't help, Be Honolulu Suburb
Shor that he moved to Califor- thoug h — when she got the doc
nia to do TV — and got many tor's bill she aged 20 years. " HONOLULU (AP) -^Ct. Gov.
offers to do TV in NY" where WISH I'D SAID THAT : Mar- Thomas P. GilJ^aggests the ishe'd lived for years .- ' .. Jockey riage is a trick to make a house- land of Mijjetfai i 20 miles south; Sammy Renick's got two hob- keeper think she's a household east of/Oahu Island , could becom€a suburb of Honolulu.
bies: Blasting the girl jockeys er. — Pamela Hall.
and (2) caricaturing his old M.arty Ingels writes that he's "Its closeness to Honolulu , the
friend Louis Sobol ora table- discovered a great new drink — rapid development of efficient
cloths . . . We never believe two diet pills stirred into three short range aircraft and the in. these rumors , but somebody at jiggers of Scotch: "So far I've credible population pressures of
the bar at 21 muttered to us lost ten pounds and my driver's Honolulu may yet turn parts ot
that Zsa Zsa is putting on license." . . . That's earl , broth Molokai into a suburb," Gill
said Sunday .
weight (Maybe just her monev er.

Weather Bureau
Out to Recruit
Sky Watchers
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TO ST WITH i i *

THE CHECKING ACCOUNT WITH BUILT-IN CASH RESERVE
• Practically every store In town hat a salt going on an , it'i an Ida a I
time to m-ako a needed or desired purchase. You can pay cash for thai*
purchasBi easily, even W you don't have ready sash available. How?
Just use the MERCHECK PLUS feature of your Merchants Bank checking
account. You don 't hava Morchcck Plui? Well , that can be easily arranged. Ju*t come In end we'll explain it and set it up tor you. Then
you can help yourself to savings et the storet.

JUST PROMISE TO PAY IT BACK!
i

MERCHANTS

NATIONAL BANK

Member F«deml Deposit Insurant. Corporation
THIRD A LAFAYETTE STS.

PHONE 8-5J61

MADISON , Wis. UPl - Milwau
MADISON HEIGHTS, Mich.
kee, with a grant of $35,000, (AP) - Fantasy Flash of Woz
leads a list of fund recipients in isn't as flashy ae his father. But
his owner has had the woes ever
a program to improve local law since the fancy Fido was filched.
enforcement.
The dog, a basenji, was stolen
Gov. Warren P. Knowles an- from the back yard of Mrs. Leo
nounced Monday a list which in- Akins of Madison Heights Jan.
1
cludes: Dane County Regional 23. She raves about "Flashy'
but says he is worth $9,200 less
Planning Commission, $18,000; than his father.
Fox Valley Council for Govern- "His father sold for $10,000
ments, $11,081; Platteville State two years ago," Mrs. Akins
University $14,492; Racine $14,- says. "Flashy is worth $800, but
749, and the Village of Shore- only to me because I've got his
pedigree papers."
wood , $13,325,
A basenji is an African breed
Additional planning grants related to the dingo and the
will be made in the future , lr_Pl____l
said.
capito l perch , this . is the Knowles
"They don't bark ," Mrs .
The J funds are made available Akins says, "they just make a
timei Come to Madison
with your gear , and if you • by the government and . the state little siren-type of howl."
should be so unlucky as to to carry out Wisconsin's responhit a day when the fish sibilities under the omnibus
. aren 't biting—well , you can Crime Control and Safe Streets must be completed for federal
approval by June 1969.
always complain to the gov- Act of 1968.
If approved , more than $500,,
a
comprehenUnder
the
act
ernor .
:
sive statewide plan for the im ; 000 would be provided for WisTHEY LIKE FISH
provement of law enforcement consin to implement its plan.
RICHMOND , Va. (AP ) r r
b.
Burglars broke into a truck
^ ^.^^__L^___L 1B_______H___ ___BB_________F____9 r ff & JF
parked on a downtown street
Sunday and stole 400 pounds of
frozen mackerel . -"• ¦<- '
KILLED BY ICE
SEATTLE, Wash. (AP) Robert A. Lundberg was killed
Monday when a 150-pound chunk
of ice fell through the windshield of his car from a ventilating shaft inside a tunnel .

Giant Perch - Reason
For Visiting Madison

By BILL STOKES
Wisconsin State .Journal
MADISON , Wis. W-Some
people come to Madison to
see the governor . Others
visit the Capitol to talk to
legislators , and still others
arrive to conduct business
with a wide variety ol governmental offices or with
city merchants .
But probably the major
reason ^ for "c o m i n g to
town '' those frigid winter
days Ls Lake Mendota 's famous jumbo perch.
Mother Mendota , sprawled in the shadow of the
Capitol dome and sliding
along the edge of the University of Wisconsin campus , is producing perch
that have the ice fishing
crowd grinning like jacko-lante 'rns . .
After several years of
less than fa ntastic coop eration with the perch fis hermen , Lake Mendota has
turned into a "good gal"
and anglers are trudging
off the ice with buckets full
of genuine jumbos —in the
foot-long category.
During a recent "percharee," a long - standing
weight record for a 25-fish
catch was broken v/ith a
catch that tipped the scales
at 16 pounds , 12 ounces.
The capitol perch draw
fishermen from most of
Wisconsin , southern Illinois
and Iowa .
On a recent sunny afternoon , there were "perchers" from Dubuque , Rockford , Marshfield and Watertown , and dozens of other communities.
The anglers traditionally
congregate at the "hot
spots" where someone discovers perch are biting.
Holes are bored or chiseled
through the thick ice, and
special gear goes in.
A perch rig may take
several forms. But in all of
them there must be a feature which transmits the
gentle nibble of the fish to
the angler.
The perch does not attack
a bait : It nibbles ever so
easily and if a hook is not
set "now ," the fish will
steal the bait.
What makes it extra
tricky for the fisherman to
get himself to a perch is
the fact that the fish spend
most of their time with
their yellow bellies just off
the bottom in 50-60 feet of
water. This makes the
perch signal especially difficult to detect.
A typical Mendota rig
starts with a No. 6 snelled
hook fastened to an eyed
one-ounce sinker. The line,
a heavy fly-type cord , is
fastened to the other end
of the sinker , and this is
all supported in the water
by a large buflet - shaped
bobber.
In recent years, some
anglers have replaced the
bobber with a fiberglass
rod that is propped over
the hole in such a manner
that fish activity is . record ed in the movement of
the rod tip.
Whatever the rig, it is
daily the subject of mass
hypnosis on Mendota 's icy
surface, Hundreds of bundled fishermen sit on buckets and stare at bobbers
and rod tips.
They bait their hooka
with golden-rod grubs , susans , salmon eggs, fish
eyes or minnows , and they
sit and stare,
The fis hermen who take
the most fish manage to
shake off the hynosis to

I Winona Daily N ews
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move their rigs if there is
lack of action. The best
Mendota perchers are almost constantly on the
move, drilling new holes ,
trying various baits , and
testing new depths.
And when they hit the
perch , it' s "Annie, beat
the pan , daddy 's bringing
home the filets. "
The perch t-' r a v e 1 in
schools , and when one is
caugh t, there are sure to
be more coming along
shortly.
Once of? the lake , the
perch is still a prize. Few
outdoor menus can surpass
the one that is built around
fresh perch filets.
If you haven 't tried the
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"BLISS OF MRS.
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BLOSSOM"

35*-90ij.?1.25

Fountain City, WU.

4 DAYS ONLY

STARTS WED.
EVENINGS: 7:15-9:35

CARRY-OUTS?

ALL SEATS $1.50
PASSES NOT HONORED

You Bet . . . Anything On
Our Menu

ULYSSES'A SUPERB FILM!" I
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PLUS THESE SPECIALTY ITEMS!

BATTER FRIED SHRIMP STEAK
$|
SANDWICH on Vienna Bread . . . . I
BATTER FRIED FISH SANDWICH
On Vienna Bread

Published dally except Salurday and Holidays by Republican and Herald Publl.h
ln« Company, 60) Franklin St., Winona,
Minn 5W8' .
1

FOR VACATI ON.
WE'LL REOPEN
TUESDAY, FEB. 18

JL

BEST DIRECTOR-MIKE NICHOLS

I"'

VOLUME 113 , NO, 63
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SUBSCRIPTION R A T E S
Slnflla Copy — 10c Dolly, 30c Sunday

1

GROUND BEEF ON DILLY DUN

C

D«llv«r«d by Carrier—Per Wiek 50 cante
26 weeks »li?5
55 wt-ekj MS 50

/

WHh French _HZ f.

I

By moll »trlclly In advance) paper Hopped on axplra'Ion dote .

All olher subscriptions !
Sit 00 3 monlhi
I year
6 months
*]000 I monlh

14 00
«J.3_

Send chongi ot address , notices, undellvered copies, subscription orders ond other
mall Items lo Winona Dally News, P.O
ftox . 0, Wincna, Minn. 55987 ,
Second elm postaot
Minn.

p.sU j>t Wlnont ,

____

BATTER-FRIED % CHICKEN

In Fillmore, M (union. Olmilecl . Winona,
vVobasha, Buffalo. Jackson , Pepin and
Trempaaleau counties and armed forces
personnel In the conllnoniol United States ,
or overseas wllh APO or FM addresses:
I y»or
SIa .00 3 monlhi
J4.O0
a months
17.50 1 monlli
tl.SO

In Iho famous Hot Fish Shop
Batter , plus cole slaw and
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O Neill Seeks Support
In Northern Ireland

BELFAST, Northern Ireland
(AP) — Northern Ireland begins
aa election campaign today in
which Prime Minister Terence
O'Neill seeks support for his
moderate policies toward the
territory 's Roman Catholic minority.
After four months of Protestant-Catholic strife, the 5 .-yearold prime minister dissolved the
territorial Parliament Monday
after it became clear an increasingly powerful faction in
his ruling Unionist party was
determined to drive him from
office. O'Neill is appealing over
the heads of the dissidents in his
frarty. to those he believe s want
moderation,
The vote is set for Feb. 24.
The six counties' 942,000 voters
will choose 52 members for the
provincial Parliament .
3n an apathetic 1965 election,
the Protestant-based Unionists
won 37 seats. The Nationalists,

There will be no apathy Feb.
24. Northern Ireland has been
torn.by strife since last October,
when the province's Catholic
minority began protesting discrimination in jobs and housing.
The Catholics clashed with
militant Protestants, who saw
the civil rights protests as a
move to break away from the
London government and unite
with , the Catholic Irish Republic
to the South.
_ The Unionists outvote the Nationalists two to one and normally would be assured of outright victory. They have been in
power ' since t h e provincial
Parliament was established 48
years ago.
But this time the Unionists

Claims Research
Comniittee Not
Like Democrats'

Boles to Get
Connie Back

WASHINGTON (AP) -Don't
make the mistake of equating
the Republican Research Committee with the Democratic
Study Group, says its new chairman , GOP Rep. Robert Taft Jr.
of Ohio.
The angry young men in the
Research Committee may go
contrary to tJheir party 's official
line in the House, explains Taft ,
but not by stepping on their
leaders' toes.
"I believe there will be more
coordination between the Research Committee and the Republican leadership this Congress than there has been in the
past," he said.
GOP congressmen wrangled
over abolishing the committee
when Congress opened last
month. With a Republican in the
White House, many felt there
was no need for a group geared
to voice opposition views.
Finally, the R e p u b l i c a n
conference voted to keep the
committee but bind it closer to
GOP ; leadership. Its chairman
was elevated from unofficial
status and made one of nine minority leaders. Then all eight
other leaders were given memb ership on the committee.
REGULATIONS
PARIS (AP) - The . French
official journal published two
decrees today regulating the
manufacture and sale by prescription of birth control pills
and other female contraceptive
devices.

then committed to reuniting
Northern Ireland with the Catholic Irish Republic to the south,
won nine seats and the rest
were split among minority
groups. * ¦ ¦' ¦- .

MADISON, Wis. Wl — A
drawnout legal battle over custody of a nine-year-old Negro
girl is ending Feb. 28.
Dane County Judge Russell J.
Mittelstadt decided Monday that
Connie is to be returned to Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Boles of
Waunakee by 4 p.m. Feb. 28.
The Boleses, who raised Connie until 1966, and Mr. and Mrs.
B. J. Wofford of Beloit, the foster family with whom Connie has
lived since that time, conferred
with the judge and agreed to a
transfer arrangement.
THE BOLESES will visit Connie at the Wofford home this

Reunion Set
For Scottish Rite
The 131st reunion of the coordinate bodies of the Scottish
Rite of Free Masonry has been
scheduled.
Reunion dates : Chapter of
Rose Croix, Feb- 15; Council of
Kadosh, March 15, and Winona
Consistory, April 19.
The Feb. 15 schedule includes:
Lunch, noon ; 15 Degree Knight
of the East", of the Sword or of
the Eagle, Jerry Korstad, presiding, 1:15 p.m.; 16 Degree
Prince of Jerusalem, Richard
H. Darby, presiding, 2:45 p.m.;
17 Degree Knight of the East
and West, Harry T. Earle, presiding, 4:30 p.m.; dinner, 6 p.m.,
and 18 Degree Knight Rose
Croix, Glenn M. Paullin presiding, 7 p.m.

are split. At least 14 of the party 's 37 members in the outgoing
parliament are united in open
opposition to O'Neill, charging
he has failed to maintain law
and order.
By , calling t h e election,
O'Neill postponed a party caucus Wednesday or Thursday at
which the rebels hoped to win a
majority against O'Neill and
force his dismissal _ as party
leader and prime minister.
The dissolution of Parliament
also postponed l e g i s l a t i o n
O'Neill had introduced in answer to criticism that the government had been unable to preserve law and order.
The bills would increase police control over marches and
demonstrations, ban the carrying of weapons, and provide
for an ombudsman to investigate charges of government
maladministration.

Navy Nearly
Ordered lry
Af Rescue
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CORONADO, Calif. (AP) After the capture of the Pueblo,
two high ranking Navy officials
ordered a destroyer to prepare
to go into a North Korean harbor to board it and tow it away
if necessary, an admiral has
testified.
Rear Adm. George L. Cassell
detailed the order Monday to a
Navy court of inquiry into the
Pueblo 's capture by North Korea. But 'a further question , asking whether any actual attempt
to rescue the Pueblo was ever
carried out, was left unan' V: ' ' ¦
swered.
There was no known actual
attempt to remove the Pueblo
from North Korean custody.
When the Pueblo was seized a
little over a year ago , Cassell
was assistant chief of staff for
operations for the commander
in chief of the Pacific Fleet,
based on Honolulu.
He agreed with earlier witnesses that neither U.S. ships
nor planes were close enough to
help immediately but said recovery action was possible the
next day.
, "Adm. (John) Hyland , myself
and the Operational C o n t r o •
Center directed the S eventh
Fleet to dispatch a destroy er
and position this destroyer off
Wonsan Harbor in international
waters," Cassell said.
Hyland was fleet commander.
"We further directed Commander Seventh : Fleet to pro
vide air cover for this particular
destroyer end be prepared to recover the Pueblo either by going
int. the harbor and manning the
Ship and getting under way or
towing as necessary. I forget
the precise words, but she was
to be prepared to recover or tow
the Pueblo."
He said naval officials discussed other possibilities, such
as sending aircraft to destroy
the ship "to prevent classified
material from falling into the
hands of the Koreans."
Executive officer Lt. Edward
R. Murphy Jr. was called to the
stand today as the first of the
Pueblo's crew, other than skipper Lloyd Bucber , to testif y in
open court.
Lt. Stephen Harris, in charge i
of the Pueblo's intelligence detachment, testified for more |
than five hours Thursday and
Monday. The Navy said his testimony was classified in the in- \
terest of national defense, but
that Harris would give unclassi- '
fied testimony in open court lat :
er this Week.

week, and four ' other visits are
planned before Connie is moved
to Waunakee.
The Woffords were in Madison Monday to protest Connie's
adoption by the Boleses.
Mrs. Wofford brou ght petitions
signed by 2,000 Beloit residents
asking Mittelstadt to leave Connie with the Beloit family .
Mittelstadt said he would not
change his mind. The Monday
meeting was not a hearing to
take evidence, but a conference , he said, "to arrange the
smooth transfer of Connie from
one household to another."
Mittelstadt ordered the adopttion in December. But it was delayed when the Department of
Health and Social Services said
it might appeal his decision because it thought it not in Connie's best interest.
The department announced
Friday it was advised by the
attorney general's office that
successful appeal was unlikely
and th?t it would drop the matter.
MITTELSTADT said the Woffords have no grounds for legal
action. He said they knew when
they took Connie that the
Boleses had applied to adopt
her.
"They have the occupational
disease of being foster parents
who have fallen in love with
the child," he said.
Sage,, bay leaves and thyme,
Wisconsin is fortunate to have imported by the Pilgrims, were
foster parents like either of the among the first herbs to flavor
American meals.
Negro families, he said.
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New Voice In
The State Capitol
THP , SMALL TOWN Mlnimolt but!nessitt&n, perhaps the most ignored man
of modem times, has decided to become a
participant in matters of his and the public's concern during the current session of
the state legislature .
Although he is a major taxpayer at both
the state and his hopie town levels the
small town businessman has not had much
to say In the affairs of state government for
years.
Now, it became apparent at the recent
annual meeting of the Minnesota Association of Commerce and Industry (MACI) in
St. Paul that he will.
Several hundred small town businessmen from all parts of the state met with
their counter parts in the larger communities to determine how they can be of consequence in guiding legislators in the formulation of policies and tax levies, much
of which, they must pay out of their business earnings.
While members of the legislature looked on, the businessmen made it clear that
they have no intent in defying legislative effort nor to stand in the way of progress.
They did set forth that things have gone
on in the legislature for many years, affecting them sharply without giving them a
chance to discuss things.

A WORD EDGEWISE

Foreign Service
Not the Answer

IN YEARS GONE BY

De Gaulle declares that he 'll stay in
power until December 1972 — and thus
unwittingly stimulates new speculation
about his possible early retirement .
«
Anfl ye ihall be hated of all men for my
name « cake: Bat he who endureth to the end
shall be saved.—Matthew 10:22
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By JOHN P. ROCHE
There is still no hard news on who is going
to run the State Department , but I am depressed. At a farewell party for Secretary
Rusk, I noticed a large number of Foreign
Service O fficers purring like contented pussycats, and several observed to me (with a frankness I hac1 not noticed during my White House
tenure) that the "amateur hour " was over. The
press, too, has been full of articels about Undersecretary Alexis Johnson (the "ultimate professional ," etc ), and the retirement of Charles
Bohlen and Tommy Thompson has triggered all
sorts of inspirational essays on the virtues of
the Foreign Service.
In my considered judgment , nothing could
be more disastrous than permitting the mandarins of the Foreign Service to formulate
American foreign policy. I have immense respect for a.number of FSOs I have met in
my travels end nothing I say here is intended
to disparage their dedication or their accomplishments. My objections run against the very
concept of the Foreign Service, an American
imitation of a British elite corps of administrators which, interestingly enough, ha? just been
drastically reorganized.

THE NOTION behind the Foreign Service
was that an intelligent gentleman , endowed
with a good classical education , could handle
any problem. Armed with the appropriate conceptual sophistication , he could settle into Thailand , Kenya , Chile, France or Australia and
shortly fit the local data into his intellectual
MACI IS A revised edition of the old
computer. He was to be a policy generalist surMinnesota Employers Association , which
rounded by specialist peons, who by definimany of its members felt had become a
tion were so immersed in detail that they
one-man organization dominated by its forcould never grasp the "big picture."
mer executive vice president, Otto F.
This is the model — admittedly in caricaChristenson. He was its chief spokesman ~ _turc <;f-but it was built around a central falat the legislature , his drive and force m3_7~ lacy:/ That wisdom can be institutionalized.
ing him a powerful lobbyist.
There are brilliant men in the Foreign Service, but there is absolutely no necessary ConSomo of the members felt he went benection between their brilliance and their
yond the views of many small businessmen . "training," which amounts to a prolonged
apThe result was that the old association
prenticeshi p likely to emasculate all but the
was recast into the present organization
most discreetly virile. For roughly 20 years the
about a year ago, the intent being to build
aspiring FSO must inch up the ladder, avoiding "controversy, " deferring to those who will
one that would reflect the individual views
write his efficiency reports , Worrying1 whether
of businessmen as well as their collective
his wife has been sufficiently deferential to the
ideas.
Ambassador's wife, and — above all — covering
It developed that the businessmen, the
his backside, that is, making sure that he can 't
big majority of them actually small busihave any mistakes tied on his tail .
nessmen from rural communities, are not
This has resulted in what I call the standopposed to orderly progress in government
ard crisis cable. The sequence goes as follows:
1) The President learns from the Associated
activity in areas that are strictly within its
Press ticker that there has been a sudden
constitutional and other legal definitions .
coup in East Pomerania. This comes as a bit
THEY DO OBJECT to far-flung activiof a. shock since East Pomerania has not been
ties that cost a lot of money, which they
on the crisis list and has not even made the
must pay out of company earnings and try
"funny papers " (as we called the daily Top
to get back in prices, and which draw both
Secret State Department summary). President
inquires gently what in hell is happening.
business and consumer money out of circu2) "Flash" cable goes to to AmembaSsy, East
lation for projects that often are encroachPomerania , noting concern by "highest authorments on private enterprise.
ity" and inquiring in formal language what the
"We do not have any objection to adehell is happening. 3) Cable comes in from
quate funds for good education at all lev- "Country Team " East Pomerania: Paragraph
els," said Oliver S. Perry, the present ex- 1 — "We believe . . ."; para. 2 — "On the
ecutive official of the group. "We want the
other banc... ."; para. 3 — "Yet . . ."; para.
best possible education for our children be- 4 — "nonetheless . . ."; para. 5 — "Would
appreciate your views."
cause we will need them in our business
and industrial communities.
THE MOST distinctive thing about <fais cable
is,
of course, that nobody is ever going to get
"We support adequate care for the inhanged on the basis of it, though in one case
digent who cannot provide for themI know of the President threatened to abolish
selves," he went on . "We want the best
embassy and turn its functions over to the
the
possible highways that money can build.
Associatec Press. Every alternative is covered:
We want courts that render justice and
The odd-numbered paragraphs can be used latequality, departments that can provide
er to justify one position; the even-numbered
leadership such as the State Department
ones provide defense against another outcome.
of Economic Development; adequate funds
And the ball is back in Washington's court
for retirement pensions and compensa- where the "crisis committee" adds East Pomtions; a good conservation policy that aferania to its list and names two "task" forces"
fects not only the game and fish , but the
to prepare contingency plans. If nothing happreservation of natural resources and depens in East Pomerania, the contingency plan
velopment of activities that help our peo- may have the necessary 15 to 20 clearances
in a year and a half. . If anything happens, the
ple get good jobs and business leadership.
President is on his own.
"BUT WE DO NOT intend to stand by
This is why the President needs what is
with our eyes and mouth closed while our
known in the trade as an "FSO-busterr " well
status in the community is being challengup in the State Department , preferably as Undersecretary. He can't be an amateur ; ideally,
ed by proposals that take too much from
he is someone who has a distinguished record
business earnings and the ability to crein the system , but is not a product of it. Averate new jobs ," Perry said.
ell Harriman might serve as the mode!, and I
Whea the sessions adjourned for the
suspect that after a few months of the innoyear, the businessmen went home assurcence of Undersecretary Richardson and the
blandness of Undersecretary Johnson , Presied that the MACI can furnish them with
dent Nixon will be desperately searching for a
accurate information on all matters before
younger version of that magnificent old1 pirate.
the legislature . It will be up to them, back
in their home districts , to talk things over
with their legislators — not from the position of demanding attention , but in showing the lawmaker that there are two sides
to every matter and that viewpoints other
Ten Years Ago . . . 1959
than those of the promoters must be conJames Ulum, principal of Winona Senior
sidered.
High School, will attend the 43rd annual convention
of the National Association of Second"Remember, " said one legislator ," the
Principals at Philadelphia.
ary
School
viewpoint of one constituent of my district
Dr. Luther Gulick Jr . of VVinona State College
is worth all the work that can be done by
will discuss a European tour he and his wife
ten top-notch professional lobbyists .
took last summer at a joint meeting of the
International Relations clubs of the College of
"It's your voice we want. "
Saint Teresa and St. Mary 's College.
IT LOOKS LIKE they 're going to get

'YOU SAY YOUR SON HOPES TO ENTER THE UNIVERSITY
SO DO 1/
SbME DAY? SO DO I, MADAM

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1944

Mrs. M. L. Spencer, state Republican chairwoman , has returned from St. Paul where she
presided at Ihe meetings of the Republican
Stat e Central committee . Also attending were
F W . Sawyer and Harold Doercr.
Lt. and Mrs. T. S. Sullivan and Mr. and
Mrs. Miles Sullivan arc visiting the men 's
mother , Mrs . Cora Sullivan. Lt. Sullivan is
stationed in Alaska and Miles is employed in
a naval research laboratory in Washington ,
D.C.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1919

Dr. R, B. LcMay has gone to St. Paul to
attend the annual meeting of thc Minnesota
Dental Association.
The Young People 's Social Club connected
with thc Gilmore Valley School heard J . E.
Burke demonstrate a vlctrola.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1894

C. C. Clement has sold his stock in the
Clement Hard ware Co. and retired from business. J. S. Speckman has purchased on interest.
C. C. Beck received a shipment of two carloads of Peninsular stoves nnd ranges, one of
the largest shi pments of the kind ever received in Winona.

0™ Hundred Years Aqo .. . 1869

Messrs. Frary & Murphy are now running
their new wagon wheel manufactory on 3rd
Tuesday, February 4, 1969 Street.

WILLIAM S. WHITE

Wi/son Needs
Nixon's Help

By WILLIAM S. WHITE
WASHINGTON — Of all the pressing invitations to President Nixon for early visits to foreign parts that are now
coming into the White House through European ambassadorial
hands here, by far the; mosUurgent has been handed in from
"
Great Britain.
\
The President himself has no disposition to be in any
hurry about leaving this country, though it is authoritatively
said that he does contemplate a journey to Western allied nations within the next few months .
The Labor government of Prime Minister Harold Wilson
of Britain, however, plainly
shares neither the President's
To Your Good Health
inclination to take it easy
about summit conferences nor
his feeling that he would best
be occcupied here in Washington for the time being. For
Wilson's government, to put
the matter inelegantly, is in
something of a triple jam
and needs a quick public
showing of a friendly relationship with Mr. Nixon for the
most pressing of reasons.
By G. C. THOSTESON, M.D.
IN THE first place, the
D e a r Dr. Thosteson:
Prime Minister months ago
specifically, causes a
What,
took the most unusu al step of
person to sneeze? Isn't it
making the British Ambassador to Washington, ' Sir Patforeign particles in the narick Dean , a premature lame
sal passages that trigger the
duck by announcing far ahead
spasm?
of time that the left-wing journalist John Freeman was beI've tried to tell my husing sent here as a replaceband this, but he's still tryment.
ing to convince me that it's
The only valid explanation
light beams going into the
both for 'this extraordinary
timing and choice of succesnostrils. He tells me he
sor to the exceptionally able
sneezes more in the sunlight
career diplomat who is Patthan in a dark or dimly
rick Dean, as seen from this
lighted room . Can light
side of the water, was a Wilhave any thing to do with
son assumption that Mr. Nixon would lose the American
it? - Mrs. W. D.
election to a liberal Democrat.
A sneeze (or a series of
To be sure, since the reis usually due to
sneezes)
sults of last November John
Freeman, has recanted some some irritation in tht? nasal
exceedingly hostile things he membrane —- dust, pollen,
had once written about Richard Nixon. Still, the; whole af- odors, infection. The sneeze is
fair remains an embarrassing- a reflex action , trying to get
A
ly sticky one in London — rid of the irritation.
though not, by the way, at the
However, light.can cause a
White House. The President
may confidently be expected sneeze, although not because
to take the view either that he the light beams go into the
did not read Freeman's writ- nostrils, but because they go
ings in the first place or any- into the eye.
how, so what?
This is called a naso-ciliary
Nevertheless, from Wilson's
reflex.
Some individuals have
point of view it would be higha very active reflex of this
wood Smith (military aide), ly desirable to make good
Col. Jack Albright (White personal contact with Presi- type and will sneeze when goHouse communications) and dent Nixon before the arrival
ing from subdued light (say
Clint Hill (Secret Service here of John Freeman, so as the lobby of a building) into
agent in charge of White
to take advantage of the de- bright , sun light outdoors.
House detail).
voted and brilliant service
So there was right on both
"I told each of them that given by Ambassador Dean to sides of the argument.
they should begin to remove keeping the old Anglo-Ameriall equipment and facilities , can alliance alive and growDear Dr. Thosteson; Will
located at the LBJ ranch, ing.
you explain what a diverticwhich were owned by their
ulum is, how it is cured ,
What Wilson — indeed what
agencies, and which would not
and what consequences may
any British leader — most of
be authorized items of support all needs is to maintain what
follow neglect? — R. H.
of a former President."
is in fact traditionally a "speA diverticulum is an outcial relationship" with the
pouching of one of the tubeFOR SOME weird reason, United States without ever
like organs of the body . It is
the Nixon Administration having quite to say as much
promptly accepted the resig- lest he evoke howls of rage most frequent in the colon,
nation of the most important from the neutralist far left
and I assume that you refer
American diplomat in Europe, in Britain and from a jealous
to that type. The seriousness
Ambassador L l e w e l l y n European continent in gener- ranges from zero up. Millions
Thompson in Moscow.
al. This subtle thing is pre- of folks have a diverticulum,
Thompson, a sincere patriot, cisely what Patrick Dean was or several of them. It is, you
had wanted to resign but had able to do here with the greatsee, a very common condition
been prepared to remain on est of professional skill. And
and often doesn 't bother the
the job until summer or even this kind of job is scarcely
possessor at all — lots of these
fall until his replacement likely to be up Freeman's out-pouchings are discovered
could be found. Instead, he street, on present form , at quite by accident , from X-rays
had to come home so sudden- least,
taken for some other purpose.
ly that he had no opportunity
Or there may be some mild
to say goodbye to top RusFINALLY, Harold Wilson Is
bowel
discomfort or up_et. In
sian officials.
involved right now in what
Chairman Breshnev , Pre- amounts to a pre-election pre- some cases, fortunately not
miere Kosygin and Foreign campai gn in England. He is frequent , pain can be considerable, and of course , if one of
Minister Gromyko were all making a series of probes of
these
areas perforates , that is
out of Moscow when Thomp- public feeling so as to inform
son left the post where he had himself of what would likely a real emengency and requires
immediate surgery. But that
served twice curing very cru- be the best time to go before
doesn't often happen.
cial periods. He was ablej to the voters again.
Il you mean a diverticupay farewell calls on a fw
The Conservative party in
lesser officials , but had to Britain by and large has al- lum in some other area such
as the espohagus (gullet) or
wind them up in about a ways been more pro-American
duodenum , that is a more speweek.
than is Labor , and on balance
cialized problem and y o u
Ambassador Thompson is this has been an asset with
would do better to discuss it
the man who helped guide the the people. What Wilson now
improvement in relations be- requires is to put a bit of pro- with your own doctor . The condition is rare in the stomach.
tween the United States and American color onto his own
Russia under President John- party, That party 's rank and
A type called Meckel's diverson. He is the key man on file for many years has had
ticulum, in the small intestine ,
such vital questions as mis- no real ties in the United
can, if inflamed , mimic appensile limitation and the anti- States except with left-wing
dicitis, and , in fact , be quite
ballistic missile system.
Democrats. It has been opena serious matter.
While his advice can be ly hostile to any and all conDear Dr. Thosteson: I
used to' good advantage in servati ves and to any and all
have just passed my 31st
Washington , di plomats were Republicans.
birthday and had a physical
shocked that he was removed
Wilson himself , of course,
examination last year and
so unceremoniously f r o m
is a practical politician and
was in good shape. I have
Moscow.
has no personal visions of ReB
a slight heart murmur which
publicans — or of Richard
Food For Work
the doctor said would never
Nixon — as caricatures of an
give me any trouble. I would
TEL AVIV Ml — Unemployed utterly wicked capitalism.
like to have n baby. Do you
persons in occupied Gaza are Still , he carries this party
burden on his back. And , ns
think I am too old to bo
kept busy by the military
having my first child? —
government repairing roads it happens , he is increasingly
Mrs. J. A.
and public buildings on a in need of the toleration , at
No, certainly not. In fact ,
"food for work" plan. Salar- least, of his Conservative opies of around one dollar a position at home to be able I don 't see what you are worrying about.
day are supplemented by to govern at all, considering
about 24 pounds of flour , a that he has steadfastly refusDear Dr. Thosteson. Reed to run out entirely on the
pound of oil and a pound
centl y my husband told mo
of powdered milk a month United States in Vietnam. He
Hint unripe or green pot afor each member of the has thus suffered heavy defectoes arc poison . I know that
tions from his left.
family.
many unusual things nre
poison , such as berries, dogBy Parkor and Hart
wood , castor beans , etc.
Could you tell me if this
story about green potatoes is
true? - Mrs. S. U.

Light Beams
Cause of
Sneezing?
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Nixon,Ted Kennedy
Talk Things Over

By DREW PEARSON
and JACK ANDERSON
WASHINGTON ;— The two
men considered most likely to
face eac3i other in the 1972
presidential election, Dick
Nixon and Ted Kennedy, had
a long, cordial visit the other
day.
President Nixon steered
Sen. Kennedy into a corner for
a private talk during a luncheon with Senate leaders.
Kennedy recalled their first
meeting in the 1950s when
Nixon, then Vice President ,
and the late Jack Kennedy;
then a senator, had offices
across a Senate corridor from
each other.

AS TED remembered it , he
dropped by his brother 's office earfy one morning before
it opened|. He made himself
comfortable upon a suitcase,
reading a newspaper , while he
waited for someone to open
the doorNixon spotted him in the
corridor and invited him into
his office for a 45-minute visit.
The President also recalled
that they had met again in
1960 in front of New York
City 's Colony restaurant . Ted
was accompanied by his father, who commented on the approaching election .
"If rny son Jack doesn 't
make it ," Nixon quoted old
Joe Kennedy, "I hope you
do."
"After an exchange of recollections , Nixon and Kennedy
talked earnestly about youthful unrest . They agreed that
youth riots nnd demonstrations weren 't provoked by the
communists but were part of
a worldwide ferm ent on both
sides of the Iron Curtain.
Arizona Sen . Barry Goldwater , still an unreconstructe d
conservative after his four
years ' absence from Washington , has invoked his senatorial
prerogative to block the appointment of Maryland' s exGovernor Tei McKeldin to thc
Indian Claims Commission .
McKe3din is a Republican
wilh excellent political credentials. But he made the mistake, in Goldwater 's view , of
supporting Lyndon Johnson
for President in 10(14. To compound the offense, McKeldin
came out for Johnson 's reelection early in 19fi&
President Nixon is willing to
forgive this political indiscreTHE WIZARD OF ID

tion , and. McKeldin has the
support of Maryland's top Republicans. No less than Vice
President Agnew lias urged
McKeldin upon Nixon.
Goldwater, however, asked
Senate GOP leader Everett
Dirksen to block the appointment, which Dirksen is obliged' to do under the unwritten
rules of senatorial courtesy .

THE P R E S IDENT asked
Dirksen, pointblank , about the
McKeldin nomination the other day. Dirksen hemmed and
hawed about McKeldin's refusal to take a job as assistant
secretary of the Navy. The
tousle-haired Republican leader never mentioned to Nixon,
however, that Goldwater had
black-balled the appointment.
The taxpayers are spending
a sm all fortune to convert
President Nixon's Florida retreat into a suitable vacation
spot.
The government is quietly
extending a seawall, building
a heliport and installing navigational , signal and security
equipment for Nixon at Key
Biscayne, Fla.
The cost shouldn't be resented by the taxpayers , however ,
since the improvements are
absolutely necessary to protect him and keep him in constant touch with world problems.
We were unfair to ex-President Johnson , incidentally,
when we reported that he had
refused to turn back government equipment on his LBJ
ranch.
It is true that he is keeping the signal tower at the
landing stri p and a couple of
government trailers. The government has calculated that it
would cost more to remove
(hesc items than to leave
them in Texas
Certain signal and security
equipment also remains at the
ranch for the use of the Secret Service, which continues
to protect Johnson.
As early as last October ,
however , LBJ ordered the
government equipment on his
ranch returned. White Honse
aide Larry Temple reported
to Johnson in a memo dated
Oct. 21:
"Pursuant to your instructions, I talked individually
with the following people:
Joe Moody (deputy administra
tor of the General Services
Administration), Col. Hay-
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The portion of a potato that
ls green can bo harmful , but
it isn 't a matter of ripeness.
Rather thc grccn-colorcd part
usuall y has been exposed to
the sun.
The effect is that of atropine and can cause intestinal
disturbances. If the green
portion is cut off , tho rest of
tho potato is edible and harmless.

Republicans
Elect McCauley
As Chairman

North Central Plan Detailed

Proposals for changes in airline service for the city were
heard but not actSd upon by the
City Council Monday night.
The council heard representatives of North Central Airlines
suggest that Winona be eliminated as a North Central station and that it be served by

M. J. McCauley, a physics instructor at Winona State College, was elected Winona County Republican County chairman
for a two-year term Monday
night.
Other officers elected : Mrs.
Donald Hittner , chairwoman;
Frank Utecht , vice chairman;
Mrs. Ray J. Brooks, vice chairwoman; EH$worth Simon , rural
vice chairman ; Mrs. Dale J.
Hawk, St. Charles, rural vice
chairwoman; Mrs. R. F. Forsythe , secretary; Robert Shoup,
treasurer , and Harold Doerer,
additional representative state
central committee .

ABOUT 135 — 74 of whom
were seated as delegates — attended.
Robert Olson was appointed
temporary chairman by retiring chairman Shoup and was
later endorsed by the delegates
as permanent convention chairman. Shoup gave a brief "State
of the County " message, reminding delegates that although
the county GOP had lost the
two races for legislative seats
by narrow margins, that the
seats plus an additional Senate
eeat would be up for election in
1970.
Shoup reminded district and
state convention delegates of
the state GOP convention in Rochester Sept. 19-20. The district
convention date has not yet been
set.
Mrs. Hittner, who succeeded
Mrs. George Garber as county
chairwoman in mid-term, told
of plans to institute a precinct
card system. .
JERRY Papenfuss, chairman
for .the $100 a plate dinner Feb.
14 in Minneapolis, called for
more ticket sales to that affair
and said that the money raised
this year will go into the 1970
campaign coffers.
Appointed by Shoup to chair
the various convention committees were: Mrs. Archie Gr. Lackore, credentials; William Mann
and Jerry Papenfuss, nominations; William P. Theurer and
Mrs. Loren Torgerson, resolutions, and S. A. "Jim" Sawyer,
rules.

Legislator Asks
Grasshopper as
Nebraska Insect
LINCOLN, Neb . (AP) _ Nebraska has a state fossil, a state
rock, a state flower , a state
bird, a state tree and a state
son. It also has a state* senator
from Oma&a named George
Syas that says few people know
about them or could care less.
But Syas introduced a measure in the legislature Monday,
to be known as the "Bug Bill,"
that would make the red-legged
grasshopper also known as
femur-rubrom,"
"melanoplus
the state insect.
Syas said he Ijhfroduced the
bill as a protest against the fact
that he thought the state was
getting into too much unimporant legislation.
"I hate to bring up the fact ,"
Syas said, "but someone will
probably want a state weed. I
think my Bug Bill is just as important as some other legislation enacted in the past. "

Did Schedule
Change Spur
Load Drop ?

REPUBLICANS LISTEN . . . Three principals at the Winona County Republican
convention listen to a delegate speak. From

Grime Growing Fast ,
AttorneyGeneral Says

Minnesota Attorney General
Douglas M. Head told some 135
Republicans at Holiday Inn
Monday night that major crime
in the state has risen more
than 15 percent for the fifth
year in a row.
He said crime was increasing
13 percent faster than the
population growth and that
rural crime is up substantially
—17 percent in 1968.
MANY of the recommendations of the governor's commission on crime have been or
will be presented to the legislature this year, he noted.
Minnesota was cited as one of
the few states with a mandatory police training program
which was passed by the last
legislature. Also in operation is

Only one of 10 resolutions
introduced to the Winona County GOP convention was rejected Monday night.
The defeated resolution called for the amending of the
state constitution to make the
offices of state treasurer, auditor, secretary of state and attorney general appointive by
the governor. They are now
elected.
Resolutions passed by the
convention included:
• Lowering of the voting age
in Minnesota to 19.
e Repeal of legislation and
regulations establishing minimum prices (i.e. fair trade
laws ) on Equor .
• Changing laws so that nonpartisan organizations could
offer or give rides to voters
on election day.
o Correct and clarify the
sales tax law regarding the
items to be taxed .
• That agriculture not be
used as a pawn in international
trade agreements to buy friendship of other nations; that all
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a new state crime information
system operated by computer
and tied in with the FBI information system.
Head also pointed to the new
criminal division in the attorney
general's office and a new
school for county and city prosecuters as steps forward in the
fight against crime

HEAD listed a number of
items which he said the LeVander administration was asking the legislature for this session. They include : A new police academy, organized and operated along the lines of the
FBI Academy in Washington;
an expanded crime information
system; expanded police training programs; a new division
to fight "organized crime":

Delegates Reject
One Resolution

OPTOMETRIC OFFICES

OPTOMETRISTS

left, Attorney General Douglas Head; Mrs.
Donald Hittner, chairwoman, and Robert
Shoup, chairman* (Daily News photo)

Imported agricultural products
be required to meet qualifications set forth by the Pure
Food and Drug Act; discouragement of corporations from
deliberately using- farm operation losses to offset taxable
income f r o m non-farming
sources, and development of
programs to give farmers
greater control of distribution
of products they produce.
• That non-agricultural items
in the U.S. Department of Agriculture budget be separated
from
agricultural items.
¦ ¦'•' That Governor LeVander
be encouraged to implement
his proposal for a study of the
effect the decline of private
schools will have on the state.
• Reorganization of the legislature to meet current needs;
annual sessions; reduction in
number of members; realistic
compensation, additional clerical and research staff and representation on committees by
minority members.
« Property tax r e f o r m
through equitable assessments,
fewer classifications and more
restrictive criteria for deter
mining exemptions .

Navy Nurse Says
She's Still
Against All War

SAN FRANCISCO W) - A
Navy nurse given a suspended
six tnonths hard labor sentence
WI
• ^ I W I I ¦ ¦HHSHHHHHHHbWH_VK for her antiwar activities says
she remains "against all ¦wars. "
L i e u t e n a n t (j.g . ) Susan
Schnall, 25, was ordered back to
duty Monday at Oak Knoll naval
hospital in Oakland pending review of her sentence by the
judge advocate general and the
secretary of the Navy.
A six-member court-martial
found Mrs. Schnall guilty of violating regulations by marching
in a peace parade and helping
drop antiwar leaflets from a
plane over military posts. The
suspended sentence also included dismissal from the service.
The court-martial deliberated
one hour on tlie sentencing.
Asked what she'll do after her
Navy tour ends, she said , "I'm
going to become a civilian
BOTH
nurse."
FEDERAL JJ ¦ A Stanford University graduAND ^
ate, she is married to a Stanford
fl ^^
Medica l student.
STATE
*^e^^^_____
¦
¦

formation of narcotics unit; 12
new investigators to provide assistance to local enforcement
agencies; 80 additional highway
patrolmen and a $90 million
increase for the Department of
Corrections, mainly for rehabilitation.
He called for citizen action
programs and community development agencies to "get at
the causcis of crime."
"Freedom has developed only
as law has been developed and
enforced;" he said.
HE TOLD the Republicans
they must stay "geared up "
for the elections of 1970 to hold
their gains of 1966 and 1968 in
the state offices and to gaiin
legislative superiority at the national level.
Head pointed out that four
years ago the GOP was considered a "dead duck" but that
the party had enjoyed an
amazing resurgence since then
and that it was highly important
that no letdown come at this
time.
The 38-year-old attorney general listed some of the accomplishments of the LeVander administration in its two years
since taking office. He cited the
"tax problem " as an example
of "meeting a problem head-on
and taking the case to the people." This proved to be the right
thing to do, he said, and was
evidently responsible for some
of the gains made by Conservatives in the legislature.
HE SAID the reorganized and
revitalized Department of Economic Development has beeii
responsible for the 22 percent
increase in tourism in the state;
He said that economic growth
is running higher than the national average as is income.
Head concluded that every
single seat in the legislature
is vital to control the Congress
because it is the state legislature that draws the lines for
congressional districts.

a combined station at La Crosse
airport.
. --<-—
IN ADDITION, said Del
Drumm, airlines public relations manager, North Central
would help the city find and
maintain an air commuter
service with direct connections
to such points
as the Twin r-———
Cities, M . i 1- | CifV
waukee a n d !
v
Chicago. Us- f f_ . ,_ •!
i n g smaller ^ L,OlinCII
planes, such
a third-level service could
continue to use Max Conrad
Field and provide frequent, convenient connections with regional destinations, said Drumm.
Such an arrangement would
adequately meet the city's total air transportation need ,
Drumm said , since long-distance jet service would be provided by North Central at the
combined La Crosse-Winona station. He said the company currently is applying for new direct routes to several major
eastern seaboard cities.
After regional airline station
consolidation hearings in 1964,
Winona was allowed by the Civil Aeronautics Board to retain
an independent station , recalled
Jon Karty, assistant vice president for traffic and sales. The
CAB reserved the option of reexamining the matter once better surface connections could
be made between Winona and
the La Crosse field, he said.

Scarcely mentioned at Monday night's discussion of air
service . proposals was the fact
that substantial s c h e d u l e
changes were made Oct. 27,
1968, by North Central Airlines
at its Winona station.
A 9:40 p.m. flight to the Twin
Cities was discontinued , as was
an 8:40 a.m . flight to Chicago.
Instead, an evening flight from
Chicago now terminates here
at 11:45 p.m. and the same
plane departs for Chicago at
5:10 a.m. Departure time for
the evening flight to Chicago
was changed from 5:30 to 6; 40
p.m.
Following is a list of boardings for each month of 1968,
showing a sharp drop beginning
in November when the new
schedule became effective . The
Civil Aeronautics Board standard for continued service is a
minimum of 180 per month.
THIS improvement has now
January ........... 292
occurred, with the opening of
February .......... 298
a new Interstate 90 bridge, HarMarch
2S4
ty noted, and its effects now are
April
241
being seen in boardings at WiMay ............... 311
nona and La Crosse.
June ...........
360
Passenger boardings at WinoJuly .............. . 320
na kept pace through 1967 but
August ............ 345
fell behind in 1968 when North
September ......... 335
Central began operating j e t
October ........... 379
service at La Crosse , Harty reNovember ......... 197
December ......... 242
ported. In December 1968, '210

Convention Sidelights

One familiar face missing
from the podium at Monday
night's GOP convention was that
of John Breitlow , the "Mr.
Chairman" of many previous
Republican conclaves. John is
enrolled in graduate school at
the University of Minnesota.

In his brief speech accepting
the county chairmanship for the
next two years, M. J. McCauley
quoted extensively and exclusively from the speeches and
writings of Sen. Barry Goldwater, the 1964 GOP presidential
standard-bearer .
Douglas Head, Minnesota
attorney general and keynote
convention speaker, had
nothing but praise for Lt.
Gov. James Goetz. In the
1966 convention fight for endorsement for the No. 2 slot
on the LeVander ticket,
Goetz had the votes ahd
Head did not. Head was LeVander's first choice as a
running mate.
'*
' •
*
Head declined to comment
whether he would be a candidate for re-election but said
with a smile, "You might say
that I enjoy my job." He also

passengers boarded North Central propeller-driven planes at
Winona while 73 persons from
the Winona station area boarded at La Crosse. From Jan. 1 to
15, 1969,-99 passengers boarded
at Winona and 55 Winona area
residents boarded at La Crosse,
according to Harty 's charts.
For the past two years, the
Winona station has averaged
about 13 boardings per day,
Harty said. According to his
figures, the airline actually
needs 66 per day to get over
the break-even point.
The resultant deficits a r e
made up by federal airline subsidies. If Winona is eliminated
as a North Central stop, an annual subsidy of about $90,000
would be eliminated, Hartytold
the council.

THE AIRLINE therefore will
ask for CAB authority to combine the Winona station with La
Crosse and set up more flights
there, Harty said. The airline
would remain certified to serve
Winona through La Crosse, according to this plan.
Councilman Dan Trainor asked whether replacing present
service with a third-level carrier would have negative ef ,
fects on the city's effort to att r a c t industrial prospects.
Drumm replied that such carriers operate under the same
standards of maintenance and
safety as truck airlines . The
combination of services usually
works out to be superior to previous arrangements, he said.
What financial obligation
would Winona incur in such a
consolidation, wondered City
Manager Carroll J. Fry. He
suggested th at Winona might
be better off if the. North Central certificate were to lapse,
leaving the city free to look tor
another major carrier.
There would be no financial
obligation imposed on Winona,
Drumm replied . While the certificate is in force, Winona can

decliried to inject any names,
either DFL or GOP, into the
race for the IT.S. Senate which
is "up for grabs" in 1970. Head
did say that he believes Gov.
LeVander will be a candidate
for re-election "from all indications."
• -¦

•¦

DRUMM TOLD the council
North Central would cooperate
with a third-level carrier on a
non-contractual basis. It would
guarantee the same group and
family fares provided on its
own equipment but would not
sign a formal agreement with
the local carrier because it then
would be forced by union agreements to pay trunk airline
scales to pilots, he said ,
Drumm advised the council
to search actively for a localservice carrier and to invite applicants to demonstrate their
equipment to officials here before deciding on which to authorize. He also told the coun
cil North Central would consider limousine service from Winona to the La Crosse airport .
Councilman Gaylord Fox asked whether North Central would
consider improving its present
service if no commuter airline
was chosen. Drumm replied
that it would not be feasible to
take additional planes out of
paying metropolitan markets to
supply addiional flights here.
DRUMM pointed to an arrangement at Mankato as an
example of what can be done.
North Central has obtained permission from the CAB to discontinue service there; meanwhile, a commuter line provides three round trips daily to
various points. As part of the
arrangement, North Central
would be required to resume its
service to Mankato should the
wmmuter line fail to provide
the minimum of three flights
daily, he explained.
Mayor Norman E. Indall said
the council would act later on
the proposal. He read a letter
from the Winona Area Industrial Development Association
urging the retention of air service here.
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NEW YORK (AP )-The Loyal League of tbe Yiddish Sons of
Eria has announced it will hold
its' eighth annual St. Patrick's
Day-Purim banquet March 15;
Tlie organization consists of
Jews born in Ireland, and is
seeking a college girl as queen
of this year's festival.
¦
"
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Come in . . v for a FREE Hearing Test
. . . See Seat 's New Line of Hearing Aids

Richard Broberg, Consultant

So rry Folks ,You
Might Try Dogs led
EUGENE, Ore. (AP ) —.If you
have any thoughts of flying to
Eugene, forget it.
The airport will be closed until three feet of snow melt.
City officials gave up on
trying to clear the runways after someone figured it would
take 25,000 dump truck loads to
clear the mile-long runway.

require North Central to provide service, according to the
certificate's terms, he said.

Will be of Sears — Winona
On Thursday, February 6th-— 1 to 5 p.m.
Next Visit Will Be Thursday, February 13th
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmt
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57-59 E. Third St.
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another.
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Torino GT performance speaks for itself.
V-8
to
the
big
428
you-with six
choices, from a standard 302 V-8 up
Cobra Jet Ram-Air. (When this one talks , others listen.)
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Torino GT 8how8 h' s heir aPParent to ,he 1968 NASCAR racing
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champ. Special handlin g suspension. Wide-oval tires. Competitionstyle wheels. Stripes. The works. In SportsRoof , 2-door hardtop, and
convertible models. And then there's Cobra. All muscle at a very
|ow pr ice ,
ln a,,> V ou have 16 di,ferent wa y s t0 9° (n Ford 's Intermediate line,
from the hissing-hot Cobra to the handsome new Fairlanes. Every
one a winner. Visit your Ford Deal^—^
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Archbishop of Cologne
Resignation Accepted

COLOGNE , Germany (AP) Pope Paul VI Monday accepted
thc resignation of Joseph Cardinal Frings, archbishop of Cologne, who becomes 112 years old
this Thursday and i.s nearl y
blind despite operations to
I Amorica't L»roe-»» Tax Service wifh Ovor 3000 Offkei
remove cata racts.
The archbishop 's office said
tlint the cardinal's resignation
becomes effective Feb. 2,1 and
his successor will be Bishop JoTil. IJ0I7
E Weekdeyi f ».m. le 1 p.m. - Set. * Sun. t e.m. le 3 p.m.
sef Hoeffner , named by Pope
__!_________¦__
Paul as coadjutor ln December.
Wmmmtamm NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
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The place youVe got to go to see whate going on-your Ford Dealer! Save at his Pop-Option Sale!

OWL MOTOR COMPANY

4th & Johnion

Winona , Minn.
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Kujak-Spittler
Nuptials Read
At Pine Creek

^i

TREMPEALEAU , Wis. (Special ) — Miss Mary Kujak ,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kujak , Trempealea u , and
Roger Spittler , son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jay Spittler, Trempeamarleau , e x c h a n g e d
riage vows Jan. 25 at Sacred
Heart Catholfc Church , Pine
Creek , with the Rev. Augustine
J Stilik officiating.
^Organists ' were Mrs. Edwin
Grant, Winon*, and Nancy
Lince, Dodge, Wis.
FOR HER marriage , the
bride chose a gown of chantilly
lace with a chapel length train
trimmed with sequins. Her
bridal veil of silk illusion was
secured by a p illbox crown tr immed with sequins and pearls
arid she carried a bouquet of
red roses.
Miss Cindy Carstensen, (Trempealeau, was rn aid of honor and
bridesmaids were Miss Kathy
Lilla , Osseo; Mrs. David Kujak ,
Dodge, and Mrs. Paul Van Der
Schaff , Manhattan , Kan. They
were gowned identically in floor
length sapphire blue "velvet
dresses with white lace cufflets.
Each carried a bouquet of white
carnations.
Mary Margaret Jaszewski,
Dodge, was miniature bride.
Her gown was identical to the
bride 's. Miniature bridegroom

EDWARDIAN LOOK . . . A new look in men's fashion
was introduced Monday in Chicago at the Menswear Retailers
of America convention. The Edwardian look, toned down
from the mod cut extreme, is apparent in jacket and trousers
worn by Billy Kelly, left, in 8-button coat , and in the 10button model worn by Bill Blake. Trying to decide between
them is Marina Chicca. (AP Photofax)
¦iem^^.^.ySK3Tg^^
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l_ CICIIY MOWNSTONl
At taai . Wtar

Mr. and Mrs, Roger Spittler

(King Studio)

was Kent
Sacia , Stevens Point , attired in an aqua two piece
¦
blue dress.
Wis . . ;' - ; . ; .
A reception and breakfast
RICHARD KUJAK , Dodge, were held at the Athletic Club ,
was best man and groomsmen Winona.
were Peter Ecker, Fountain The bride Is a graduate of ArCity ; David Kujak , Dodge and cadia High School and is employPaul Van Der Schaff , Manhat- ed as a bookkeeper at Steventan , Kan. Ushers were Willi am son's, Winona. Spittler is a gradSchwertel and Roger Tuschner, uate of Trempealeau High
both of Trempealeau.
School and is employed at MidThe mother of the bride chose land , Co-op, Galesville.
a red suit for her daughter's The couple will reside in
marriage and Mrs. Spittler was Galesville.

Designer Ossie 'Clark

New 'Lion/ in London
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By NADEANE WALKER
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) - A fulllength pytbonskin dress for torrid singer Eartha Kitt?
As the newest lion on the London fashion scene, Ossie Clark
must expect such orders ' and
take them in stride. His price
was 300 pounds ($720 U.S.) for
the job.
A pale, lean young man, Ossie's only resemblance to the
king of the jungle is his 'floppy
mane of hair. Because his hair
flops, he tied it back with a narrow scarf , and launched a craze
for headbands.
The wizardry cf Ossie ( pronounced Ozzie ) is making him,
along with Alice Pollock, his
partner in Quorum , a tiny Chelsea boutique, possibly the mosttalked abou t talent in British
fashion.
Last fall Ossie and Alice gave
fashion editors who don't shock
easily a jolt with their openhanging, no bra-no blouse
"Nude Look" collection. Twiggy
bought some, but she pins them
together at the bust. Another
well-known model wears them
as they come.
"Sure people will wear
'
\ thern ," says Ossie. "Just give
\
them time."
Ossie and Alice reckon they're
at least a year ahead of the
American buyers, but they say
Quorum has a lot of private customers in the United States,
"and the buyers will catch on.''
Already one buyer has sold copies of one of their coats, London
price 17 pounds ($40.80 U.SJ for
$500 in America.

.j v
[
.'$•£; j

K"

His fans claim everybody copies Ossie, so Ossie has decided
to "knock off my own range "
for mass production . With AJice,
he recently* signed a contract
with Radley , a British company
which will put its label in dresses selling for under five pounds
(112 U.S.)
"I don 't know where fashion
is going until I'm actually working on a collection ," says Ossie.
"That's what makes it enjoyable. Every woman I see in the
streets, I mentall y redesign her
clothes. Everything influences

kids, "we had some fantastic
/¦
disasters."
They both say, with some
satisfaction , "We 're singing our
own pop song now ."
'

¦ ' ¦
¦
•

ST. MARY'S CORRECTION
The first semester dean's list
for academic honors furnished
by St . Mary 's College incor*
rectly gave the address of
Sally Ann Cumiskey, 577 Chestnut St . She was listed as a
resident of Alexandria , Va.,
where she attended high school.

Baking brisket of beef with a
barbecue sauce may be as new
to you as it was to us. But now
that we've tried this dish, the
recipe has won a place among
our favorite beef brisket recipes.
We chose straight-cut beef
brisket for this recipe, and it's a
good cut to get to know. This is
the cut of brisket that has a layer of fat on top with plenty of
lean meat underneath. It takes
to several simple modes of preparation and it's easy to slice
and serve.
To offer with the brisket you
can choose noodles, rice or potatoes.
BARBECUED BEEF
BRISKET
1 cup catchup
1 cup water
1 tablespoon instant minced
onion
2 tablespoons cider vinegar
1 tablespoon bottled white horse, radish
1 tablespoon prepared mustard
1 teaspoon salt
Vi teaspoon pepper
4 pounds boneless beef brisket,
straight cut
In a small bowl stir togeth er
the catchup, water, onion , vinegar, horseradish , mustard, salt
and pepper.
_^
Place the beef , fat side up, in
a casserole . Pour the catchup
mixture over the beef. Cover
and refrigerate several hours.
Bake in a preheated 300-degree
oven until tender — 3% to 4
hours. To test for tenderness, insert a two-tine fork into the center of the beef; the fork should
turn easily. :
Remove, beef to serving platter. Tilt casserole and skim fat
from sauce. Serve sauce with
beef , sliced against the grain.
Makes six healthy servings.
To prepare ahead: The d,ay
before you wish to serve this
dish, marinate and bake the
beef brisket as directed above,
then refrigerate the meat and
sauce separately. Before serving, remove the hardened fat
from the sauce; slice the beef
fairly thin. In a large skillet,
gently heat the sauce until
warm ; add the sliced beef and
continue heating until very hot.

Tuesday, February 4. 3969
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Breadis here!
tohelpprolongyourSlenderlfears!
Light Profile arid-f or people who prefer dark bread
-Dark Profile!...Both in bright, new Sta-Fresh bags!
flavorful Profile Bread helps you curb
your appetite.
So.start right away.Look forfhe new
Profile Diet Menu Planner at your
grocer 's and diet with the: Profile Bread
Plan. New light Profile and new dark
Profile , both high in milk protein, are
now available fresh at your grocer's.
Look for them both in bright , new
Sta-Fresh bags!
_***-:«,*_
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Now you can help control your appetite
...with a wonderful new bread—Profile
Bread. New Profile Bread helps you
prolong your Slender Years. The years
of lovely, youthful lines.
How? By following the Profile Bread
PUn. All you do is choose either the
light Profile loaf... delicious and tender
...or the dark Profile loaf flavored with
a blend of honey and molasses.
Then , thirty minutes before lunch and
dinner, eat 2 slices of fresh, delicious
Profile Bread—light or dark. Like any
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"Customers have to listen to
us. We criticize their hairstyles ,
shoes, everything, "
j Rings set with Jade . Onyx , Cultured
I Pearls, Simulated Opals and Cameos.
|Birthstones , Mother Rings and Diamond
] .Dinner Rings and Wedding B^da.
|All In Genuine Sterling Silver or 10K
I Gold filled settings In Florentine or

! plain stylcs-
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I Women's Rings
|-from 3.98 to 34.50
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Children's Rings
from 1 .98
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Ossie was born in 1912 in Liverpool , the youngest of six children. On the same day Alice
was born in Southern Rhod esia ,
tli e daughter of a mining engineer. To escape wartime
S bojpbing, 0?,sie WQS cv^cuijtcd
to 0,.w_)ldtwjpt) e, Lancashire.
1 ("Tint' s whore I got
my mme.
I My real name's Raymond,")
while Alice was brought up "by
my granny " from the age o« 9 in
Shrewsbury, England.
At 12, Ossie was making
clothes for his two nieces aged 2
and 3. Encouraged by a high
school art teacher and his mother, ho went on to the Royal College of Art School of Fashion.
Alice thought sho was going to
be a pianist, then a dancer.
"I was so bad at it I changed
to languages, did a secretarial
cou rse, worked at tho French
and then for a film
I Embassy,
company."
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They got together whllf OJS IC
waa still at fashion school, and
with his help Alice opened Quorum in Kensington early In 1963.
Tliey moved to Chelsea two
years ago.
"Our first collection ," snys
Alice, "didn 't sell much , but it
made people talk. As green
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TO PEALCR. Profile M»d will redeem this coupon (or 104 plui 2C . andllnj cherje, provided you and your customer liava ?S«SM
compiled wllh the terma o| thli oiler. Any other application (onitffulea fraud,
"Se?- . I
to cover all caupom redeemed must bo »hown upon request. Coupon void i*0£vi
II Invoices thowlnl purchaie ot tulllclent itock
prohibited, taxed or restricted. Customer must pay any lalat lax. Caih value 1/30 ol 1 cent. Olfir (ood enly In U.S.A. ,**0^''
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and explroi Deeemlier Jl, 1969. To red oemtrila coupon praient It to your Prolll. Bread •alesmenormalltoi ITT Contine ntal
BMnt Company, P.O. Son 1334, Clinton, Iowa 52732.
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GDA Initiates
New Members
At Cathedral
Seven new members were
Initiated into Court 191, Catholic Daughters of America , Monday evening at the Cathedral
of the Sacred Heart. Members
and guests attended Mass prior to the dinner meeting.
New members include the
Mmes. Donald Echelard , Wii
liam Morse, John Scheneman ,
Norman Juneau, Louanne Harrington, Leonard Konkel and
Gail Schultz.
Special guests at the meeting were Mrs. Andrew Kiefer ,
St. Charles, district deputy;
Mrs. Ross Nixon , Winona , state
monitor; Mrs. Paul Brogan ,
St. Charles, grand regent and
members of her court.
Fifty-year awards and life
memberships were presented
to Miss Alma Kemp, Miss
Margaret Gibbons and Mrs. Otis Noe by Mrs. Robert Northam, grand regent.
Mrs. Roman Bork , ways and
means committee, announced
that a doughnut and baked
goods sale will be held Feb.
16 following all the Masses at
Cathedral.
Mrs. Bernard Boland , program chairman , announced
that the group will sponsor the
annual St. Patrick' s party . at
St. Anne Hospice Feb. 16.
Mrs. William Srnec and Mrs.
Erv-an Abts were in charge of
arrangements for the dinner
and were assisted by the Janu
ary social committee.
¦
'

Newcomers Set
Gourmet Speaker
Mrs. George Cipov , professional home economist and re
tired home economics teacher,
will be the guest speaker when
the Newcomers Club meets to.
night at 8 p.m. at the YWCA.
Mrs. Cipov will demonstrate
gourmet foods which will include cheese fondue , desserts
and appetizers. She will discuss
the use of wines and menu planning. Recipes will be available.
Transportation is available
by calling Mrs. Charles Jones.
¦
¦

SCHOOL VARIETY SHOW
LAKE CITY, Minn. .Speciaf)
—Pupils of St. John's Lutheran
School will pf*e§§nt a variety
show, open to ¦ (__?>%BU{J1J*, Friday at 2 p.m . and 8 p.m. Ari
offering will be taken.
TWEETEN AUXILIARY
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special)— The Tweeten Memorial
Hospital Auxiliary will meet
Monday at 2 p.m. at the hospital with the Mmes. Palma
Anderson , Anna Hagen and
Nora Rosaaen as hostesses.
CIRCLE M
Circle M of St. Martin 's Lutheran Church will meet Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Franklin Wantock, Gilmore Valley.
IAM AUXILIARY
The Wenonah Auxiliary, International Association of Machinists, has postponed ' the)
meeting scheduled for Wednes*day Qt the home of Mrs. W.
A. Critchfield.

Miss Geppert Queen Madison PTA Views
Of New Me TOPS Family Life Films

"Parent and Family Life
Education" was the program
topic Monday evening when the
Madison School PTA met in
the school auditorium-.
Verdi Ellies, principal, introduced the program and several film strips were shown.
The same films will be shown
to sixth grade students in
March. A discussion followed
the presentation.
It was announced that a vision and hearing clinic will be
conducted in April , Mrs. Arthur
Hittner , chairman , stated that
she will need seven -volunteers
from each school to assist in
the survey.
The program for the next
meeting, March 31, will ba given by the Girl Scout troops from
If you've just had an attack the school.
of acute abdominal pains, di- Lunch was served^ty the
arrhea and vomiting, perhaps third grade mothers. "**~ "
your trouble was Clostridium
perfringens foo-d poisoning, not HOME EC ASSOCIATION
Plans for the high school caa case of stomach flu, as you reer day to be held in March
had thought.
will be discussed when the WiNo one has been known to nona County Home Economics
die from this food-borne dis- Association meets Thursday at
ease, but "it is debilitating." arp.m. at the home of Mrs.
Perfringens poisoning symp- Donald Morgan , Rollingstone
toms develop from 8 to 22 hours Mrs. James Luehmann , Lewisafter eating. It generally takes ston , will give a slide talk
from 12 to 24 hours to recov- on Peru where her brother is
- with the Peace Corps,
er from tho illness.
Miss Ann Geppert was crowned queen of the .New Me TOPS
Club for 1968 in ceremonies
Jan. 22. She recorded a 52pound weight loss. Runlerup
was Mrs. James Tomashek
with a loss of 28 poundsDivision winners were Mrs.
Francis Harua^ 12-pound loss;
Mrs. Sophie Dinger, ll^-pound
loss, and Miss*Co__\_e Hurlburt ,
23-pound loss.

Cool It;. That 's;.
A Way to Avoid
Food Poisoning

THE KEY 40 prevention of
perfringens food poisoning, as
well as staph, food poisoning
and many other types, is to
keep f food hot, above 140 degrees F., if it is to be served
hot, or to keep it cold.
Foods most commonly involved include red meats, turkey, chicken and such meat
dishes as meat loaf , chili,
gravy and other prepared foods.
When any of these foods are
prepared ahead of time, and
kept warm for long periods at
temperatures below 140 degrees, they can cause this type
of food poisoning. Above 140
degrees the perfringetj p oisoniug organisms wiU pot grow.
Most perfringens (ood poisoning incidents reported by health
authorities occur jn maps feeding establishments 9 nd involve large numbers of people.
But it can also be » prob lem at
home because many people still
believe food should ba coded at
room temperature before jutting
it in the refrigerator. T^is oki
household practice i. en invitation to perfringens popping. A
good rule to follow j ? to cooj
foods rapidly to prevent the
growth of bacterid.

Williams Puts
AreX-Rays Safe? Up Big Fight
To Stop Raises

(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is
the third in a series of six
articles on dental health
published in observance of
National Children's Denial
Health Week )

For se-veral months now,
the newspapers have been
carrying conflicting stories
about the danger of X-rays.
Are dental X-rays safe,
even for small children and
pregnant women?
Let me emphatically state
that dental X-rays, using modern equipment and procedures,
are safe. Today's modern dental X-ray equipment exposes a
patient to far less total body
radiation than he receives from
walking down a street and beinc exnoSeri to radiation from
natural sources.
Radiation, like many of modern medicine's tools, is potent.
But when used judiciously with
proper equipment, the X-rays
potency is substantially reduced. Dental X-rays are essential
to diagnosis. For example, Xray pictures can reveal the beginning of decay, wWch cannot be seen by the dentist's
eye ; they can oetect abnormal
growth conditions, such as unerupted or mal-positioned teeth ;
ETTRICK CIRCLES
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) - they can expose such abnorLiving Hope Lutheran Church malities as tumors or cysts.
circles will meet as follows:
THE American Dental AssoEunice circle, 2 p.m. Wednes- ciation recently conducted a
day at the home of Mrs. Ed. survey of dentists average
'
wan Daffiriaon ; Rebekah circle, life-spans. The survey
found
2 p:m. at the fellowship hall, that the average dentist lives
and Lydia circle, 8 p.m. Thurs- longer than non-dentist males
day at the home of Mrs. Arthur in the population. The average
Runnestrand. Members of Liv- age at death of all dentists
ing Hop* Luther League wishing was found to be 71.2 years,
to attend a toboggan party whife the average male lifeSunday, at 7 p.m. sponsored by span was 68.5 years.
Zion Luther League, Galesville,
Interestingly enough, the surhave been asked to notify: Jan vey included many older den^"
Truax.
tists, men who were using X-
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American Motors Tops 1
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LAKE CITY . Minn. ( Special)
—Henry Martens , former Lake
City area resident , wns honorMi nt a party for his OLst birth
day at tho Red Wing Nursing
home Friday. He is a resident
there.
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TOKYO (AP) - Canada has
indicated to Japan it is prepared to break diplomatic relations with Nationalist China in
exchange for such ties with
communist China, a Japanese
government source said today.
The source, who insisted on
anonymity, said Canada took
this stand following reports that
Peking would reject any offers
of diplomatic relations if Canada continued to maintain ties
with Nationalist China.
Canada indicated earlier it
hoped to have ties with both
Chinas, as Britain does. Britain
has diplomatic relations with
Peking and consular relations
with the Nationalists. But because of the latter, Peking refused to exchange ambassadors
with Ixmdon, and the two missions are headed by charges
d'affaires.

MRS. BRUNO MARCOMNL «a E. Bro^y

Win Your Share!
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BEST MEAT BUYS
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I10 oz FR0ZEN
1 PEAS & CARROTS 10c
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Notes 91st Birthday
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Canada Ready
For Ties With
Communist* China

OVIEDO, Spain (AP) —
Bears are on the way out in the
mountains of this Asturian province in northern Spain. They've
become victims of angry cattlemen.
Unofficial census takers ireport probably no more than two
Doesn 't Lik e to
dozen left in an area that once
a big bear population.
Shovel /Partly Cloudv' hadCattlemen
had io wait too
HELENA, Mont . (AP) - long for compensation for tho
Montana 's weather forecasters death of their animals and feegot an anonymous postcard can conducting quiet, illegal
which reads* "Sirs : I thought bear hunts. So effective has
you upuld be interested in been their shooting that licensed
knowing that I have just shov- hunters have been able to bill
eled three feet of 'partly cloudy' only a score of bears in the last
from my front steps.
several years.

SHOP QUILLING EVERY WEEK FOR WINONA/S

/ I U IV p. A ^w u cpc

I PEAS -

INSURANCE
A«EHCY

¦
¦¦

MANILA (AP) - Two earthquakes rocked parts of the Philippines today, one in the northern provinces and another south
of Mindanao, but only one casualty was reported.
The southern quake, in which
a student was injured , was
thought to be an aftershock of
the earthquake which jarre d the
same area five days ago, the
weather bureau reported . It occurred several hours after a
quake was felt in several northern provinces-. No damage or injuries were reported in the earlier quake.
The shocks were recorded by
both the weather bureau in Manila and the National Earthquake Information Center at
Rockville, Md.

'

1 WHOLE POTATOES 10c
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Backers of the pay raises contended that the law on •which
they are based says they will
take effect unless the House or
Senate has "enacted legislation" to the contrary.
While they contended this
means a full dress bill, Williams
said it was "clear and absolutely clear" that a resolution would
suffice.
Williams had vowed in an interview Monday to meet every
parliamentary maneuver with a
demand for a roll-call vote and
insisted there was no way his
PEPIN SOCIETY
PEPIN, Wis. (Special) - colleagues could avoid a public
Dane Moore,' Durand lawyer, stand on the issue.
will be the guest speaker when Williams had fought almost
the Women's Society of the Pe- alone to block the raises, which
pin United . Methodist Church he said will prompt big wage
meets Wednesday at 2 p.m. at demands throughout the •econothe church . Moore wii? discuss my.
"Wills and Related Problems."
A question and answer period Both Senate leaders - Demowill follow . The public is invit- crat Mike Mansfield and Repubed to attend.
lican Everett M. Dirksen—had

'. . ' ¦
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One of Ihe
Associates of Our
Staff Who
Serves You First

yiaio.

Get a free ticket each time you enter - Compare number on ticket with lucky
numbers posted in store - If same - You win.

SPAGHETTI

Dick Theuror

Without a House or Senate
veto the proposed pay hikes
take effect Feb. 14. Congressional pay would go up from $30,000
to $42,500 with bigger increases
going to judge s, Cabinet members and other high federal offi-

2 Earthquakes
Rock Sections
Of Philippines

Sweepstake
s. Here s How:
'

KIDNEY BEANS • 111c
_

DETROIT i/n - American
Motors' January auto sales
were aheatj of the same month
thc previous year for tho 16th
consecutive month , tlie firm announced Monday.
AMC sold 17, 113 cars in January, compared to 17,009 in thu
same month of 1908, said William S. Pickett , vico president
of sales.
American JVIotora dealers nq]t \
8,234 cars in the lost 10 days of
the month , the best final 10-day
period In four years, Pickett
said.

WASHINGTON (AP ) - One
of the Senate's leading economy
watchdogs has dismissed as
"malarkey" the claim that a
resolution he sponsored lacks
the - legal force to block a
congressional pay boost.
"That's malarkey and they
know it," said Delaware Republican John J. Williams going
into today's scheduled debate on
the resolution.

YOU MUST remember that
yotir family dentist has received instruction in the use of
X-rays. He is trained to operate the equipment and to consider all hazards to bis patients.
You can be certain that your
dentist will not recommend the
taking of X-rays unless he
thinks that they are necessarry
for diagnosis and subsequent
treatment.
The best attitude you can take
is to let your dentist make the
decision. He is the person most
acquainted with you and your
oraf and general health and he
knows whether you will need
X-rays to help him decide upon
his course of treatment.

V
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AREA MUSIC MOTHERS
ELEVA-STRUM, Wis. (Special)—The Eleva-Strum Central High School music mothers will meet Monday at 2
1 303 SIZ E
p.rn. Musical selections will be NEW
(AP) —FortyYORK
presented by seventh grade
five commuters are riding a
boys under the direction of chartered
bus between Long
Mrs. Myrncl Wojner.
Beach and Manh attan this week
300 SIZE
to protest conditions and service
on the Long Island Rafilroad.
On its mqaden run Monday,
the bus was an hour Jgte.
It left Lopg Beach in Nassau
County at 7:40 a.m. and was
IflO C|"TC
scheduled to reach Pennsylvania Station in 50 to 55 minutes.
But it got tied up in traffic in
Queens and didn't arrive at
Penn Station until 9:40.
Nevertheless, the leader ol
the protest , C. Evans Tilles ,
said the trip was "just fine. "
'We wanted to publicize and
*
bring to the unions' and management's attention tbo comCertainly,
muters' protest and dissatisfac¦»-«« w WMinaw i v
tion wiih thc railroad , " Tilles
cost is a major factor,
I
explained.
but make sure
Another
commuter ,
Joan
you are not being
Gross, said as the DUB Inched I 303 SIZE
short-changed on protection! along in bumper-to-bumper traffic: "I lovo it . We're fighting for
a worthy cause. The s«ats are
delightful ond clean and we're
not haying unexplained stops
and delays. "
n UHffinnAii i
_a
__________________________________________________________________

ray machines when the procedure was still somewhat new
and when the equipment was
not nearly as safe as it is today. For example, older X-ray
equipment often took exposures
of from five to second seconds
instead of the one-tenth to
three-tenths of a second for
exposures today. And certainly the dentist runs a greater
exposure risk than the. individual patient, *
As far as pregnant women
are concerned, the ADA recommends that these patients be
provided with lead aprons as
an extra safety precaution. But
the greatest patient protection
is still the use of modern equipment and fast speed film.

said they favored the increase.
Mansfield, however, has said
the efforts to avoid a public
stand by members makes the
Senate "look bad. "
Former President Lyndon B.
Johnson proposed the raises in
his last budget under a new system established by Congress in
a 1967 law. It reflected a strong
desire for a congressional pay
raise with a minimum of the
possible political consequences
of voting directly for one.

3RD BI ^

AMERICANS a r e bearing
more about th«se food-borne illnesses now than in tbe past because within (the past 10 years
research efforts in pany universities and government agencies
have developed a simplified
method of identifying food poisoning bacteria. This method has
helped to identify causes of food
poisoning that previously were
unkijQwn.
.v

45 Commuters
Charter Bus
In Protest

DENTAL HEALTH WEEK
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Hiaher Mental Health Budaet Asked
Winona County 's share of the
proposed 1969-70 budget of the
Hiawatha Mental Health Center is $24,494 as presented to
the Winona County Board by
Miller Friesen, center program
director, Monday.
The total budget is $93,185;
$46,592 in funds requested from
state grant-in
aid;
$24,404 \ X ,
, 1
from Winona COUtlty
County ; $10,176 from WaBoard
poarq |
basha County, I
$9,921 f r o m
Houston County, and an estimated $2,000 in patient fees.

THE 1968-6* budget is $86,980, with $42,735 in state funds;
$21,826 from Winona; $9,067
from Wabasha , and $8,841 from
Houston. . Shares of the three
counties are based on popula
tion. The .fiscal year begins
July 1.
The proposed budget includes
$72,700 in staff salaries for
four full-time staff members
and two part-time. This budget
item for the current year is
$68,420. The per diem for board
member is the same , $1,080
Rent is also the same, $3,600
a year .
Communications is up from

very
W-

MONEY- '. FOR 1T«£ HEAKT . . . Among
those attending the kickoff dinner for the
Winona County Heart Fund campaign were,
from left, Loyel Hoseck, treasurer; William
Wissman Jr., county co-chairman ; Stanley

Sorem, general chairman; Dr. A. W. Fenske,
who discussed heart disease; Jack Benson,
president of the county life underwriters association , and Charles Kubicek, publicity
chairman. (Dail y News photo)

State Aid Rises
For County Roads
A total of $47,316,647 in county
state aid for county state highway funds for 1969 has been apportioned by the Minnesota
Highway Department.
This amount based on revenues from the first half of the
fiscal year compares with $45,244,948 in 1968.
More than $4 million has been
apportioned for municipal allotment of county state aid
while the counties' regular state
aid apportionment totals $43
million.
Apportionment for area counties include : Fillmore, $796,116;
Houston, $603,437; Olmsted,
$659,635; Wabasha , $571,090,
and Winona, $657,278. The over-

Preston Postmaster
PRESTON ,
Minn. — N e w
postmaster at
Preston is Norm a n M i l ne,
Preston, Rt. 1,
whose appointment by former P r e s i d e n t
L y n d o n . B.
Johnson w a s
confirmed recently by the
Senate.
•i

Milne

Durand Debaters
DURAND, Wis. — The Durand High School varsity debate team tuned up for the sectional debate tournament by
participating in the St. Olaf
invitational tournament l a s t
weekend. At the end of the twoday event, Durand emerged
with an 8-2 record and captured the third place trophy.
Next debate will be the sectional tournament Saturday at
Eau Claire Memorial High
School.
n

Just Who Is
This Fellow
Marvin Laird ?
STEVENS POINT, Wis. Wi There was a shortage of success Monday in an effort to
track down Marvin Laird who,
announcements said would campaign for the congressional seat
vacated when Melvin It. Laird
became secretary of defense.
Letters had arrived in the
mail, saying Marvin Laird is 51,
was raised near KcKalb , 111.,
was a New York attorney and
planned to move to Stevens
Point to bid for the 7th Congressional District post .
Ody J . Fish , state GOP chairman , said no Marvin Laird
could be found on Republican
lists." If there is, he hasn 't
made himself known to us ,"
Fish said.
Sources i:n New York said the
address provided in the announcement turned out to be
that of the Museum of Natura l
History.
¦

all increase of 4.5 percent to
counties does not apply to each
county.
Appropriations for 1968 were :
Fillmore, $764 ,896; Houston ,
$590,965; Olmsted , $598,709; Wabasha , $555,387, and VVinona ,
$646,581.
Also appropriated was $15,121,277 for municipal state aid
streets an increase of $833,502
from 1968. WINONA will receive
$171,716 — $24,015 from maintenance and $1-47,701 for construction. Winona received $165,874
in 1968.
/Winona is one of 32 counties
to benefit financially from provisions of the "Turnback Law"
passed by the 1965 Legislative
session. The total state 1969
trunk highway turnback fund
for maintenance — $700 per
mile of former truck highways
in the county — i s $206,556. Winona will receive $1,377.
In addition to the annual
maintenance allowance, included in the state aid . apportionment $1,755,919 has been set
aside to the county turnback
account. This fund can only he
used on approved county state
aid turnback construction projects.

Pork Producers
To Be Organized
LEWISTON, Minn. — Swine
producers , livestock truckers,
and hog buyers have been invited to attend a Winona County Pork Producers meeting
Thursday at 8 p.m. in the Agricultural Department of Lewiston High School.
Purpose is to organize a
Winona County Pork Producer 's Association. The county
association would support and
work with the state and national association . Twenty-two
counties were organized in
Minnesota in 1968.
Don Paulson, field secretary
of the Minnesota Swine Producer 's will help organize a
county association. Paulson has
said , "The pork industry is at
the crossroads — we must improve the consumer 's image of
pork , or resign ourselves to a
declining demand for pork in
the years to come."

Sigma Tau Gamma
Elects Pressnall
As New President
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WIMONA COUNTY
ABSTRACT CO., INC.
S35 Junction St.

PHONE 8-2987

Probe Alleged
Kickbacks Taken
Bv Probate Judqe

The honorary chairman of
the 1969 state Heart Fund
drive, Lt. Gov. James B.
Goetz, told the Winona Association of Life Underwriters
Monday morning at the Happy
Chef Restaurant of his deep
interest in research for heart
diseases and of his hopes for
the state reaching its quota
during the upcoming drive.
Dr . Arnold Fenske also spoke
at the drive's kicb-off breakfast when it was announced
that business solicitations and
a house-to-house canvass will
begin Feb. 17 and continue
through Feb. 23, which is Heart
Sunday.
Stanley Sorem is general
chairman for the Heart Fund
drive; William Wissman Jr.
and Robert Clements, co-chairmen for the county; Mrs. Sorem, city chairwoman, and
William F. White, advanced
gifts chairman.
In telling of the various types
of heart disorders, Dr. Fenske
said approximately 600,000 persons die of these disorders each
year. He said Americans have
the highest rate of coronary
diseases.
Outlining prevention of heart
disease Dr. Fenske suggested
a more moderate diet, reduce
or stop smoking, exercise and
physical checkups.
He also explained the use of
the four heart monitors currently in use at Community Memorial Hospital and tofd of the
value of the machines in the
treatment of the heart patient.

HASTINGS, Minn. ^-Allegations that Dakota County's
probate judge received kickbacks from three public officials
he appointed to appraise a $10
million estate are being investigated by a 17-member grand
jury. .
The prob -. was launched after
u report by State Public Examiner Robert Whitaker alleged
that Judge Francis L. Bartholet
received $6,600 for his 1966 campaign from three men the judge
appointed to appraise the estate.
County Atty. J. Jerome Kluck
said as many as 15 witnesses WASHINGTON (AP) -The
may be called. The grand jury Health , Education and Welfare
convened Monday and sessions Department (HEW) has apare expected to continue most proved a $140,870 grant to Uniof the week.
ted Cerebral Palsy of Greater
Minneapolis, Inc., to expand a
workshop to provide 50 new
Call This a Pro test
workshops in Minneapolis.
By 'Old Man Winter ' Congressional sources for Minnesota also announced the U.S.
CAMDEN , N.J. (AP) — Icy Water Pollution Control Adminroads gave 52 men a one-day re- istration has approved a $37,620
prieve from Army induction.
grant to the Village of FloodCharter buses that were wood , Minn., for construction of
scheduled to- take the inductees a waste stabilization pond and
from Camden to Newark never related facilities. Total cost of
showed up.
the project is $127,400.

Cerebra l Palsy
Of Minnea polis
Gets $140,870

4 County Officials
To Attend State
Association Meetings

Four Winona County officials
w ill attend meetings of their
state associations this week at
the St . Paul Hilton Hotel .
Mrs. Teresa Curbow , county
treasurer , will leave today to
attend an executive meeting of
the treasurers ' group. She is
the association secretary.
Others attending the sessions
will be Al Wiczek , county auditor; Joseph C. Page, clerk of
court , and Ilollie Tust , register of deeds. They will leave
Snowfall in Idaho 's moun- Wednesday, The meetings will
tains ranges from 40 to 100 end Friday.
Inches annually.

MJlSww

RUMPELST1LTSKIN . . .
"We'll spin a web to victory." This freshman class
production won first prize
in show sculpture in connection with the winter
carnival at Whitehall (Wis.)
High School. The senior
class won second and the
junior class third . All sculpture was in bright colors.
(Kathleen Knudtson . (photo),;.;

Goetz Opens
Heart Fund
Campaign Here

Donald Pressnalf , physical
education major from Randolph, Minn ., is the new president of Beta Xi Chapter , Sigma
Tau Gamma , at Winona State
College.
Presnall , a junior , and other
officers were recently elected.
Also named : Kit Grier , Eden
Prairie, Minn., junior executi ve vice president; Ilichard
Wagner, Wykoff , junior , vice
[(resident for membership; Wiiiam Niemczyk, St. Paul, junior, vice president for educo>
tion , and Kenneth Mogren ,
Winona , junior , vice president
for management .

_

''

$1,600 to $1,700; consumable
supplies from $98 to $1,105; other expenses, including insur
ance and retirement plan , from
$5,220 to $6,770, and staff ex
penses, from $4,970 to $5,170.
FRIESEN also asked the
board to consider a proposal to
use the State Department ot
Health estimated annual population figures rather than the
1960 U.S. Census figures in computing the . amount of participation by each of the three
counties. This would make a
difference in the percentage of
the local tax moneys in the
fund.

According to the 1960 census,
now used, Winona has 54.93
percent of the three-county
population ; Wabasha, 22-82,
and Houston , 22.25. The 1967
Department of Health figures
show 56 84 percent in Winona,
22.20 in Houston and 20.98 in
Wabasha.
The total population of the
area is 74,532, according to the
official census and 75,230 by the
estimated count.
The county board wa« expected to act on the request
• ¦
today. •
.
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DAILY INTEREST ON SAVINGS PLUS
Start with only $1001

i
5€ t i T
_\
/

Jf

Add to it — any amount , any tim» ,

an Y way (by mail, in person ,through drive-ups).

est paid each calendar quarter.

Inter-

After money hat been

deposited -for 90 days, withdrawals may be made dur-

' *»¦-*— _ .«

ing the first 10 days of any calendar quarter or on 90

per annum
earn

TIME CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT
/ ¦H

Interest begins immediately from date of deposit.

Interest payable quarterly . . . by check ,
by credit to another account, or left in to be compounded.

5^
per annum
*

SCHOLARSHIP WINNER . . . Everett Marcou , master of
Wapahasa Lodge 14, AF&AM, Wabasha , Minn., presented a
$50 essay scholarship to Robert Burkhardt. In the background
is Tom Ed gerton.
Robert , the son of Mr. and Mrs . Irvin Burkhardt , will
compete for $1,500 in scholarships given by the Minnesota
grand lodge . Kathy Curdue, daughter of Mr . and Mrs. James
Curdue, was named alternate and also will compete for the
state scholarships. (Wehrenberg Studio)

Start

with $1,000.

wri,,en no,ice-

Vou may withdraw at any maturity or upon 90 days

,

,

i

Get complete details on these two very
interesting savings plans at . . w

.MERCHANTS
NATIONAL BANK
Member Fod«rol Deposit Insurant* Corporation

L

THIRD & LAFAYETTE STS.

PHONE 8-5161

J
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Steelworkers'
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Get Challenge Due Wednesday

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
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Players G roup
Will Boycott
Spring Drills

NEW YORK (AP). - The Associatio n was taking a stand
Baseball Players Association is against such individual action.
tightening the screws in it_ con"We've told thern; ' Miller
tinuing battle over pensions said, "tha i: it would not be wise
with the club owners and the to put out their own expenses,
spectre of a major leagu e strike and we don 't want to appear ealooms largei and larger.
ger."
First, the Players Association
Miller _.aid lhat most players
urged its members not to sign have followed the Association's
their 1969 contracts until the dis- recommendation that they not
pute was settled. Then , on Mon- sign their contracts.
day, the Association announced
"There arc very, very few esplans to boycott spring training tablished players -who have
unless the pension question is signed ," lie said. "A. conservaresolved .
tive estimate would be that 90
Faced with the possibility of per cent have not s igned , and
unsigned contracts and spring the figur e probably would be
training caimps populated only higher,"
by minor leaguers, the owners Many clubs claim to have
could console themselves with signed contracts on hand but
the fact t_iat shoul d a strike say they have agreed not to recome, it won't include pickets lease the names of the players
around their ball parks.
who have signed until the dis"No, I don't think pickets pute wilh the Players Associawould be necessary," said Mar- tion is settled,
Yin Miller, executive director of
Miller explained tiiat at -'.he
the Players Association. "I center of the dispute are the
don't think players can be re- players ' rights to radio and teleplaced if th ey walk out."
vision revenue. The Playrs AsMiller presided over a four- sociation contends the owners
lour meeting attended by some want to shut the pension plan off
125 players Monday. At the con- from broadcast income "even
clusion of the session, the play- though the two matters have
ers issued a resolution support- been directly tied for the last 22
ing their negotiators and saying years." X:X .
they would not sign contracts or The owners have offered to inreport to camp until "the nego- crease their total ye arly contritiations are satisfactorily con- bution to the fund by $1 million,
cluded ."
boosting it to $5.1 million an- '
York, Lombardi answers questions by teleDAYS OF DESTINY . . . t h e s e pictures
Among the players at thc nually.
;
"Vince
phone after taking the job. The picture at
Lomshow
the
beginning
and
end
of
meeting -were World Series The current plan provides a
lower left shows Lombardi leaving his office
Green
Bay
career.
In
the
top
photo,
bardi's
stars Bob Gibson ani Mickey to; of $643 per month at age 65
the Packer executive commitLolich as well as Brooks Robin- for a f layer in the majors ' five Lombardi and his wife are greeted by Packer ¦after asking
¦
tee to release him from his contract. (AP
President Dominic Olejniczak on his arrival
son , Ernie Banks, Jim Running , years and $1,288 per month at
Maury Wills, Joe Torre and 65 for a 10-year player.
Photofax)
in the Wisconsin city. At lower righ t, in New
Rusty Staub.
The decision to boycott the
training camps came just lo
days before the Chicago White
Sox are scheduled to open the
m. jor's first camp site and less
than one month before the traditional March l opening date.
Some players have indicated
that they would pay their own
"They get pretty fair scorway to their club's training sites Things are looking pretty men return home Feb. 19 to this year in St. Paul. Asked if
ing
and rebounding from their
Howie
Schultz'
team
had
implay
host
to
Macalester
and
basketball
Mary's
rosy
for
St.
and work out on their own
should the pension dispute drag team aft present, Following travel to Gustavus (3-7) and proved since then , Wiltgen re- three guys in front. Their big
problem has been at the guard
on. But Miller said the Players Saturday night's 67-57 win over Concordia before closing the plied :
1
St. John 's and St. Tliomas' vic- season against St. Thomas Feb. "I dont know if they've im- spots, which explains why
St;
th
ey're
a
pretty
deliberate
proved or not. I think their
tory over erstwhile league 27. A win tonight would put
leader, Macalester , the Red- Mary 's only a half game out lineup is as it was earlier in type team," said Wiltgen. •
the year so I assume they're
St. Mary's. will start its usmen are only a game out of of the lead.
"The schedule looks pretty about the same. Actually, I ual lineup of Joe Keenan and
first place.
The Toms lead the race good, that's true, but you don't fear Hamline as much as Tim Balakas at forwards, Mike
with a 7-2 mark while Macal- have to remember just about I fear a letdown on our part. Halloran at center and Bob
ester is second at 6-2. St. anybody can get knocked off We've had some tough games Soucek and Jim Long in the
Winona High's Junior Var- Mary 's, St. Johns and Concor- on the road iri this league! I'm recently and, obviously, this backcourt.
Keenan , a sophomore , got 24
sity pushed its season record dia are all tied for third with not looking forward to playing one looks a little easier."
Hamline is led by 6-6 center against St. John 's Saturday and
either Duluth or Augsburg on
to 8-4 with a 46-36 conquest of 6-3 records.
Moreover, tlie s; c h e d u 1 e their own floor. Right now, D ave. Poison and 6-3 forwards is averaging over 21 points a
the Rochester Mayo JV Monseems to favor the Redmen. though , all we're concerned Terry Ruhsam and Dale Al- game for the season. His 23.3
day.
The Hawks held Mayo to They host Hamline (4-6) in a about is the Hamline game," berts. Ali are averaging in dou- average in conference games is
only nine points in the two mid- 7:30 game tonight and then said St. Mary 's coach Ken ble figures. The guards will second best in the league. He 's
probably be either 6-0 Dave averaged over 25 points a
dle quarters as they built a have road games with UM-Du- Wiltgen Monday. XX
Sajevic,
6-2 Karl Dickman or game in the last four confervic64-46
(0-9)
The
Redmen
own
a
luth
Saturday
and
Augs
40-20 lead, allowing coach Gordy
ence games.
Addington to clear the . bench burg (3-6) Feb. 12. The Red- tory over the Pipers earlier 6-2 Bob Bigelow.
in the last quarter.
Gary Bauer hit. 13 points and
Gary Mueller 10 for Winona.

'
s
He
Says
Lombardi
Quitting Green Bay

GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP ) —
Vince Lombard!, eager for a
taste of ownership in a pro football club, said Monday he is
quitting the Green Bay Packers
to apply his fabled coaching
spurs to the sluggish Washington Redskins.
Officials of the two National
Football League clubs withheld
immediate confirmation that
the Packer general manager
was becoming executive vice
president and chief coach of the
Redskins, and that he would get
ownership of a portion of the
club.
While the Packers' executive
board was scheduling another
meeting today to review Lorabardi's announcement, reports
circulated in Washington that he
would get at least five per cent

of the Redskins ' stock.
That would help satisfy an
ambition by the NFL's most
spectacular coach to own a part
of the organization he directs, a
role deprived him under Green
Bay's Community ownership arrangements.
Redskins' President Edv?ard
Bennett Williams holds five per
cent of his club's stock. The majority is held by long-time o^ner George Marshall, and is administered under a court trust
by Williams.
Lombardi, who had often said
being Green Bay coach and general manager simultaneously
was too time consuming, was
hestitant Monday to speculate
on the future of Otto Graham ,
Washington 's coach and general
manager . ¦

CAN MOV E WITHIN HALF GAME OF MIAC LEAD

Redmen H^

Hawk JV Rips
Mayo JV 46-36

Winona J.V.
<9
Gllbe-rtjon 3
Smifh
o
Mueller
4
Anderson 0
Ferguson 3
Hurlburt
0
Bauer
(
R.KoeMer 0
Kenney
;
S.Koehler 0

{46)
flpftp
i tl
i I J
S 310
0 10
1 17
10 1
1 IU
0 0 0
3 0 3
0 1 0

Purdue Gains
In Cage Poll

Mayo J.V. ( U)
f9 f l p f t p
Wilson
0 oi 0
Bernei
1 0 1 1
Lutz
0 0 10
Babtock
1 l5 «
Johnson
13 3 *
Gastineau 4 1 I 14
Cot*
4 0 1 1
Kor '
0 0 0 0
Caif
0 0 1 0
Tot»ls

Totali u 11 11 4*
WINONA J.V.
MAYO J, V.

15 . ! » _ _

11 13 15 j__»4
11 3
4 U-34

Schallenkamp Leads
Shortv's 13-0 Win

Unbeaten Shorty 's, with Steve
Boeser having to kick out only
eight shots, smashed Oasis 13-0
Monday night in a makeup game
of the City Hockey League .
Schallenkamp had five goals
and Bob Goldstrand three for
Shorty 's, while Bob McDonough
had four assists.

REDMEN '6' TO
HOS T ST. JOHN'S
St , Mary 's hockey team ,
tied for the MIAC lead with
defending cliannpion Gustavus Adolp hus, can take
sole possession of the lead
today when thc Redmen host
St. Thomas at 7 p.m.
St, .Mary 's stands 9-2 in
conference play while St.
Thomas is 1-1. The Redmen
defeated the Toms 0-1 early
in January.
Gustavus plays _ lacalestor
Wednesday night and SI.
John 's Thursday.
lloth
games arc in St. Paul.
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I13S MOMENT OF TRUTH . . . Canadian George Chuvalo,
cut and bloodied , faces the boxing glove of Buster Mathis in
the loth round o£ last night' s 12-round heavyweight fight in
New York' s Madison Square Garden , Mathis, outweighing
| Chuvalo 232 to 208, came on strong after the fifth round to
j chop out a unanimou s decision over his opponent. (AP Photoj fax)

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Purdue Boilermakers
climbed into the Top Ten and
four other teams in the group
gained ground today in The Associated Press' major-college
basketball poll.
Meanwhile , UCLA maintained
its unanimous grip on first place
after lifting its unbeate n record
to 16-0 with victories over California and Stanford. All 30 on
the national panel of sports
writers and broadcasters voted
the Bruins No. 1. They have
held that position all season.
Purdue , 14th a week ago, advanced five places to ninth as a
result of its 95-85 overtime conquest of 12ih-ranked Ohio State
in Big Ten Conference upset,
The Buckeyes remained in the
same spot.
Davidson 's unexpected 76-61
setback by another Big Ten
team , Iowa , also resulted in a

switch of several places. The
Wildcats slipped from fourth to
sixth while Kentucky and St.
John's of New York each rushed
up one position , to fourth and
fifth , respectively.
16-0 600
1. UCLA (30)
141 522
2. North Ca rcjin a
3. Santa Clara
17-0 441
4. Kentucky
14-2 417
5. St. John 's, N.Y.
13-2 322
6. Davidson
15-2 255
7. LaSalle
16-1 247
8. Villanova

9. Purdue
10. Illinois
11. Tulsa
12. Ohio State
13. Kansas
14. Columbia
15. Duquesne
16. New Mexico St.
17. Marquette
18. New Mexico
19. Dayton
20. Colorado

15-2 236

U-3 178
13-2 154
16-2 139
12-3 96
15-3 84
15-1 58
12-2 54
16-2 53
14-3 36
13-6 , 25
15-3 19
14-3 16

EXIT MR. LOMBARDI . . . Green Bay Packer general
manager and former coach , Vince Lombardi, waits with hat
and coat in hand for an elevator after telling the Packer
executive committee he has accepted position as coach and
general manager of the Washington Redskins. (AP Photofax)

"I haven't the . slightest idea
about Otto," Lombardi said.
Redskins official withheld formal comment while the Packers
discussed whether to free; Lombard! from a contract that
didn't have an expiration date
until 1974.
"This is not an ordinary matter," said Dominic Olejniczak,
president of Green Bay Packers
Inc. "After all, there is only one
Lombardi."
Lombardi said there wa,s "no
ill feeling '' between hint and
Green Bay influencing his decision to abandon the club after 10
years as general manager and
nine as coach , during whkh ha
piloted the team to an unprecedented five NHL championships
in only seven years.
"It's been a great 10 years,"
he said , but adding: "Like anyone else, you always hope to
own something. "
The Packers are a non-profit
organization in which no one
gets ownership.
Lombardi said there had been
no discussion with Green Bay as
to his successor as general ^manager. "I've asked for my release from the Green Bay Packers," he said. "There 's always a
possibility a snag could develop."
On the other hand , he said after Monday 's meeting with Packer executives, "Everything is
fine. There's no problem with
the board. ¦I' ve just got a contract. " "¦• . ¦:
The contract with Greert Bay,
unless waived , barred him from
coaching another club durin g
the pact's lifetime.
Washington , which hasn't had
a winning team since 1955, is in
a situation that could tempt a
coach with the Lombardi temperament for winning.
"The challenge is not in maintaining, but
¦ in creating," he
said. . - ¦; '•
One of his best-known expressions: "Winning isn't everything; it's the only thing."
Green Bay was a giant on the
pro football circuit in the 1920s,
and again in the 1930s. Lombardi arrived at the Lake Michigan
port in 1959 after the Packers
finished a 1-10-1 season.
They would never have anoth er season that bad—until the
1968-69 season, after Lombard!
berned over the coaching task tp
Phil Bengtson, an assistant who
helped him develop Green Bay's
(Continued on Page 13>
LOMBARDI
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FOR LAST YEAR'S LOSS TO AQUINAS

Ramblers Can Make Amends

Liit- t M:USOII La ('rosso
Aqunni s handed Cotter ils
most humiliating defeat of
tlie basketball season. Tonigh t at St. Stan 's at 8
o'clcxk the Ramblers get a
chance to make amends —
but it won 't he easy.
A year ago , in La Crosse ,
Aquinas smashed the Rninhlers 77-37 cn ro ute to a 214 season record .
This year coach Dave
Bruhn 's squad appears on
its way to improving that
scas-on mark , Currently the
Blufjolds are 14-2. Thc team
leaders of this year 's team
are also famil iar to t h e
Ramblers. They are 6-4 Bob
Pctry and fi-0 Jim CahiU
who> hit IS and 17 points ,
respectively, in. Inst year 's
game.
"It's a n onconfcrcnce
game, but it isn't much of

a breather ," agreed Rambler coach John Nett. "We
haven 't seen them play, but
I know they 'll be tough because they have practically
their entire team hack."
Joining Petry and Cahill
in the Aquinas lineup will
probably be C-0 Bob Burg
at the other guard , 6-3 Tom
Peters at a forward and
6-6 Dave Olson , thc only
ju nior on the leann , at cen- .

• C O T•T E R
(8-7)

SIOLkhtl lltn
Risk*
Conway
Blwk
Brownt
Speck
Rkturdion
O'Brien
Hoeppner
Meier
Rlkti/i .,
Willi.mion
Totllt
Opporitnll

....

O
15
U
IJ
II
IS
?
1)
4

FO FT PF
4| 33 17
U JV 11
j; 10 it
41 11 M
41 11 17
J 3 I
7 O 14
1 1 1
* 1 1 3
4 0
O 1
4 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
15 3.. 1*0 1.7
11 3(1 140 in

*
TP Avj.
IBI )] _
Ml
»7
144
U
117
7.1
101 1.1
M 1.7
14
I.I
i
1.0
7 0.1
0
0.0
0 O.O
0 O.O
711 tl.t
704 47.7

ter.
That lineup compares favorably, size-wise, with Cotter 's fi-0 Lou Bisek and
5-10 Tom Browne at guards ,
fi-4 Tom Riska and 6-4 Steve
Stockhausen at forwards and
fi-6 Mike Conway at center .
"We know they like to
run and like to stick with
a zone defense ," continued
Nett. The Ramblers haven 't
faced a zone defense since
early in Ihe season , and
Nett commented , "I imagine it will give us a little
trouble, but wc seemed to
pick them apart pretty well
early In the year."
Thc game may well turn
into a battle of defenses
rather than a run-and shont
affair . Cotter is averaging
47.7 points-per-game on defense, while Aquinas has a
51.3 mark .

'We 'll have to approach
this one just like we'd approach every other game,"
concluded Nett.
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BUT PLA YERS , FANS ADMIT LIT TLE CHANCE OF CHANGING HIS MIND

Isn't Easy Bidding Lombardi Farewell

GREEN BAY, Wis. lfl — It
isn't easy for the state which
worshipped Vincent Thomas
Lombardi for 10 years to bid
farewell. But knowing Lombardi as they do, fans and players
admitted Monday there would
be littl e hope of changing his
mind.
"He came to Green Bay and
got the Packers out of the hole
and satisfied his ego, " said Jim
Powell, 20, a Milwaukee dance
instructor . "Now he wants to
do the same thing in Washington. You have to have a lot of
respect for a man like that."
At 55, after 10 years of making the Green Bay Packers the
best" of the National Football

League, Lombardi disclosed
Monday he would like to start
over again with the Washington
Redskins.
Gov. Warren P. Knowles, a
frequent figure at Packer
games, said Wisconsin owes a
debt to the man who rescued
the Packers from the losing
column and gave this northern
community a big - city reputation.
"Through Tiis skill and effort ," Knowles said , "he made
the Packers synonymous with
excellence, and he turned the
attention of the nation toward
Wisconsin ."
Green Bay players, sueh as
quarterback . Bart Starr , whom
Lombardi hand-picked to steer

his winning teams, admitted
their hard-driving -Boss had
shown signs of wanting to return to coaching after a year
devoted exclusively to being
general manager .
"I could see during this past
season how anxious he was to
get back into coaching," Starr
said. "He had the itchy feeling. "
Defensive tackle Ron Kostelnik described him as "really
antsy to get back into coaching."
Flanker Boyd DowJer said
Lombardi "is too young and has
too much to offer . He probably
felt a little lost this season as
far as his Contribution to the
team itself was concerned."

"When he retired as coach ,
he said the job of coach and
general manager was too big
for one man. But 3 think he
contradicted himself ," Dowler
added .
Defensive captain Willie Davis said lombardi's departure
as general manager probably
won't disturb the Packers for
very long.
"Had he left the team as
coach , his loss would have been
much greater ," Davis said .
Mrs. Gordon Marquardt of
Milwaukee was among the
countless Packer fans who
would regret the loss of Lombardi.
"I want him to stay, " she
said. "Heck, he's a legend,"

LOMBARDI

70 30-PLUS EFFOR TS FRIDAY

(Continued From Page 12)

Year of the Scorer in Area

Nineteen-Sixty-Nme will have
to go down as the year of the
scorer in area basketball.
Last Friday night was a case
ih poipt. Six players scored between 30 and 37 points — but
they were scarcely noticed.
Overshadowing the half-dozen
30-point efforts were a pair of
50-point-plus performances and
two more of over 40.
Top billings, of course, had

to go to Harmony 's Ariyn Sikkirik. Sikkink set a . school and
Maple Leaf Conference record
and became the top single game
scorer in the . state of Minnesota this year when he poured
through 59 points in his team's
102-47 win over Leroy.
Next in line came Whitehall's
6-6 junior sensation, Ralph Rasmuson. Rasmuson hit a career
high 54 points to spark t h e

Golden Brand
Takes Third in
City Tourney

[FOR SIXTH SPOT

With over half of the teams
already finished , R u p p e r Vs
Grocery of the Westgate National League holds on to the
No. 1 spot in the Winona Men's
City ¦ Bowling Tournament at
Hal-Rod Lanes.
The closest any team could
come to Ruppert 's Monday night
was a third-place effort by
Golden Brand Foods of the
City League.at Hal-Rod. Led by
Jon Kosidowski's 623, Golden
Brand powered 2 ,942, 18 pins
shy of the tournament leading
total It did , however, take over
the scratch
lead with a 2,800
¦
count. - .; "
Besides Kosidowski's effort ,
John Walski had a 593, Bob
Kosidowski a 540, Cy Cyert a
537 and Mike Cyert a 507.
Right behind Golden Brand is
the A&D Bootery team of the
same league. A&D totaled 2,936 for fourth with Cal Hopf
getting a 591, Harvey Kane 568,
Al Smith 248—563, Ron Fitch
554 and Ev Mueller 476.
The new fifth place team is
Jones & Kroeger of the VFW
circuit at Hal-Rod with a 2,918
handicap count. Terry Risser
shot 557, Rick Curran 544,
Steve Gerlach 450, Joe Ives 449
and Pete Kaehler 408. The team
was aided by 510 pins handicap.
In seventh place is Blanch e's
Tavern with a 2,905 behind
George Thilmany 's . 565. John
Pozanc socked 544 , Roy Bell and
Joe Lewinski 524 each and
Chris Weifenbach 504.
Individually, Kosidowski's 623
was the top series , while Louie
Wera had a 267 game, Mel
Christopherson a 257 and Roger
Biltgen a 254. Other 600s were
recorded by Biltgen , 613; Christopherson , 611; Vince Suchomel ,
613; Dick Seeling, 607; Wera ,
610; Bob Ives, 606; Hugh Orphan , 604 , and Dave Ruppert ,
603.
Bill Bonow had a . 57ft errorless, .
A total of 96 teams have
bowled with 76 more to compete.
Team Standings
1.
2.
3.
•4.
5.
t.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Rupperls Oro„ National, WO . . .
Norms Electric, Hiawatha , WO
Golden Brand Food- city, HR
A. D. Bootery, City, HR
Jonoi a Kroeger, VFW, HR . . . .
Wine House, classic, WO
Blanche's Tavern , VFW, HR . . . .
Hot Fish Shop, Classic, WO . . . .
Poaranc Truck .no, Classic, WO ..
Dales Standard , classic, WO . . .

19_0
2949
2942
2938
2918
.14
2905
2890
2881
2874

Harvard, B.U. Post
Beanpot Puck Wi ns

BOSTON (A?) - Harvard
nnd Boston University , thc defending champion , posted open :
ing—round victories in tlie 17th
annual Bcnnpot. College Hockey
Tournament Monday niRht before a sellout crowd of 14,659 ' at
the Boston Garden.
Harvard whipped Northeastern fl-4 and Boston University
turned back Boston Coflege 4-2.
The teams will meet for tlie
championshi p
Monday
next
niRht.
NEW AND USED

SKATE
Exchange

$4.95 p

4SHARPENED

KOLTER'S B£,™

IALBS m 1RRVICB
402 Mankato Ava.
Phone 3143

Norsemen to an 84-52 win oyer
Alma Center. The 54-point spree
brought Rasmuson's season average back to an even 30 pointsper-game .
Curt Brownell, another . junior, also got into the a c t .
Brownell, a 6-1 star from Pepin , rammed home 48 points for
another career high * while Jim
Malone of Wabash a, a 6-8 sen-

irlene Trimmer
Slams 607 Set

If Irlene Trimmer had her
druthers, she would "druther "
have bowled a 607 in the women's city secretary smashed one
which opens in less than two
weeks.
Instead , however, the women 's city secretary smashed one
Monday night , built around a
pair of 221 games, in the Pin
Topplers League at Westgate
,
Bowl.
She recorded her second national honor count of the season
and the lith of the year for
the local gals while helping her
Watkins Cosmetics team to 2,706. The series ties her for sixth
in the Top Ten this season. Irlene's earlier national total was
a 605 on Nov. 18..
In addition, Hamernik's spanked 925 in the same circuit, while
500s were recorded by: Esther
Pozanc, 535; Betty Schoonover,

City Sports
Calendar
TUESDAY

_ASKETBA_ _Hamllne at St. Mary 'i, 7:30 p.m.
La Crosse Aquinas at Cblttr . I p.m.
HOCKEYSt. Thomai al St. Mary'i, 7 p.m.

WEDNESDAY

WRESTLINOMankato at Winona State, 7:10 p.m.

FRIDAY

BASKETBALLAustin Pacelli at Colter, I p.m.
St , Cloud at Winona State , 7:30 p.m.
Winona High at owatonna,
WRESTLINQOwalonna al Winona High, 7:30 p.m.
SWIMMINGAustin at Winona High, «:30 p.m.
Winona State at La Cross , (No. Michigan).
HOCKEY—
St. Mary 's al Notre Dame.

SATURDAY

BASKETBALLUM-Morrls it VVinona Stale, 7:30 p.m.
St . Mary 'i at UM-Dululh.
Cotter at Minneapolis Da La Salle.
WRESTLINGStowarlvllle «t Winona High, 7i30 p.m.
Winona Stale at South Dakota stata.
SWIMMING—
Bemldfl at Winona Sta te, l p.m.
Winona High at Dloomlnglon Kennedy
Invitational.
HOCKEYSI, Mary'i al Notra Dame.

Pro Basketball
NBA

Monday 's Results
Dalllmore 132, Chicago HI.
Seatt le 114 , Los Angeles 107.
Only games scheduled.
Today 's Games
Atlanta at New York.
Milwaukee at Chicago.
Philadelphia al Phoenix.
Seattle at San Francisco.
Cincinnati vi. Detroit at Houston.
San Olego vi. Boiton at Houston,
Only games scheduled.
Wednesday'! Oamtt
Chicago at Detroit.
New YOrk al Milwaukee.
Cincinnati at San Diego,
Philadelphia at Seattle ,
Boston at Baltimore.

ABA

Monday '! Results
Miami 113, New York no.
Only game scheduled.
Tottay 'a Gamei
Indiana at Now Orleans,
Mlnnesola at Denver.
Only games scheduled,
Wednesday 's (Jamil
Denver at Indiana.
Houslon at Dallas,
Naw Orleani al Kentucky.
Minnesota at Loi Angeles,
New York at Miami.

IOOK FOR

MID-SEASON
CIRCULAR
IN YOUR MAILBOX
—FROM-

D#U£ R BROTH ERS
HUD. D STORE , Inc.
V&S HARDWARE
576 E. 4.h St. Phono .007

Lombardi had been a headache for other NFL clubs for
years, and one fan of the Minnesota Vikings expressed a
feeling of relief.
"I'm a Viking fan and I was
quite pfeased to know he was
leaving and not going back to
his coaching responsibilities"
with the Packers, said Jon Kerl
of St. Paul, Minn ., who was
visiting in Milwaukee.
Richard Bertrand of Green
Bay said his town owes thanks
to Lombard!.
"He's done an awful lot for
Green Bay in the last 10 years"
Bertrand said , "and what he's
done for the team he's done for
the town."

521; Carol Ives, 516; Tess
Young, 514; Betty Englerth,
514; Leona Lublnski, 513; -Rosie
Von Ruden, 505; Orlane Kittle,
505, and Yvonne Carpenter, 50O.
The only men 's 600 came out
of the Monday League at the
Winona Athletic Club where
Gene Coraero blasted 619 for
First National Bank. Paul Maliszewski had a 236 for the same
team, while Jim Fitzgerald also
had a 236 for Quillin's IGA,
sparking the team to 1,056—2,885. Ches Pozanc had a 602.
WESTGATE : Lyle Jacobson
laced 599 for Jerry 's Auto Sales,
and Ray McNally had 248 for
Frickson's Auctioneers in the
Community League. Team honors went to Blumentritt's Store
with 1,032, and Benson's Feed
Mill with 2,934.
In the Ladies League Circle
G Ranch took group laurels
with 903—2,611. Peggy Jacobson
had 190—503 for Midland Co-op,
while Mary Serwa tagged 511
for Ken's Hardware. Marcy Anderson dumped 505.
Fern Girtler paced Curley's
Floor Shop to 903—2,665 in the
Alley Gaters circuit with her
207-514. Jean Plait had 515 for
Curley's Floor Shop, and Janice
Drazkowski had an equal total
for Economy Plumbing. Jane
Sherman socked a 510.
ATHLETIC CLUB: Judy Verdi ck stung 189—492 in the Go.
Getters loop, while Steve's
Lounge waxed 836—2,425.
HAL-ROD: Shelly Halliday
paced Royal Rollers to 663—
1,266 in the Park Rec Jr. Girls
circuit with her 154, Becky
Schossow dumped 291 for Knock
Outs.

Pearl Powers
Bullets Win

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Pearl was dull for most of
(he game but lie shone in ¦ the
third quarter—and so did the
Baltimore Bullets.
Earl "The Pearl " Monroe
scored only a total of three
points in the firs t, second and
fourth quarters Monday night
but he threw in 12 in thc third to
spark a game-breaking rally as
the Bullets defeated Chicago
1I.2-122,
In the third period , tiie Bullets
who increased (heir lead over
idle Philadel phia (o 2',£ games
in thc National Basketball Association 's Eastern Division , outscored Chicago 20-8 to open up
an insurmountable 100-87 lead.
Kevin Loughcry led Baltimore
with 35 points. Bob Boozer
t opped Chicago with 27.
In the only other NBA game ,
Boh Rule 's 30-point output powered ths Seattle SuperSonics to
n 114-107 success over the l^os
Angeles Lakers. Tho victory
was the Sonics ' first over thc
Lakers this season in four meetings.
In the lone American Basketball Association game , the Miami Meridians overcame an
early 12-point deficit and turned
back the N ew York Nets 123-110.
HARMONY GOLF MEETING
HARMONY , Minn. (Special)
— Thc annual meeting of thc
Harmony Golf Club corporation
will he held Feb , 12 at 7:30
p.m. nt the clubhouse.

ior center , meshed 42 to round
out what may go down as the
wildest scoring night in area
history.
For the record, the over-looked half dozen were: Terry
Highum of Peterson with 37,
Dave Walker of Arkansaw with
33, Larry Ebert of Alma , with
31, and Steve Baures of Cochrane-Fountain
City, Randy
Schultz of Gilmanton . and Lyman Johnson of Zumbrota with
30 each.
Walker 's 33-point mark wasn't
enough to keep his torrid area
leading pace on an even keel .
Walker leads this week's race
with a 34.6 standard . Rasmuson
hung to his No. 2 spot ahd
closed the gap, while, also moving up fast , Schultz pushed his
average to 27.6 for a comfortable hold on the No. 3 spot.
Because of the big weekend
there were some changes in
conference scoring races. Malone once again tops the Centennial in his topsy-turvy battle
with . Elgin's Fred Lorentson .
The lead has changed hands
between the two every two
weeks.
Johnson, Zumbrota 's 6-5 center, took oyer for Steve Sviggum of Kenyon in the Hiawatha
Valley. Johnson 's current 22.8
mark tops Dean Fiegel of Kasson-Mantorville by four-tenths
point. Sviggum has dropped all
the way to 19.5.
Brownell took the lead from
Greg Bearden among the independent and fringe schools,
while Sikkink charged to the
fore in the Maple Leaf with his
20.8 mark, taking over the lead
from Ted Turbenson of Spring
Valley.
TOP TEN
O
Dave Walker, Arkamaw . . . 8
Ralph Rasmuson, Whitehall IS
Randy Schultz, Gilmanton .. 12
Bob K _ lly, Mabel-Canton .. 10
Curt Brownell, Pepin
.. 12
Lyman johnion, Zumbrofa .. 22
Dean Fiegel, Ka _ son-Ma nt. M
Terry Highum, Peterson . ; . . 13
Greg Bearden, Lewiston . . . 1 2
Dick Hansen , Taylor
10

CENTENNIAL

a
12
13
11
?
7
t
13
11
13
12

pts;
277
3M
331
24.
28.
251
313
28.
260
211

Avg.
34.6
3O.0
27.6
24.9
23.«
22.8
22.4
22.0
21.7
21.1

Pti.
2._
26.
16.
121
tl
122
174
140
15.
140

Avg.
JC.s
20.3
1-4.9
14.2
13.1
13.3
13.4
12.7
12.0
1 1.7

defensive reputation .
As the Packers dropped to a
6-7-1 season, rumors broke out
that he was being offered jobs
with other clubs-Philadelphia,
New Orleans, Boston, Atlanta.
The former member of Fordham 's storied Seven Blocks of
Granite acknowledged he might
like to return to the East, and
there was talk he was negotiating with a former employer, the
New York Giants.
He often skid he wouldn't
leave Green Bay during a losing
season. Yet, he said, he would
have to consider any good offer.
In his absence, the Packers
would be hard-put to duplicate
the glory of the last decade :
five NFL titles, two consecutive
Super Bowl crowns.
The Lombardi period became
Green .Bay's Golden Era under
his policies of a hard running attack coupled with a keen passing game, to which he assigned
ace quarterback Bart Starr as
the chief engineer.
The Redskins finished the 1968
season with a 5-9 record. They
scored 249 points and allowed
opponents 358.
Washington is crying for a
Lombaxdi-style running game.
The Capital Division club averaged only 83.1 yards a game on
the ground , and no Washington
running back was listed among
the loop's top 15.
Quarterback Sonny Jurgenson
gave Washington a better looking passing game. His team averaged 177.5 yards in the air.
The Packers, Lombardi said,
"will be in fine shape" in the future.
"They've got a good coach, a
good organization,'1 he said.
"The Packers will be around a
long time after Vince Lombardi
is gone."

Trojans Break
Tie for Tlhird
In Area Poll

Gale-Ettrick couldn't stand
prosperity , but Rushford continued its climb toward the top
in the Winona Daily News area
basketball ratings this week.
Gale-Ettrick, which moved up
to fifth , its highe-st rank of the
season , last week, was an upCOULEE
G PH. Avg. set victim of Arcadia , 62-58 FriBob Olsdahl, Gale-Ettrick
12 251 20.9
Dan Hauser, Holmen
14 272 1M day night. The result saw the
Bob Stilgerwald, Bangor . . . 1 3 226 17.4 Redmen drop back two spots fo
Brian Slcrn, Melrose-Mindoro 13 325 17.3
Steve Anderson, West Salem 14 238 17.0 seventh.
Tom Reedy, Arcadia
.. '.. 14 221 15.»
Rushford , meanwhile, avengTom Gulli-kjon, Onalaska
14 21) 15.4
Tlm Gulllckson, Onalaska
14 212 15.1 ed its only loss of the campaign
Gary Beckfr , Trempealeau 13 191 14.B by smashing 10th ranked Spring
Marshall Anderson, G-Ettrlck » 135 13.9
Grove 89-64 for its ninth
DAIRYLAND
O Pti, A-vg. straight win. The triumph enRalph Rasmuson , Whitehall 13 390 3O.0 abled the Trojans to break a
Les Olterson, Blair
13 t.5 16.7
Brent Malhson, Blair
13 176 16.0 third-place tie with Osseo-FairBill Skroch, Independence .. 13 201 15.2 child , dumping (he chieftains to
Lloyd Rlphenburg, E.-Strum 11 159 J4.5
Dave BrommerIch, C-FC .. a 111 13.9 fourth .
Kim Nelson, Eieva-Strun .. 13 175 13.5
Spring Grove, which fell out
Oil Hart , Alma Center . . . 13 170 13.1
for the first
Rick Frueh, Osseo-Fairchild 13 157 _3.1 of the rankings
Randy Abrahamson, Oiseo-F. . 3 1_ 7 717.1 time this season , and Gale-EtHIAWATHA VALLEY
trick weren 't the only rated
O PIS. Avg.
Lyman Johnson , Zumbrota
11 251 22.8 teams to lose- la st week.
Dean Fleoel, Kasion-Mnnlor. 14 J1J 22.4
Sixth-rated Kenyon dropped
Steve Sviggum, Kenyon . . . . 14 273 19.5
Jim Glover, St. Charles
. 13 a« 19.3 its second game in three starts.
L. Kellar, Kasson-Mantorville 14 237 17.9 The Vikings , who still managed
Terry Kleffer, Lake city .. 11 176 16.0
onto the Hiawatha
Todd Prink, Cannon Falls .. 13 207 15.9 to hang
Pal Otrry, Stewartville .. .. 14 221 13.8 Valley Conference lead despite
S. Hyllenjjrcn, cannon Falls 13 118 14.3
the chain of events , are now
INDEPENDENTS & OTIIEItS
teetering on the edge of falling
0 Pit. Avg.
/
Curt-Drownell, Pepin
. . . 1 1 216 2J.8 out of the rating s. They arc
Greg Bearden, Lewiston . . . . 12 2(0 21.7
currently 10th ,
Ken Harmon, Durand
U 2)9 19.9
Dal Parr, Mondovi
14 J(J 18,7
Meanwhile , ninth rated Elgin
Mike Krlalk, Durand
12 224 18.7
afoul of defense-minded
Fom Dauer , Durand
12 is_
13.3 ran
Doan Nunloch, Lewist on .. 13 170 14.2 Randolp h and was beaten 45-41.
Dick Hansen , Dover-Eyota
14 1(4 11.9
Oreg Smith, Dover-Eyota
15 1»0 12.7 Randolph , although only 6-3 this
Mike Sllberhorn, Durand
12 144 12.0 season , lends the area in deMAPLE LEAF
fense with an average of under
O pis, Avg.
Arlyn Sikkink, Harmony
. 13 270 20.8 42 points-per-game .
Ted Turbenion, Spring Valley 13 242 18.7
Thc only newcomer this week
D. Francis, Lerov-Ostrander 11 306 18.7
Gary Eldt, Lanesboro
12 309 17.4 is Chatfield , co-leader in the
3ary Helllckson, Preston ., 12 204 17.2 Maple
Ixiaf Conference. The
Bob Slrotbol, Ctiatlleld
12 191 13.9
Oreg t-rlckson, Lanesboro .. 11 169 13.4 Gophers have yj im four in a
Jim Sorom , Lanesboro . . . 11 102 13.2 row since back-to-hack losses
Denny R Indels, Preston . . . 12 1(0 11.0
Ellli Scheevel, Harmony
12 149 14.1 to Cliatficld and Spring Valley.
Now 9-3, they take over ninth
ROOT RIVER
O Pis. Avg. place in the rat ings.
lob Kelty, Mabel-Canton
10 249 24 ,9
Following is the Top Ten with
Terry Mlflhum, Peterson . . . . 11 106 21.0
Rick Dosser, Spring Orove 13 _ <J 20 .4 points awarded on thc basis of
Ml Ire Miller, Rushlord
13 14] 18.7
John Scheevel, Soring Orovr 13 Ut lj.l 10 for first , nine for second ,
Terry Scanlan , Mabel-Canton 14 100 14.1 eight for third , etc First place
.
Dale Heqlanri, Peterson . . . . 13 106 1 4 3
Rick Forschler, Caledonia . 11 101 14 ,1 votes arc in parenthesis.
Jack O'Donnell, Rushlord . 11 177 1)6
TOP TEN
Ken Carrier, Houiton
17 159 13,3
Polnla
1. ouranri (3) IM
31
WEST CENTUM ,
Jim Malone, Wabasha . . . . . .
Fred Lorentson, Elgin
Dale Klrkhofl, Mazeppa . . . .
Bill Gergen, Randolph
Stan Bismarck, Pari. Deaf
Rick Gorgon, Randolph . . . .
Ron Kurth, Elgin
Dale Holm, Goodhue
John Ernst, Elgin
Mike Mac Namara, Goodhue

,,

Dave Walker, Arkinsnw . . .
Randy Schulti, Ollmanion .
Rich tinmen, Taylor
Jack nieckman, Ollmanion
Larry Ebert, Alma
T. Williams, Eau Clatrr I.L.
Barry Ritscher, Alma
Dan Drier, Arkan .aw
.
Tom Heller , Aim*
Jeff Younpbeuer, Alma . . . .

O
I
It
10
11
1«
I
14
I
14
14

Pis. Avg.
177 34.6
311 17,4
111 11.t
149 .0 1
174 19 .4
136 17.0
107 14.1
109 13.4
176 1] 6
174 13.4

J. onalaska IM 11-I
it
J, ttuitiforcf ta-l
31
«. Oneo-Palrchlld IM
JO
I. Whitehall n-l
JJ
.. sprln n Valley tO- 1
51
1. Oale Ellrlck ll-J
17
I. Oilman on 102
ll
t. Challleld to
. , ,.
7
it. Kenyon no
i
OTHER TBAM5 RECEIVING VOTES!
Eloln (4), Cannon F alii ( t ) ,

BULLET-IN . . .Baltimore's Kevin Loughery drives for a layup as Chicago's Jerry
Sloan leaps in an attempt to block the shot
as teammate Barry Clemens looks on. Sloan

fouled Loughery and the Bullet guard got his
two points at the free throw line in Monday's
NBA game against the Bulls. (AP Photofax)

Kansas, Minus White,
Records 1 OOOth Win

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The number 12 was an Orange
Bowl nightmare for the Kansas
football team but 1,000 turned
out just grand for their basketball counterparts. .
And the Jayhawk cagers,
ranked 13th in the latest Asso-

ciated Press poll, not only gave
the gridders an arithmetic lesson but a study in contrast, as
well.
A 'twelfth man on the field
cost Kansas an Orange Bowl
victory against Penn State, but
the cagers went into action
against Oklahoma State Monday

It 's Big Ralph
Against Field

Tonight's Dairyland Conference battle between league
leading Whitehall and second
place Osseo - Fairchild will be
a classic confrontation pitting
a great high school eager
against a well balanced, depth
laden team.
Whitehall's Ralph Rasmuson .
coming off a 54-point performance against Alma Center Friday, is one of the area's best
individuals while Osseo-Fairchild , experienced but small , is
a prime example of what consolidation can do for a basketball program.
The 6-6 Rasmuson, only a
junior , is averaging 30 points
a game this year and dumped
in 33 in the Norsmen's 68-59
triumph over the Chiefs Dec.
7 at Whitehall.
Outside of Big Ralph , the
rest of the Norse are just a
bunch, of guys named Shelddon (Hanson ) , Ken (Thoreson ) ,
Orlan (Hagen), Roger (Berg)
and Brian (Nordhagen ) all of
whom have had their moments
and are pretty fair athletes in
their own right. None are great
scorers, but they 're extremely
adept at getting the ball to
Rasmuson , who seldom misses.
Against Alma Center , he hit , 22
of 29 field goals and 10 of If.
free throws , besides haul ing in
16 rebounds.
The Norse arc a perfect 8-0
in thc Dairy land and 11-2 over
all.
Osseo-Fairchild , meanwhile ,
has the better season record
(12-1) , hut is only second best
in (he Dairyland. A situation
they hope to rnmedy on their
homo floor tonight.
While Rasmuson is Whitehall' s big offensive threat , Osseo-Fairchild has four starters
in double figures nnd three
oilier players averaging over
five points a game.
A pair of players from last
year 's Fairchild team , bend the
Chief' s atta ck. Center R.-tndy
Abrahamson , fi-0 , has nearly a Li-point average while
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WEDNESDAY'S ("JAMES

DUNN-ST. CROIXPcpin at Somerset.
SPORTS

HERE/S H0W !

by DUANE
RIHGLER
It ynu ' rn onlng to work v/llh an electric, drill , or
cither hand electric tools on a damp concrole door,
P«l cn n pnlr ol rubtirrs as n Jilely precnullon.
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nM Plan combines lilt Insurance
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DUANE

LOCAl. SCHOOLS—
La Cro.se Aqulnai at Cottar.
Harnllna at St. Mary 'i.
MAPLE LEAFSpring Valley at Laneiboro.
Prcaton al Chatfield.
Grand Meadow al Harmony.
Leroy-Ojirandor at Wykofl.
ROOT RIVERCaledonla at RuihlorO.
Mabel-Canton at La Craicent,
Peterson at Houston.
HIAWATHA VALt-E . —
Plainview al Lakt Cily.
DAIR YLANDAuqujt a al Eleva-Strum.
Coctirano FC at Independence
Blair al Alma Center
Whi tehall at 0»sto<Falrchl|d,
NONCONFERCNCEMazeppa at Ko»lon-Mantorvllle.
SI . Charlei at Lewiiton.
La Crone Holy Cross at Trempealeau
Mondovi at Durand.
Onalaska Lulher at Taylor.
Eau Claire Memorial JV at Ollmanion
Wanamingo al Goodhue .
Waseca Aggies al Randolph.

i
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5-9 guard Rick Frueh is averaging 12 points an outing, as
is 6-0 forward Greg Laugenberg. Kevin Johnson , a 6-0
guard , has an 11 point average. Dan Srhith, a 6-0 forward ,
is the other starter while 6-0
Bob Krueger, 6-0, Jim Mulvaney and 5-6 Tom Burns are top
reserves.
Obviously, the Chiefs have
to win to have any sort of
chance at the conference title.
Other Dairyland games tonight have Augusta (1-8) at Eleva-Strum (4-5) , Cochrane-FC
(3-6) at Independence (3-6) and
Blair ( 6-3) at Alma Center
(2-7).
Maple Leaf Conference leaders, Spring Valley and Chat
field , face tough league battles
tonig ht. The Wolves play at
tough Lanesboro (4-4) while
third place Preston (5-3) is at
Chatfield.
In th,e Root River , improv ing Caledonia (5-2) is at league
leading Rushford (7-1) in the
top game of a three game
slate .
Traditional n o n e onference
games have St. Charles (8-5 )
at Lewiston and Mondovi (9-5)
at N'o. 1 Durand (11-1).
TUESDAY'S GAMES
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night minus one man , Olympic
star Jo Jo White, and came
away with a 64-48 triumph to become the second college team to
reach 1,000 wins.
Two of the nation's Top Ten
teams were in action Monday
night and one of them was Kentucky, which reached the 1.000
milestone last month. The
fourth-ranked Wildcats made it
1,005 with a 105-93 Southeastern
Conference victory over Auburn.
Third-rated
Santa
Clara
trailed at halftime for the first
time this season but rallied to
turn back upstart San Francisco
State 72-59 f o r an 18-8 reocrd.
In other key games** 15thranked Duquesne downed Fairfield 85-75 and No. 20 Colorado
nipped Missouri 80-79 in overtime.
The country's two top scorers
had somewhat similar games.
Pete Maravich the leader, made
14 of 33 shots and 31 points in
Louisiana State's 95-71 romp
over Mississippi State. Runnerup Calvin Murphy of Niagara
shot 13-for-38 and 33 points but
the Purple Eagles lost to DePaul 83-74.
"We're happy we achieved
the 1,000-victory mark, regardless of Kentucky's claim," said
Kansas . Coach Ted Owens, noting that Kentucky went back
into ancient newspaper files to
unearth three previously overlooked triumphs. "It is a significant milestone and makes ua
proud of Kansas' winning basketball tradition. "
Phil Harmon , a 6 foot-4 senior, took over for White, who
used up his eligibility. But Owens switched from a White-directed attack to a three-guard
offense.
"You don't replace someone
like Jo Jo White," he said. "We
just hope we're mature enough
that we can adjust. "
Kentucky blew an 11-point
lead and overcame a 42-point
spree by Auburn's John Mengelt. The Wildcats had their
troubles until the final 12 minutes when they broke away
(rom a 64-64 tic. Dan Issel
scored 36 points , Mike Pratt 22
and Mike Casey 20 for Kentucky.
Santa Clara , behind 39-34 at
the intermission , rallied behind
Rud Ogden , who scored 16 of his
20 points in the .second half ns
tho Broncos overlook Snn Francisco State . Dennis Awtrev"
paced the winners with 23 points
and IG rebounds.
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OF AIRLINE PASSENGERS

House Passes Bill
To Permit Search

ST. PAUL (AP)—The House
passed 107-24 and sent to the
Senate Monday a bill to allow
airlines to search passengers
and their luggage before boarding.
Tbe main author, Rep. Warren
Chamberlain, Faribault , said
airlines could search all passengers or only those considered
suspicious as a means of heading off hijackings.
Northwest Airlines, with headquarters in the Twin Cities, has
12 flights daily to Miami and
Eastern Airlines also has a

flight from the Twin Cities to
the Florida city.
Bills were introduced in thc
Senate and House to provide
stiffen state regulation of private trade and correspondence
schools.
The measures, backed by
Atty. Gen. Douglas Head and introduced by Sen. Mel Hansen
and Rep. Harold J. Anderson ,
both Minneapolis , would require
such schools to get annual licenses from the commissioner
of education.

AT SIRHAN TRIA L

Reporters Get
The Big Search

LOS ANGELES CAP) - As windows are concealed by tan
Sirhan Bishara Sirhan 's murder S drapes. There are two sets of
trial drones through its prelimi- battery-powered spotlights high
naries, the 114 reporters cover- on the courtroom wall to use
ing the case continue to be the should the regular lights fail or
targets of a massive security ; be delibei ate'y disabled .
i "We don 't want another Dalprocedure.
The trial growing out of last j las," explained one officer , reJune's assassination of Sen. ferring to. the murder of Lee
Robert F. Kennedy resumes to- i Harvey Oswald , before he could
be tried in the assassination of
day after a four-day recess.
Newsmen line up in a mar- the senator 's brother ,' President
¦ '
__
ble-walled corridor on the John F. Kennedy. . . . .
eighth floor of the Hall of Justice and sign in. A big, steel- :
plated door is unlocked, they
walk through, and it is locked
behind them.

Runaway Well
Continues to
BubbleOil

At the direction of a deputy j
sheriff , newsmen empty their
pockets. Out pour such items as ;
pens, pencils, notepaper , keys,
wallets and handkerchiefs. If
someone has a pipe, the depJty
will take it apart to verify that
SANTA BARBARA , Calif.
it conceals no weapon. The (AP)
— With one exception, offsame with a cigarette lighter, j
shore oil drillings were shut
;
Then the male reporters lean down today in the Santa Barfoward , hands on a table, feet 1 bara channel as oil continued to
apart. A deputy frisks them for bubble up at 21,000 gallons a
weapons, -while a second goes day from a runaway well 3,500
over their bodies with a black , feet under the ocean floor.
paddle-shaped device to detect The rig still running was drillmetal.
ing a second well that experts
Femal e reporters are frisked hoped would relieve under: by women deputies in a side ground pressure forcing the oil
room, after emptying their |through a crack in the sea floor.
purses and pockets. Brassieres | An oil slick front the runaway
and girdles do not escape exam- covered about 200 square miles
ination. "Downright embarrass- of the Pacific off the Southern
ing." one woman reporter de- California coast. Secretary of
scribed it, although the deputies Interior Walter J. Hickel , after
a flight over the slick, said "the
are pleasant enough.
Not only are weapons the tar- pollution is more severe than I
get of the search, but also cam- anticipated. ''
eras and recorders , which are i So far, strong, winds from the
barred from California court- l east have kept most of the slick
rooms.
I away from beaches except at a
Once the frisking is over, the |few points. However, conservanewsmen are admitted through tionists express fears for maanother locked door to a long jrine and bird life.
corridor with access to the I Congressional concern over
courtroom. On a table are 26 j the pollution threat resulted in
telephones especially installed i the Senate Public Works Comfor the news media. There is a j mittee sending a team of invesdrinking fountain , but no rest- tigators from Washington to the
scene.
room.
The investigators will report
If you leave, you have to go their findings Wednesday to a
through the same security public works subcommittee cursearch all over again to get rently holding hearings on a bill
back in.
that proposes fines of up to $15
In the courtroom , quarter- million in cases of proven negliinch-thick steel plates on the igence in oil spillages. <
GRIN AND BEAR IT

Bills also would prohibit
schools or salesmen from using
misrepresentations in statements or advertisements to- get
enrollments .
At a news conference, Anderson and Hansen said most private trade and correspondence
schools are reputable . But they
gave these examples of some
exceptions:
—One out-of-state school offered a course in how to handle
heavy equipment , like bulldozers, strictly by mail.
—A school offering to train
young women as airline hostesses enrolled them without being
assured! they met usual requirements on height and weight.
—A data processing school invited potential students to take
courses leading to well-paying
job s as programmers. But they
had neither qualified personnel
nor equipment for the courses.
Legislation to facilitate a person's giving his body organs for
transplantation was introduced
in both houses.

Rep. Rolf T. Nelson , Robbinsdale, amd Sen. Harold G. Krieger , Rochester , offered the measure, similar to other proposed
legislation.
They said that frequentl y the
deceased person 's will takes
several days or even weeks to
be admitted to probate.
The so called "Uniform Anatomical Gift Act" would eliminate time ordinarily lost in securing a donor 's consent, witnesses '
signatures, statements of limitations, etc. "There is a need to
move as quickly as possible in
order that more lives be saved
through organ transplants ," Nelson and Krieger said.
Among bills introduced in the
Senate:
One sponsored by Sen . George
R . Coaizemius, Cannon Falls,
would provide a 7 per cent income tax credit for the cost of
air or water pollution control
equipment. The credit could go
as high as $50,000 and be spread
over 10 years.
Another would forbid an assessor from including any "substantial capital improvement"
to any building for purposes of
taxation , for the first 10 years
after it is developed .
The bills, authored b y V. K .
Jensen, Montevideo, would only
apply to the first $5,000 of capital improvements in any one
year. .
Sen. J. A. Josefson, Minneot a ,
proposes a measure to appropriate $350,000 to buy equipment
for the third and fourth year
curricula at Southwest State
College, Marshall.
And another bill by A . 0. Sundet, Faribault, would add that
city to the list of 15 communities where state junior colleges
will be built.

fraser Asks Nixon
Not to Be Lenient
On Seg regated Schools
WASHINGTON (AP)-A Minnesota congressman , backed by
100 moderate and liberal Democrats, urged President Nixon
not be lenient with school districts which disregard federal
desegregation orders.
Rep. Donald M. Fraser , with
backing from
Reps. John
Bradeimas of Indiana and James
C. Coreman of California wrote
the President of their concern
about "special treatment"" for
five segregated Southern school
districts.
The districts in question have
60 days to come up with an acceptable plan before Federal
funds would be withheld,

Find Youth Was
Ove rcome bv Smoke
M I N N E A P O L I S (AP)An autopsy report revealed
Monday that a 15-year-old south
Minneapolis youth who died
when fire brok e up a party at
a friend' s apartment , was overcome by smoke,
David Bellanger was found by
firemen Sunday morning under
a pile of clothes in a closet of
the second floor apartment after
they put out the $8,000 blaze.
Three others , including tw o girls
to whom the place was rented ,
escaped unharmed.
TV INFORMATION
LOS ANGELES (AP) - By
closed-circuit television , policemen are getting basic instruc"The Arm y ovg hia recognhe your sp ecial op lifodei , son tions about U.S.
Supreme Court
...tell them you organized thre e sit-ins , lour protest
decLsioas defining a criminal' s
marches and forced ihe colleg e dean lo resign... "
__
rights.
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45%
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Vollmer and Loomis and nurses
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Mrs.
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principally for use by. the Park- Con Ed
35 Pips Dge 4SV4 cently, to inspire the market.
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There had been some hopes JANZOW Cont Can 66% Phillips
Recreation Department.
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and heartfelt thanks to ill GIRL OR WOMAN wanted for part-tlmi
Also bidding was Ken 's Sales Cont Oil 77 Polaroid 117 on Wall Street that increases in Ourwhosincere
typing. No phone calls, apply In person.
extended kindness and sympithy
th«
West End! Greenhouse*.
44i/< steel prices, indicating a tenden- to us In our recent bereavement,
and Service, which submitted a Cntl Data 138% RCA
Janzow.
Mrs.
of our dear Mother,
Deere
52% Rep Stl
53% cy toward continuation ' of infla- loss
price of $4,502.12.
Special thanks to the Rev. Merle Kite- BABYSITTER WANTED—older , experiDow Cm 79 Rexall
44% tionary tendencies, and a strong mann for his comforting words, Mr. enced woman. In your home part-tlmi
Other council business:
1h« organist, 'Cht choir, lh«
on weekends. Tel. 1-3325.
du Pont 160.4 Rey Tb
46% gain in car sales by General Schmii.1.
pallbearers, the Ladles Mid who served
A CITY Plannin g Commission East Kod 72% Sears R 65V_ Motors, might be encouraging tha
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children. In Fountain City, daytime,
resolution , recommending ex- Firestone 60 Shell Oil 68V4 factors.
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Children It Grandchildrtfl
'
However , the reaction was not
ll** .
ment, was referred to the city Gen Elec 90»/4 Sp Rand 52% pronounced.
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manager for study and recom- Gen Food 79V_ St Brands 45%
thanks for all ^he kindnesses
Gate Restaurant, 54 W. 3rd. No phon*
The Dow (Jones average at Sincere
shown while Alfred was in St. Mary'a
calls, please.
mendations. The resolution did Gen Mills 33% St Oil Cal 71% noon was off 2.11 at 944.74.
Hospital in Rochester and to the many
not stipulate the number of Gen Mtr . ' 78% St" Oil Ind 59% At noon The Associated press people who helped since his death with EXPERIENCED BEAUTICIAN, wanted,
their expressions of sympathy. May
full or part-time. J & R Beauty Salon.
personnel or the amount of ex- Gen Tel 39% St Oil NJ 80% 60-stock average had edged all
God bless you ¦all!
La Crescent. Tel . J95-2611.
Gillette
50% Swift
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Texaco
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at home. Special thanks
ity for steady pleasant employment;
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,
by
Carl
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Lost md Found
4 MONEY
lation , completed
blues by spending a few hours dally
Bethlehem , which boosted some
serving an AVON territory. Write Helen
Frank , totaled $46 ,007.80.
prices Monday, gained half a LOST—Sit., new blue suit trousers be- Scott, Box 7M, Rochester .
County public health nurses
GRAIN
tween Penney 's and Goodies Cafe. Tel.
point , and Republic was up a *Ml or leave at cafe. _Reward!
were granted two reserved parkMale —Jobs of Interest— 27
(AP)
MINNEAPOLIS
point.
-Wheat
Jones & Laughlin was SET OF ABOUT 20 keys on rln_ lost
parking
city's
ing spaces in the
receipts
today
193;
year
ahead
nearly
ago
a
point.
Carimona to East End _of town. Good
lot at 4th and Walnut streets.
reward for return. Tel. .7778.
The staff had asked for up to 288 ; trading basis unchanged;
Plastic Trading Co.
General
Motors
dropped
half
prices
higher;
cash
spring
%
five spaces in a letter by the
Personals
7
a
point
despite
its
good
sales
rewheat
No.
basis,
l dark northNeeds a Young Man
supervisor, Miss Susan Steiner.
port. Chrysler and
' ¦ ¦; , x ior y
The nurses will continue to use ern 11-17 protein ¦1.58%-2.14%. fractional gainers. Ford were LEGIONNAIRES . . . Make your plans ' ;¦
NOW lo attend the "Mardi-Gras" Cosx
Spring wheat one cent premoffice space in City Hall until
Ball Sat., Feb. lStto. Steak Dinner,
Oils were mostly higher with tume
ium
each
lb.
over
58-61
lbs;
«
to
8:30
p.m.
Dancing
f
lo
I.
LEGION
Color
Process
Work
the end of this year.
spring
one cent discount Standard Oil of California post- CLUB.
A resolution calling for con- each wheatunder
ing a gain of nearly 2 points. 58 lbs.
Vi lb.
MEMO TO Annex Bowlers : Captain . says
Our growing company will
struction of new sidewalks,
No. 1 hard Montana winter
INA, up about half a point, don't forget we bowl tonight at 4:30. provide on the job training
where needed , in Connection 1.53%-a.83%.
Ray Meyer , Innkeeper, WILLIAMS
was leading the most-active list. HOTEL.
and permanent employment
with Levee Plaza development ,
Minn-S.D. No. 1 hard winter Prices advanced on the Amerto an ambitious young man
was adopted at the recommen- 1.51%-1.80%.
IT'S NICE to have safety pins on hand;
ican Stock Exchange.
who qualifies . High schoo!
but we install zippers that work |ust
dation of the city manager. The
No. 1 hard amber durum ,
grahdl W. Betsinger, Tailor. .
chemistry helpful. Should
project is part of the coopera- choice 1.99-2.10; discounts , ambe
draft exempt.
WINONA
DOES ONE ot your loved ones have a
MARKETS
Jan.
29
tive agreement signed
ber 5-8; durum 10-13.
drinking problem? If so, contact fhe
Wlnons Alanon Family- Group. Write
by the city and Winona Area
Corn No. 2 yellow 1.1314Apply In Person
Swift & Company
69V, W. 3rd.
These quotations apply to hogs deliverIndustrial Development Asso- I.14 1/4.
ed
to
the
Winona
Station
by
noon
today. SPEC. 4 TOM Trautma_ n. Am leaving
Main Office
ciation , agent for the plaza acOats No. 2 extra heavy white
HOGS
Wed . Ple:ase call Cap _. O'Herron at
501 W. 3rd Winona , Minn.
tion committee.
Hog market: Steady.
68-72.
. '. 8-4l3_ .
type, 200-230 lbs. .. ' JJ.25- W.75
Taking of bids for a new poBarley, cars 98, year ago 111; Meal
Butchers, 200-230 lbs.
THE proven carpet cleaner Blue Lustra
19.25
was
authorized
lice car Feb. 17
is easy on the budget. Restores forgotgood to choice 93-1.28; low to in- Sows, 270-300 lbs.
1_,25
MILLER
ten colors. Rent electric shampooer 31.
CATTLE
by council resolution.
termediate 93-1.20; feed 80-92.
R . D. Cone Co.
Cattle rrwket: Week to 25 cents lowWASTE MILLS
Rye No. 1-2 1.18V4-1.21%.
A PUBLIC hearing on extenSLEET, SNOW, ICE . . . no matter what
High choice and prime . . . . . . . . . 27.25
Flax No. 1 3.06 nom.
Needs
the weather . . . or whether you prefer
sion of water and sanitary
2 *.Sd-2i.S0
Soybeans No. 1 yellow 2.55%. Choice
• snack, lunch or dinner our dining
Good
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
;
.
23.00-2
..25
Shop
Purchasing Clerk
sewer mains to the area east
room arwi lunch counter are open 2*
Standard . . . . .
20.00-22.50
hours every day except Won. to serve
3 p.m. -11 p.m., some SatUtility cows . . . ; . . . . . , . . . . . . 16.00-18.25
of Winona Area - Vocational
you.
Home
cooking
at
.finest
fts
,
friendCanner and cutter . . . . . . . . U.OO-17.25
urdays. Will do telephone
LIVESTOCK
ly courteous service ,a pleasant relaxed
Technical School was set for
VEAL
atmosphere may be (o-und at RUTH'S
work and some driving inVeal markel: Steady. :
Feb. 17. The extensions will be
SOUTH ST. PAUL
RESTAURANT, 126 E. 3rd St., downTop choice.
ST. PAUL, Minn, [ f l — (USDA)
volved. Retired or semi3100 .
town Winona . Bring tree family!
for the immediate benefit of — SOUTH
Cattle 4,500; calves 1,200; slaughter
Good and choice
24.00-3..00
retired
person acceptable.
a town house development plan- steers and heifers only moderately ac- Commercial
. .. . . . ¦.. . . . . 18.00-23.00
AUTO INSURANCE. Our rates make your
APPLY IN PERSON
Boners
about steady; cows steady to weak;
:. . . . . , 17.00-down
money go further. Sweeney _ Insurance
ned by Bruce McNally, local tive,
:ulls, vealers and slaughter calves steady;
Agency, 922 W. Sth, WBnona .
contractor . Estimated costs are feeders scarce; average choice 1145 lb Bay State Milling Company
MILLER
Elevator A Grain Prices
other
choice
"I00Oslaughter
steers
28.00;
BEST
TASTE in town. Compare! Wed.
,000
$100
$107,163, of which about
One hundred bushels of grain will be
Special: Beef sfew, [ello, salad, roll,
1200 lbs . 27.00-27.50; mixed high good
WASTE MILLS
will be assessable, according to and choice 10M-1200 lbs 26.50-27.00; choice the minimum loads accepted at the ele- butter, beverage. »0 c. SIDEWALK
CAFE. Miracle Mali.
515 W. 3rd
a report bv City Engineer Rob- 850-1050 " Ib slaughter heifers 26.25-27.00 ; vators.
No. I northern spring wheat
1.53
mixed high , good and choice 26.00-26.50;
' wheat
No.
2
northern
ert J. Bollant.
spring
1.51
good 23.00-26.00; utility and commercial
. 3 northern spring wheat . . . . 1.47
Auto Service, Repairing 10
Assessments for curb and slaughter cows 18.00-19.00; canner . and No
No. * northern spring wheat
1.43
cutter 16.00-18.50; utility and commercial
Train for PRINTI NG
eutter additions in Sunset and slaughter
No.
1
hard
winter
w
heat
1.43
bulls 21.50-24.00; cutler , 1..502 hard winter wheat
. . . . 1.41
Westmorelard additions a n d 21 .50; choice vealers 34.00-37.00; good No.
No. 3 hard winter wheat . . . . . . . . 1.37
COMPLETE
10.00-3..O0; choice slaughter calves 2-4.00Weftdale Subdivision were ap- 27.00;
No . 4 hard winter wheat . . . . . .. . 1.33
good 2O.O0-2 ..OO; feeders scarce .
& Hand Composition
No.
1
rye
l.w
objections
were
barrows
and
gilts
steady
Hogs 8,000;
AUTO SERVICE
proved. No
1.12
25 lower; best action on early rounds; . No. 2 rye
raised at a scheduled public to
1-3 190-240 lbs 20.25 limited showing 20.Linecasting and Presswork
Frordlert Malt Corporation
on your ear
hearing and the council vote 50; 2-3 190-24U lbs 19.75 to mostly 2O.00;
Hours: I a.m. to 4 p.m.
2-4 260-280 lbs
2-4
240-260
lbs
19.25-20.00;
was unanimous.
(Closed Saturdays)
• Oil Changes
Write
18.50-19.50; 3-4 280-300 lbs 18.00-18.75; 1-3
Submit sample befor» loading.
160-190 lbs 17.00-20.00; sows steady to 25
• Winterizing
Barley purchased at prices subject 1o
GRAPHIC ARTS
higher; 1-3 300-400 lbs 17.00-18.00 ; 2-3 market.
• Engine Tune Up
4OO- _O0 lbs 15.25-17.25; feeder pigs steady;
Technical School
1-3 120-160 lbs 16.00-17.00; boars steady.
Winona ERP Market
• Wheel Balancing
Sheep 2,000; wooled slaughter lamb
(Winona Produce, Ziebell Produce)
for Catafog.
trade slow In developing ; slaughter ewes
These quotations apply as ot
• Replace Mufflers
and feeder lambs steady; not enough
10:30 a.m. today.
1104 Currie Ave., Minneapolis
sales wooled slaughter lambs to establish
• Brake Jobs
Grade A (umbo
37
quotations;
utility
an ' good wooled
Grade A large
32
Brake
Adjustments
•
Appro-ved for Veteran Training
slaughter ewes 7.00-8.00 ; choice and fanGrade A medium
26
cy 65-90 Ib wooled feeder lambs 27.00Grade B
24
• Grease Jobs
A "Walt Disn ey movie on 28.00.
Grade C
. . ..:.....
12
Florida will be the feature of the
Save With Tempo 's
program of the Hiawath a Valley CHICAGO M. —CHICAGO
Everyday
LOW Prices
(USDA ) — Hogs 3.500;
PRODUCE
EXPERT AUTO SERVICE
Bird Club of Winona meeting butchers unevenly steady; 1-2 205-225 Ib
butchers 21 .25-21.50; 1-3 200-240 lbs 20.25BY BOB JENKINSON
Wednesday evening.
CHICAGO (AP . _ Butter
Dial 3321 for an Ad Takei
21.00; 2-4 240-260 lbs 19.75-20.25; sows 1-3
AT
Titled "Prowlers of the Ever- 330-400 lbs 17.50-18.25; 2-3 500-550 lbs steady ; wholesale buying prices
glades," the film shows ani- 16.50-17.25.
unchanged ; 93 score AA 66; 92
Cattle
600; calves
none; slaughter
to The Winona Daily News
mal, reptile and bird inhabitants steers about steady,- choice 950-1,225 Ib A 66; 90 B 63y4 ; 89 C 60%; Cars
of the Florida swampland wil- slaughter steers yield grade 2 to 4 28.50- 90 B 64- 89 C 62.
mixed good and choice 27.50-2S.50;
derness in their, native environ- 29.50;
Eggs mixed; wholesale buyTelephone Your Want Ads
good 25.25-27.50; several lots choice 8501,000 Ib slaughter heifers yield ' grade 5 ing prices unchanged to 4 lower;
ment.
to 4 27.25-28.25; mixed good and choice
The meeting at Lake Park 26.00-27.25;
- AUTO CENPTER good 24.50-26.00; commercial 80 per cent or better Grade A
Lodge will begin at 7:30 p.m. cows 17.00-19.00; utility 17.50-19.00.
MIRACLE MALL
whites 42 ; mediums 37; standSheep none; not enough for a market
Visitors will be welcome.
ards
39%
;
checks
27.
test.
¦
The bird club' s regular field
Despite Its short legs and
trip will be conducted on Sunbody weighing as much as 3,000
day and will concentrate on the
pounds, the black rhinoceros
Dodge, Wis., area. Numerous
can charge at about 35 miles an
blackrusty
quail , as well a
hour.
birds and other off-range spethis
have
been
observed
in
cies,
(Pint Pub. Monday, Feb . 3, 19 .9)
vicinity during the unusually
NOTICE
snowy winter and these will be ARCADIA , Wis. (Special) - This will certify thai Robert E. Koopwhose true nnd real full nam. and
thc main object of the "hunt ." One new director was elected man,
address Is Robert Eupene
526
The field trip will assemble at at the annual stockholders' meet- West Howard Street , WinonaKoopman,
, Minnesota,
conducts
and
transacts
a
commerc
Co,,
ial
thc Lake Park Lodge at 1:30 ing of the W. P. Massuere
business In Winona County, Mlnnesola,
p.m. Nonmembers may partici- Inc., at a meeting last week.
under th« name ol "Lakeside Gull, "
ROBERT E, KOOPMAN
Dr. Leon English wns elected
pate.
a director to succeed John
Robert E. Koopman
Hohmann , who now resides in a Stale of .Minnesota I
Cabot, Erickson to
Counly ol wincna
nursing home. Re-elected were On Ihla 30th day Iot as.
We need you to perform a variety of imporJanuary, !»_., toeEntertain Soldiers
Morris English , Gile Herrick, fore me, a notary public, personally appeared Robert E. Koopman, to me known
tant duties.
HOLLYWOOD (AP . - Actors Bernard Fernholz , Emil Benusa , to be the person described In and who
Mrs
Elizabeth
Burns
and
Mrs.
.
execuled the loregolna Instrument and
Sebastian Cabot and Leif Erickacknowledged that he executed Ihe same
• Make travel arrangements
son left by plane Sunday to en- Margaret Wenger. Terms expire ai hli free act and deed.
annually.
WILLIAM A. LINDQUIST
o Prepare and process expense accounts
tertain U. S. troops in the Far
At a board meeting the folEast.
William A. Lind quist,
o Compile and edit reports
Notary Public,
Cabot headed for troop enter- lowing were returned to office:
Winon a County, Mlnnesola,
tainment in Vietnam and Thai- Morris English , president; Mer(My commission expires Feb, i, l»«?|
• Arrange meetings
land , while Erickson began a rick , vice president; Benusa ,
O Greet visitors
17day tour of military hospitals treasurer , and Mrs. Wenger, (Flrsl Pub. Tuesday. Jan. I I , \ W )
Slate of Minnesota I ss.
secretary.
in thc Pacific .
Of course, there's typing to be done , too—probably
Counly ot Wlnonn
) In Probale Court
File No 1(1,513
The company did extensive remore than half thc time. In short , IBM needs
In Ra Mala ot
By Bud Blake
modeling last year, English said.
John D. Keyai, also known at
secretaries
who will take on all the responsibility
Thc old office entrance on the John Dwight Keyn and J. D. Keyes,
they can handle . You'll enjoy a wide range of
Decedent.
west side of the building was Order for Hearing
on Partial Account
company-paid benefits. These include life insurance ,
closed. A new window was in¦nd Petition for Decree ol
hospitalization! and medical coverage , and ten paid!
Partial Distribution.
stalled , the heating plant was Tha representative
or the above named
holidays a year.
converted to natura l gas, the estate having filed its partial account
floor of the co-op food store was and pellllon (or selllement and allowance
If IBM sounds like your kind of place, visit the
thereof and for a Decree of Partial Disrepaired, and approximately tribution
to the persons thereunto enMinnesota State Employment 01fice today at 163
two-thirds of the roof was re- titled!
IT IS ORDERED, That tha hearing
Walnut Strceft , Winona , Minnesota 55987 , or write
surfaced.
thereof be had on February ]», 1949,
.

.

"¦
•

Birders fo See
Disney 'J Movie

TGempo

Arcadia Firm
Elects Director

Employers will spend $10O billion on employe benefits Oils
year, ranging from private pension funds to transportation to
and from work , a report compiled by the Chamber of Commerce of the United States reveals.

AT IBM ROCHESTER
THERE'S MORE TO
BEING A SECRETARY
THAN JUST TYPING

at 11:13 o'clock A.M., before this Courl
In thl probate courl room In the courl
house In Winona, Minnesota, and ttiat
notice heraof be given by publication
of this order In Ihe Winona Dally News
•nd by mailed notice as prov ided by low.
Daltd January H, 196°,
E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judgr,
(ProSxile Court Seat)
Strealtr, Murphy A. Brosnahan,
Attorneys for petitioner.

to Jim Prugh , Employment Department WF 928 ,
IBM , Rochester, Minnesota 55901.
"A n Equal Opporlunit )\

^T ^^ 1
^______ ¦

l-DlYI.

DENNIS THE MENACE

Male —Jobs of Interest— 27

Articles for Sal*

57 Business Places for Rent 92

AAARRIED MAN, experienced In dllry
and general term work, separate hoost,
referenceis requlrecf. Donald B»hrt*en,
' Elgin, Minn. Tel. 87*3348.

THE WEATHER It bad we must eayi but
our prices are low on all Zenith TVs al
FRANK LILLA & SONS, 741 E. 8th.
Open evenings.

MAN WITH ear to deliver Minneapolis
Morning and Sunday papers fo carriers
•nd dealers In city cf Winona, 7 <lays
a week. Ttl. 5130 tor appointment,

CLEAN carpets with east. Blue Lustre
makes the iob a breeze, Rent electric
shampooer tl. Robb Bros. Store.

LOFTY pile, free from soil Is the carpet
cleaned with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. H. Choate & Co.
CLEARANCE PRICES on all remaining
1968 G.E. refrigerators, ranges, washers, dryers and treezers. Buy now and
savel B A B ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd.
BARGAIN PRICES
. Motorola Color
rv In crate. We service all makes.
SCHNEIDER SALES CO., Tel. 7356.

Fiberite Corp.

Winona .

f OR COLD WEATHER .. . Ice scrapers,
Instant Start S Heet for cars.
BAMBENEK'S, 9th k Mankato.

PRESTIGE
SALES

Mon., Tues., Wed, & Thurs.
between 545 p.m.
Help—Male or Female

28

WIN A VACATION IN MIAMII All new
Dealers lolnlno our firm In the month
ef Feb. are eligible to compete, parttime—men . or women—no age barrier.
We provide train lno and suppliei—no
¦ ¦ canvassing. For Interview write W. T.
. ' Ra.wle .gh Co., 10O0 Third St, Minneapolis, Mlnrt. 33401.

'8ty i WISH i couio« STUFF wmwr worn' itemisf
Quick Money . . .
on. any article, of value . . .
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE

FOR LEASE—1-bl/ service atatlort. Tal.
*M3TRUCKING SERVICE for sale. Write
A-69 Dally News.

STATION
FOR LEASE
Small investment required
or will finance stock ior
responsible applicant ior
our North Star Station at
Winona , Minn.
Tlhis is an attractive, independent operation with no
service work and located
on a very busy intersection
offering an outstanding opportunity for an ambitious
operator . Must be aggressive, neat and responsible.
Tel. 612-646-4055, Collect
or write
Personnel Manager
OSKEY BROS.
PETROLEUM CORP.
2250 University Ave .
St. Paul , Minn. 55114

48

MILK HOUSE EQU1P-AENT
RATH wash tanks, fans, air Intakes, hose
. parts, storage cabinets.
Ed's Refrigeration 8, Dairy Supplies
555 E. 4th
Tel. 5532

42 Hay, Grain, Feed

Dogs, Pets, Supplies

CATUE DOGS—6 mo. old. Tel. A rcsdlj
Wis. 323-3187.

SO

HAY AND STRAW for sale. Donald Marg,
Mlnnalska, Minn.
Tel. Rollingstone 8689¦
.' 2359.
.
.' ,

POMERANIAN PUPPY — 6 weeks old.
Germalne Pue.ia.ta . Rf. t, Arcadia, Wis.
54613. Tel. 323-7327.

FIRST AND second crop hay, delivered;
also straw. Eugene Lehnerts, Kellogg
Tel. Plalnvlew 534,1763

Horses, Cattle, Stock

HAY—delivered In truckload lots. Order
now. Richard Wright. Tel. Sparta, Wis
269-2202.

43

REGISTERED jervlHable age Holstein
bulls. Mueller Farms, Tel. Lewiston
5781.

Articles for Sale

S7

PUREBRED SPOTTED boars and _ IIH. LOTS OF 2<i's tor sale. MB W. 2nd.
Gilts bred lor Mar. and Apr. contact
Gary Stnlkrudr GalMvllle, Wis or Tel. SALE—1968 Hotpolnt Appliances. RefrigS82-J455.
erators, Ranges, Laundry equipment,
Dishwashers. SAVE as much at $90 on
SIX S0W-J to farrow soon. Ernest Jemssome Hems. GAIL'S Appliance, 215 E.
son, Rushford, Minn, Tel. 844-9267.
3rd. Tel. 4.210.
FEEDER PIGS — 25. James Schwanke, BEAUTIFUL fabrics to tempt your needle
Tel. Cochrana 248-2593.
Into Winter and Spring sewing—wools,
blends, knits "transitional cottons".
PUREBRED DUROC boars and gilts, Vfr«Hurry In for the best selection! CINLanesboro,
clnated. Clifford Hotf,
DERELLA. SHOPPES, 9th & Mankato
Minn* (Pilot Moundl.
or 62 W. 3rd.
YOUNG .MILK cows, 21. 20 Holsteins. 1 FRANK CHUPITA Is so slow to say
Jersey. 12 to freshen In March, 5 In
"No" to 8 loan customer, It's a flood
April, 4 In May. Most bred artificially.
thing he hardly eve r has to. Keep this
Gens Waldenberger, Rt. 2, Houston.
In mind when you med . a Personal
Tal. 896-3J97 mornings.
Loan . . . because you can rely on
him to approve a loan for cash you
THREE. HOLSTEIN heifer calves . Vloneed If tJiere's any possible way he
tor Goede, La Crescent, Minn.
can work if out. And you'll get your
loan at
MERCHANTS
NATIONAL
BRED &ILTS, 6! 16 feeder pigs. Duarm
BANK'S low, low Interest _ates end con.
Engstrand, Alma, Wis., (Creaml. Tel.
venlently spread-out payments. See
685-3532,
Frank today!
HOLSTEIN BULL-14 months aid, 400-Ib.
dam. Wllbert Fetting, Cochrane, Wis
Ttl. 248-2JS5.
HOLSTEIN BULLS-10 months old, )125
Eugena Slaby, Rt. 1, Arcadia, Wis. Tel.
323-3614,

GALUMYCIN
INJECT !BLE

RELIABLE WOMAN Wa nts babysitting In
her own homo for 1 or 2 pre-school
children, dava while Mother works. Inquire at 1«0 West 5th St. or 61 lenox
• '• St. -

37

40 Farm Implements

Money ta Loan

Situations Wanted—Fem. 20

Business Opportunities

95

96

WEDDING DRESS, site 10, and veil. Tel.
Fountain City 687-4722.
TWO-BEDROOM apartment or house, unfurnished. Tel. 5241.
<•
GIBSON electric ES-125 guitar, excellent
condition, $100. Tel. 6-5204 after 3:30.
THREE BEDROOM home wanted Immediately by manager, warehouse
NOTICE* — Due to snow and road conmarket. Write A-68 Dally News.
ditions, CLEARANCE SALE continues
at CADY'S, W. Sth.

Mechanical experience required, welding helpful.
Hours 7 a.m. - 3 p.m., Sat.
8 a.m. - noon. Must be draft
exempt.
"
Apply In Person

Tel. 8-4391

Houses for Rent

Wanted to Rent

Industrial
Maintenance Man

Would you like a prestige
business of your own without capital investment? A
compact territory where
you wouldn 't he away from
home over night .
We are looking for an ambitious young man to COUJIsel with and advise businessmen on a much-needed
service. Guaranteed salary
plus commission. Excellent
training program at large
Midwest university in company home office and on
the job. Generous benefits
and pension plan. Management opportunities.
Minimum earnings first
year $9,000 but average
earnings first year much
higher than this. Possible
to earn over $14,000 first
year and then build up.
For a confidential interview
thone Ron Croone
— or— ¦ . "
R. F. Philson
Holiday Inn, Winona

S2V_ E. 3rd
Tel. 6066, 4347 or 234 .

MOHAN TAX Service-Stale and Federal A NICE 2-bedroom home, Immediate octax return preparation. Reasonable cupany. Westgate Gardens, Ttl. 7114.
rates. 306 Mankato. Evenings by appointment. Tel. B-2347.

WE NEED a man to work In our Shipping t. Receiving Department. Fulltime^ «Mjour-week . Employe benefits.
See Mr. A. H. Krleger, Main Office,
H. CHOATE t CO.

501 W. 3rd

Stirneman-Selover Co.

REFRIGERATOR, apartmenf tlie, cheap, FOUR ROOMS and bath, htatar , hot tnd
,24" boy's bike; pants, sire 6 and 8;
cold watir. In Fountain City. Tel, ttlgarage door. Te). Roltlngsrone 689-5264.
465J.

SINGLE MAN for fa rmwork by tht week
or. month. No milking. Writ* A-M Dally
News.
'

DA I L Y N E W S
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS
NO TELEPHONE ORDERS
WILL BE TAKEN

iOOCC............. $5.95

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center
Downtown & Mlriele Mall

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies 4>4

¦

*

, i

' ,

FINAL
WEEK

,

DBKALB 20-WEEK PULLETS GROWN
BY PROFESSIONALS. Two 6,OT-blrd
floor-type Kovses, one 10,050-bird ea<jegrowing house. All In and all out. Birds
available year around. SPELTZ CHl-CK
HATCHERY, Rolllnostone, Minn, Tel,
«89..3lt.

Wanted—Livestock

486

FARMERS, If you want to set top dnUar
for your 600-800 Ib. Holstein hellers,
open or bred, call Ed Lawrenr, St.
Charles 912-4615 or 932-4474.
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A REAL GOOD auction market tor your
livestock. Dairy cetll' on hand -nil
week. ' Ivestock bough' every day
Trucks available. Sale, Thurs., 1 p.m.
Ttl, Lewiston (667 or Winona 1814.

Farm Implements
.

:

418

i__

40x80 WITH loan pole born; elso/^OxaO
round barn top. Blvlrt HumbleyRushford, _M lnn.
C.

ONE ONLY HOMKO SNOWBLOWER
$109 al SCHNEIDER SALES CO.
1671 W. Sth
OLD MASTERS Liquid Wood transforms
old drab mismatched pieces of furniture and woodwork into beautiful mod, ern wood.

PAINT DEPOT
.. '

167 Center St

Coal, Wood/ Other Fuel

63

BURN MOBIL FUEL Oil aneTenjoy
the comfort of automatic personal care
Keep full service—complete burner
care. Budget service, Order today
from JOSWICK FUEL * Oil CO., 901
E. 8th. Tel. 3389.

Fum., Rugs, Linoleum

64

KARL F. GON RAD,
INC.

ALL
FIXTURES
COUNTERS
TABLES
CHAIRS

' Must Be Sold!

JOHN DEERE No. 10 tiammermlll, also
Surge seamiest bucket, Wllbert Fetting,
Cochrane, Wll. Tel. 3. 8-2265.
.00 BU. CORN, 3,W» bales alfalfa mixed
hay, come second crop, na rain, big
bales. 203 straw, flood loading. Star, 6can milk cooler, side opening, oood condition. 3 Universal ranging buckets;
IV. " pipeline for 11 cows; John De«ro
dlggsr, 8'. Paul Zessln, Nodine.

^~

All
Remaining
Merchandise
Prices Reduced
Further
108 W. 3rd St.

Hog Producers,
j^T8
^
EBPI/Sl Please Note

Bus Property for Sal*

23S» DISCOUNT en all Braid Rugs, sizes
10X14. 9x12, 1x10, 6x9. Sea the big selections at SHUMSK"'*, 58 W. 3rd
JUST RECEIVED 4, 5 ani Wrawcr
chests starting at J19.95.
BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE
302 Mankato Ave.

Good Things to Eat-

65

RUSSET POTATOES, 10 lbs. 35c; apples,
$2 bu.. milk, six Va-gals., $2,70; beer;
pop. Winona Potato Market.

Musical Merchandise

70

BABY GRAND PIANO-G*od condition.
Mrs, Frank Brueske, Tel. 8-2012.

Boyum Agency, Realtors
Rushford, Minn,, 8&4-«ei
or ' •
Clair Hatlevig, Salseman
Tel. 075-5835, Peterson

73

WE HAVE A good selection of used sew
Ing machines, zlg zsg and straight
stitch, cabinets and portables. WINONA
SEWING CO., 915 W. Sth St.

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts

75

TYPEWRITERS am. adding machines tor
sale or rent . Reasonable rates, trie
delivery: See us for all your office suppHes, desks, fifes or office chairs.
IUND TYPEWRITEP CO. Tei. 52U.

Vacuum Cleaners

78

HOOVER VACUUM CLEANERS
DISCOUNTS on all floor model, uprights
and canisters. AREA SEWING MACHINE Co., 129 E. .'rd. Tel. 6474.

Wanted to Buy

81

USED SNOWMOBILE wanied. Tel. 4812.
WANTED-World War I or World War II
serviceman's trench coat, Bob Keiper,
Tel. 9585 after 5 p.m.
~
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, metj ls. rags, hides,
raw furs and woolt

Sam Weisman & Sons
INCORPORATED
450 W. 3rd
Tal. B47

WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON k METAl
CO. pays highest prices -for scrap Iron,
metals and raw fur
Closed Saturdays
tet. 2067
222 W. 2nd

Rooms Without Meals

86

TO

EQUITY AT ALTOONA , WI S.

Starting Monday, February 10,
ihe Equity Livestock Market at Altoona will open a graded , lotted market hog
sales service. This service will operate every Monday and Tuesday. All hogs
(to be graded for sale must be received by 12 noon,
I'or Further Information Tel. 835-3104

EQUITY CO-OPERATIVE
LIVESTOCK SALES ASSOC.
Harold H. Harris, Mgr ,

Altoona , Wis.

\

MI5NT;
^SENT
*
/

i

1

X 4

£

GALAXIE 500
4 door hardtop, V-8 motor,
automatic t r a n s mission,
power steering, radio and
¦whitewall tires, solid light
blue finish with matching
cloth and vinyl interior.

$1995

&ET -l,
i gygM fiWTI

-.

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Mon. & Fri. Evenings

'

Houses for Sale

SHARP!
SHINY!
ECONOMICM.!

99

;

Lets for Sale

99

cial security payments If you owned
this duplex. Let us explain how you
can da It. ABTS AGENCY, INC., W
Walnut St. Tal. 8-4345.

MM__fl
|
Trim and Neat

Cute, two-bedroom home
ideal for retired couple or
a small family. In very
good condition. Newly car»
peted living room. Kitchen,
full bat3i. Nice yard and garage. West location.

Real Value

You'll find lots of extras
in this fine home. Lovely
kitchen with cabinets. Full
bath, living room. New
furnace. Double fireplace.
Concrete patio. G a r a g e ,
Large lot.

Two Lots

Three unit apartment building with garage. Each
apartment has kitchens, living room and baths. Two
with two bedrooms and the
other three . Investigate the
possibility of owning this
income property yourself.

East Location

Comfortable, four - bedroom
home. Carpeted living room
and dining room, good size
kitchen. Vk baths. Ample
wardrobe closets. Some
Departments, Flats
90
combination windows. GaSUGAR LOAF Apartments. Deluxe 1-bedrage.
room apartment on bus I ln». T»l. MT. 8.
Residence Phones : After 5
91
Apartments, Furnished
Mary Lauer
4523
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT for I IndividBill Ziebell
4854
ual. Living room-bedroom combination,
kitchen and both. 322 W. 4th, Rent J70.
3973
E. J . Hartert
Inquire Merchants National Bank
Trust Dept.
Charles E. Merkel — Realtor
PLEASANT room for young man, wllh
private kitchen privileges, Tel, 8-3918
after 5.

Tel . 8-5141

BUILDINGS
FOR SALE
In anticipation of its move to new facilities
this fall Peerless Chain Company is offering
all of its present buildings for sale for occupancy
after its mov e.
Interested parties please
contact Mr. A. J. Bambenek , President
at our main office,

PEERLESS CHAIN CO.
Tel. 2376.

,

1

.

Wanted—Heal Estate

VOLKSWAGEN BUS-I5M, •xealfcint civ
O'n*. oai heater , radio. Tel. 4537 after
tor SJ0 441h Ave.
CHEVROLET-1M7 S door, 327, 4-speed
transmission. Clean, Lubertus Loerch,
Rushford, Minn, Tel. e«-9513 or lit. 7705..
JEEP UNIVERSAL—1»47, 4-wheel drive,
with snowplow and full cab. Ses at
1151 W. 5th. Ttl. «57,

OUR USED CARS
STARTED THIS
MORNING . . .
DID YOURS?
If Not You Need One Of
These .

1 965 MERCURY

MONTEREY
4 door Hardtop , white with
saddle all vinyl interior,
Sower s t e e r i n g , power
rakes, radio, heater, white
sidewall tires. This is a
beautiful car and runs out
perfect.
THEY DON'T COME ANY
BETTER FOR ONLY

$1395

1963 BUICK
Soecial

STATION WAGON
V-8, automatic , r a d i o
heater, tu-toaie bronze with ,
beige top, matching bei^e
interior , whitewall tires. :
As clean as they come.

$895

WA LZ

100

Buick - Olds - GMC
Open Friday Nights

Good for 2 Years
"We service what we sell."

102

I AM NOW a licensed Real Estate Broker
and will be taking listings for farm or
city property. Contact me day or night .
Harry Trowbridge Agency, 239 E. Main
St., Arcadia, Wis. Tel. 323-7207.

Mobile Homes, Trailers 111
1969 STARCRAFT campers and travel
(rafters at year 's lowes t prices. W«
have 4 truckloads coming, but- no
¦ storage room. Must* sell 50 units during
Feb. See your exclusive Starerafl Dealer, Westgard Camper Sales, Rochester.
Tel. 282-4615.
Many homes to choose from at.
COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES
Hwy, 14*1 E„ Winona.
Tel. 4276

Auction Sales

IjW
L §etaWe<
i

109

PLYMOUTH G7X.—1967, <-P»«l_ Po«ltraction, snow tires. $1150. No trades.
CharJej Schultz, Lewis.on. Te I. 53J1
after 3.

y ^ ^^ ^S .

i

BOB

0. YOU COULD retire now on your so1

601 Main

• 4 door Sedan
• 6 cylinder engine
• Automatic transmission
• Deluxe Radio
• Whitewall tires
• Individual Reclining seats
• 21,000 Actual miles
Beautiful Butternut Brown
with ligM tan interior.
Local One Owner Car
. .. -PLUS -- .
25 OTHER TOP A-l
USED CARS
THAT CARRY

ATTRACTIVE CORNER lot, 140- x 100'
Pleasant Valley Terrace, near Country
Club golf course. One side road paved, curb and gutter, electrical service
on lot. Tel. 4918 after 5 p.m. on weekdays. Sat, and Sun. all day,

CORP.

Houses for Sale

1966 RAMBLER
Classic

578 W. 4TH, GOOD CONDITION. .
rooms and full bath, hot wjte r heat
-. Near Madison School and bos ime corner lot, garage. Will .lrrange easy loan

—

THORP SALES

IF YOU WANT TOP MARKET PRICE FOR YOUR

TO P QUALITY HOGS, BRING TH EM

BARf dRJ

1967 FORD

175 Lafayette
Tel. 5240 or 4400 after Hours.

110 acres tillable, in Fillmore C o u n t y , Arendahl
Township.
Will trade for home in
small town, immediate possession, terms available;
also other farms in Rochester area.

ROOMS FOR MEN, with or without
housekeeping prlvllegsi. No day sleepers. Tel 4B39.

FIRST FLOOR apartment available at
once. New kitchen, new ceramic tile
bath with tub and shower . Carpeted
living room and bedroom, Large picture
window, 22' of storage space , Newly
redecorated. Stova and refrigerator
furnished. Can be (ten between 5.-30
'end 6 p.m, dally while this ad runs.
461 Willie Street , use south front entrance,

\ pOH'T

109 Used Cars

Used Cars

Frank West Agency

200-ACRE
FARM

For All Mike*
Of Record Players
114-111 E. 3rd

®:

f

THREE-BEDROOM home, completely alrcondltloned. AAodern kitchen with bulltIns. Separate -dining room, large living
room with carpeting and drapes IncludFarms, Land for Sale
98 ed.
Bathroom has large vanity. Extra
large garage ¦wllh attached screened-ln
278 ACRES near Nodlnl. 140 acres tillPatio . Tel. owner, 8-17M.
able. Good buildings ' including all
modern Lome with gas furnace, barn W. BRAND NEW 4-bedroom home near
with 65 stanchions, 2 silos, etc. Good
St. Teresa College. You can move in
terms. ALVIN KOHNER, Rt. 3, Withe day you buy It as It is now comncna. Tel. 4980.
pleted. Basement 44'x28\ Lovely kitchen
and large living room. Price 526,900.
IF YOU ARE In the market for a farm
159 Walnut St.
ABTS AGENCY, INC.,
¦
¦ .
or home, or ara planning ta sell real
Tel. 8-4365.
.
• '
.
estate of any type, contact NORTHERN
INVESTMENT COMPANV, Real Estate NEW 2-bedroom homo, tull basement, atBrokers, Independence, Wis., or Eldon
tached garage. Located In South RushW. Berg, Real Estate Salesman, Arford. Lars 0. Hlmlie, PelersOn, Minn.
cadia, Wis. Tel. 323-7350.
~ EAST CENTRAL-Modern 2-famlly house
FARMS-FARMS-FARMS
with large 'igaraoe. 20x40. Rant terms
MIDWEST REALTY CO,
to reliable party C. SHANK. 555 E 3rd.
Osseo. Wis
fel Office 597-34M
A. OWNER RECENTLY put a new kitchen-In this 2-b«droom home at the edge
Res. 6»5-3157
of Winona, on a large loi, but now they
Wa ouv. we sell, w« trade.
must sell. $10,500. take over present 6 r 'c
loan by paying difference between ask243 ACRES, about 180 tillable. Good J
ing price ard loan balance . ABTS
bedroom home with bath, recently re
AGENCY, IMC, 159 Walnut St. Tel.
modeled, Hoa and beef born, pole shed
8-4365.
other buildings.

Tel. 288-4045
Rochester, Minn.

Hardt 's Music Store

by Leary

'

\

•i,V,„-Vv'4~« ¦-

7,000 square feet of terrific building
Ideally suited for light manufacturing
business. Beautiful offices. Good parking and room for expansion. For detailed Information br to Inspect, Tel
Jim Soderberg, 4115 or 8-1964.

NEEDLES

Sewing Machines

97

BUILDING
FOR SALE

LIVING ROOM GROUP-7-pc. Nylon eovered sofa bed, 3 walnul finished tables,
pair lamps, chair. 1149. BURKE'S FURNITURE MART, 3rd 4 Franklin. Open
Wed. and Frl. ¦ ¦ evenings. Park behind
.
tha store, . .

OIL OR gas heaters. Siegler, Duo-Therm,
ethers. Parti and servlca RANGE OIL
FREEZERS
BURNER CO., 907 E. Sth St. Tel, 7479
Adolph Michalowski.
IT costs no more to own a Gibson. Come
In and get our prices. VWINONA FIRE
& POWER CO., 54 E. ind, Tel. 5065.
Typewriters
77

YEAR-OLD LEGHORN hens for sale.
Rlchtrd Johnson, Oiaeo, wis. Tal. it*-

im.

HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
Sales & ServiceUsed Saw Sale,.$35 and up.
POWER MAINTENANCE «. SUPPLY CO.
Jnd t, Johnson
Tel. 5455

GRAFFITI

CONVENIENT downtown office and store
spaces.

1964 PONTIAC

REACTOR

STAR CHIEF
4 door , automatic transmission', power steering,
power brakes, tilt steering
wheel, radio and whitewall
tires. SoRd black finish with
matching interior.

120 (ENTER- TE1.2V.9

WANT TO SELL ;
YOUR HOME?

$1195

Call Us
For A
Free Appraisal.

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open FViday Evenings

Let Us Show
You Homes
Suited To Your Needs

FREDDV- FRICKSON
Auctioneer
Will handle all sizes and kinds ot
auctions.
Tel. Dakota 643-2.43.
~
"~~~
'
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER , City end state Mcen*.
ed and bonded Rt. 3, Winona. Tel.
4980.

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

Everett J. Kohner
Winona, Te. 7814
Jim Papenfuss, Dakota. Tel. 443-19/
Boyum \gan_y, Rushford. Ttl. 844-9M1
FEB. J-WeA 11 »-tn. 7 mllei S.E. ot
Lewiston. Frank Haugland, Owner; AN
vin Kohner, Auctioneer; Northern Inv.
Co., Clerk.
FEB. *-5at. II t.m. t miles N. of Lanesboro, Minn., on Hwy. 250 or 12 mlie*
W. of Rushford on Hwy. 30. ©oldie Haugen, owner; Ode & Redalen, auctioneers; Thorp Sales Corp., clerk.
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ANOTHERj TJ10RPj AUCTION j

AM. f
SALE SITE: 6 miles north ol LANESBORO, MINN., oa I

250, or 12 miles west of Rushford on Hwy. 30,
Rl «S^T5SlZ_!_!Jj_!?. Ii1 Highway
or 15 miles east of Chatfield on Hwy. SO, 10 miles south

Motorcycles, Bicycles

107

FOR FASTER, better service ROBB
MOTORS; INC. now I] headquartered
in I new location tt ROBB STORE,
INC., 57S 6. 4th.

H
fl
j|
_i

1

|
I
of Utiea to Junction 30 and 250, then 3 miles south %
of Junction. Watch for the Thorp auction arrows. Lunch %
served on grounds by EGzabeth Circle of North Prairie |
Lutheran Church.
|

FARM MACHINERY

1 1950 IHC "M" tractor completely overhauled, new tires,
I with hyd. loader ; 1948 IHC "H" tractor with cultivator;
INTERNATIONAL — 19J9 with 4-speed, I IHC wheel tandem disc; New Holland "e«" PTO baler;
8-22__
.
Tel.
1 IHC 3-34 inch plow, on rubber ; MM 10 it. double disc
1 drill, all steel with low wheels, on rubber ; McD. 2-row
1965 CHEVROLET I planter with fert. att,; New Idea trail type tractor mower ,
I 7 ft.; N.ew Idea 4-bar side delivery rake; New Idea single
Va-To n Van
% row picker; Massey Harris Clipper combine with motor;
Diedrlck elevator, 36 ft.; MM tractor spreader ; horse
equipped with 6 cylinder I
mower; Lindsey 4-section steel drag; Trasco 6'/i ton
I
engine, 3-speed transmissteel wagon, on rutober, with hoist and 7 by 14 box *
|
sion, sidle opening doors,
steel wagon on rubber , with box 7 x 14, 5 ton; steel
rear door, anow tires rear . 1 wagon with box 7 x 14;
2 wheel trailer; corn sheller
|
,
The color is white PERNo.
30
with
steel
cylinder
and cob stacker on skids;
|
|
FECT F O B DELIVERY
|
tractor chains for "M" ; saw rig for "H"; down snout;
WORK and ready to go.
iron pile . FEEDERS & WATERERS; 3 cattle bunks;
|
self feeder ; round Biog feeder, 25 bu.; barrel type hog
|
|
$1195
pi waterer; tank heater; chicken feeders and waterers.
|
| SHOP TOOLS: David Bradley chain saw; JD tractor
'f t. pump; welding tabl-e ; electric motor V* HP; vise; light
i| cords; V belts; assorted bolts; wheelbarrow with rubber
p tire; nailk cans and pails ; granary scale; Clipper fanning
Buick - Olds - GMC
f| mill with electric motor ; sack cart ; sprayer; oxt. ladder;
Open Friday Evenings
% emery stone and stand; tools; forks; shovels; rotary
lawn mower; grease guns; etc. FENCING EQUIP.:
|
Used Cara
109 i Electri c fencer; rods; wire and insulators ; 40 steel posts,
new ; 2 rolls new barb wire; fencing tools; etc.
CHEVROLET—196J Impela 2-door hard I
FEED; 1,900 bu. of ear corn ; 1,000 bu. of oats; 2,800
top, 327, stltk , real sharp. Te). Rolllno- |
•tone 689-2331 alter 4 p.m.
I square bales of alfalfa mixed hay; 600 square bales
of straw.
PONTIAC-19/S3 Grand Prix , air condl- |
tloned, lull power, 43,00(1 miles. Tel, la
LIVESTOCK: Hogs — 20 Hampshire cross feeder pigs,
4593 after 5.
tt 140 to 160 lbs.; COTV — 1 Holstein dairy cow, milking,
BARRACUDA - lit* , excellent condition , %
due with Sth .calf Im May, Bangs tested , a good famiry
V-8, automatic. Best otter , Tel . 9377,
p cow ; FARM DOG — Male dog, black and brown , 1 year
OL05MOaiue-l«5, 4«, 7 like new wide i?
old, very good witRt children .
ovals. Til. 2197 .
tt HOUSEHOLD GQO^S, CHILDREN'S EQUIPMENT &
SOME ANTIQUES: 3 bicycles, 2-20 in., 1—20 in,; wood,
| y|
¦ wall type telephone; sewing machine; flat irons; kerosene
LOW
X portable heater; ki tchen Siegler oif space heater with
¦I cm)king top, white enamel finish , also fuel tank ; new Sert a
PRICED
'X hide-a bed; oak ext. table ; complete bedroom suite; 3 over\\ stuffed chairs ; onk chairs; metal day bed and double
BARGAINS
f i bed ; wood and metal cupboards; 2 cribs; child's play
. pen; children 's toys & books; dishes ; jars (stone &
'fil Lincoln
$405 |
|glass, Fargo & small); etc. LUMBER & TIN: Walnut
cured ; lumber pifo ; tin sheets. For
•61 Mercury
$205 i¦ boards:, dried and, contact
the Thorp office in Rochester,
X more Information
$195 j. Minn ,, 5O7-2«a-4041.
'62 Rambler
THORP ON-THE-SPOT CREDIT
0f
$105 : > Salt , nnnnaged by Clark Vessey, Rochesler , Minn., 507'59 Ford 4-door
» ifta odvormt our prlcei.
"»v
H 2Ji!) ll7O0 . Paul Evenson , Lanesboro, is tho Thorp rcpre^^
» .| sentatLve . Auctioneers are Walter Ode, Lie. No. 9 and
Orvis Rt.lnlen , Lie. No. 5.
_n\5»
I MM |L_ t,
D
H
t"Y"
.
I tilt) IT BL _J JIS£ A I ~.B \\') ;|
Trucks, Tract's Trailers 108

WALZ

^&WMof0j
45 Years in Winona
Ford-Llncoln-Mercury
Open Fridny Evenings
nnd Saturday Afternoons

,

GOLDI E HAUGEN , Owner

I

1 / THORPISALES CORPORATION
\%
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By Roy Crant

BUZZ SAWYER

By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

By Wort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY

By Chick Young

BLONDIE

By Al Capp

LI'L ABNER
*—— ¦——-
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By Hanna-Barbera

THE FLINTSTONES

By Fred Lasswell

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH
STEVE CANYON

By Milton Canniff

APARTMENT 3-G

WE^WANT

By Alex Kotzky

~^_S^_s_____^__M^^_Krc^Tr^_^____^__r ^____n^H_fl^

REX MORGAN,M.D.

By Dal Curtis

I

. . . That's Why We Are Offering These I0W
PRE - SEASON PRICES on WHIRLPOOL FREEZERS
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By Ernie Bushmiller
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Hcre ia a 796"lb> capacity,
22.7 cu. ft. freezer that
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abletemperature control«Fast-freezeeom.pnrtment.
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¦;% Whirlpool FREEZER
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MARY WORTH

By Sa unders and Ernst

• Power Interruption WgW
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Interior
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— NO MONEY DOWN - 36 MONTHS TO PAY —

B & B ELECTRIC

155 Eos? Third Sf.

"Whore Service. Is a Fact . . . Not a Promiso"
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Phono 4245

